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Problems relating to big multinational business en-
terprises have been subject to much research effort
and debate for about two decades. This results from
the considerable role played by such enterprises in the world
economy. Recently one emerging research trend in this
context has been towards building operations research
models for global decision making in the multinational
firm. This is natural since research on the application
of operations research techniques to the planning problems
of national firms has been expanding at a fast pace.
In the case of the multinational firm short-term
(~ tactical) management of finance has been subject
to most research of this kind. The separation of the
treatment of physical and financial flows is a simpli-
fication, however, which can lead to nonoptimal total
plans.

Several authors have presented mathematical program-
ming models for the (tactical) planning of finance in
the multinational firm under the assumption that the
physical activities (trade and production) have first
been fixed at a preceding planning stage. The most
advanced of these models are constructed to include
the probabilistic nature of currency exchange rates.

Linear programming models have also been presented
for the planning of trade and production in the multi-
national firm. Furthermore, linear programming models
have been constructed for joint planning of physical
and financial flows in the multinational firm under
the assumption of deterministic currency exchange rates.
In addition to the determinism of the currency exchange
rates it should be noted that these models treat certain
decision variables as fixed or omit them. These sim-
plifications can lead to suboptimal total planning, too.



It is my purpose to propound how certain tactical
decisions, which earlier O.R. modelling research has
treated only separately, can be simultaneously treated
in a manageable way in mathematical programming models
for the multinational firm:

In this dissertation I show how the probabilistic
nature of currency exchange rates (= "currency risk")
can be taken into account in linear programming models
for joint planning of trade, production, and financial
flows in the multinational firm. This will mean that
only the (discrete) probability estimates of future
exchange rates have to be assumed to be available to
the decision maker. The inclusion of currency risk
is achieved by applying two-stage linear programming.

I also show how forward contracts can be included
in linear programming models for joint determination
of trade, production, and financial flows in the multi-
national firm facing risky currency exchange rates.

Furthermore, I demonstrate how the exposure of assets
and liabilities to currency risk can be adjusted to fit
into predetermined bounds.

I demonstrate the inclusion of interaffiliate transfer
prices, which are declared for duty and tax assessment,
as well as the inclusion of interaffiliate interest
rates as decision variables in the kind of models dis-
cussed. I suggest a concept of "shadow transfer prices"
for the analysis of interaffiliate transfer price bounds.

The construction of separate equations for the formu-
lation of the objective function and the treatment of
taxation is found to be advantageous.

I also briefly discuss the possibility of using the
propounded normative model as a behavioral model of
the multinational firm.

Particular attention is given to retaining readability,
even at the cost of scientific rigor. This dissertation
is thus meant to be applicable also as an advanced text-
book in operations research and multinational management.
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An outline of prior research on the topic and of
the research to be presented was already given in the
Abstract of the Foreword. The primary purpose in this
dissertation is to develop a manageable1 operations
research formulation for simultaneous optimal assessment
of decisions on trade, production, and finance in the
multinational firm facing risky currency exchange rates.
The secondary purpose of this dissertation is to suggest
a tentative way of providing predictions of the behavior
of the big multinational business enterprises in some
particular situations.

What is meant by the multinational firm? There is a
wide variety of definitions of the multinational firm
in literature.3 It is characteristic of these

lBy a manageable model r mean a model that requires
only obtainable input, is solvable numerically, and
gives output on which decisions can be based in an
actual decision-making situation.

2For a relevant and more detailed review of the multi-
national firm see
Timo Salmi, Monikansallinen yritys ja lineaarinen opti-
mointi (Helsinki, 1974), Ch. 1, and
Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: A Mathematical
Programming Model BuiZding Approach (licentiate thesis,
Spring 1973), Ch. 1, and
Timo Salmi, "The Multinational Firm, a Mathematical
Programming Model Building Approach: A Proposition for
Research Work; Part r," The Finnish JournaZ of Business
Economics, No. 2, 1972, pp. 120-125.

3For a discussion On the definition see e.g. William
A Dymsza, Multinational Business Strategy (1972),
Ch. 1, and Michael Whitehead, "The Multinationally-
Owned Company: A Case Study," The Multinational Enter-
prise, ed. John H. Dunning (London, 1971), pp. 311-313,
and Konrad Kubin, Financial Accounting for Multinational
Enterprises - The Problem of Appropriate Reporting
Units (doctoral dissertation, 1972).



definitions that the degree of multinationalism ranges
from a national firm with straightforward export or
import operations to a completely internationally owned
and controlled world-wide conglomerate. The definition
is naturally dependent on the particular problem under
consideration. For our purposes the following definition
is perhaps the most suitable. The multinational firm
is an enterprise which controls producing facilities
in more than one country.4

The concept of the multinational firm is elucidated
with the help of Figures 1-1 and 1-2. The (uninational)
firm is sometimes delineated by the chart given in
Figure 1-1. The firm acquires a set of inputs (the
trade flow directed towards the firm), transforms the
inputs into outputs in the production processes (the
production flow), and sells the resultant outputs (the
trade flow directed outwards from the firm). This
physical (trade and production) process is reflected
in the financial process of the firm. The financial
process is depicted by financial flows in Figure 1-1.
The purchases of the inputs and the sales of the out-
puts cause certain financial flows. So does the trans-
formation of inputs into outputs in the production
processes. In addition, financial capital from (and
to) the outside and its concomitant costs (e.g. borrowing,
interest, equity issues, dividends, and 50 on) also
cause a set of financial flows, which have not been
separately drawn in Figure 1-1.5

4The definition is adopted from John H. Dunning, "The
Multinational Enterprise: the Background," The Multi-
national Enterprise. ed. John H. Dunning (London, 1971),
p. 16.

5This view has been propounded e.g. by Martti Saaria.
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Figure 1-2 delineates the multinational firm. For
simplicity only the case of two countries is drawn in
Figure 1-2. There is one producing affiliate drawn in
each country. Each affiliate purchases inputs in its
host country, transforms the inputs in the production
processes, and sells the outputs in the host country.
This is delineated by the trade flows and the production
flows within each country. The financial flows within
each country correspondingly delineate the payments for
domestic purchases and the receipts from domestic sales
as well as the financial incidents arising from the
production processes. They also include other financial
incidents, like borrowing, amortization, interest,
dividends, etc. The multinational firm can import and
export in the same way as an ordinary importing oy exporting
firm. In addition, the multinational firm is able to

carry on trade between its affiliates in different countries.
This is depicted by the trade flows between the affiliates.
The multinational firm can also carry on financial trans-

actions between its affiliates in different countries.
This includes payments for interaffiliate trade, and
interaffiliate loans, interest, dividends etc. This
is reflected in Figure 1-2 in the interaffiliate financial
flows.The interaffiliate trade and financial activities
differ, however, in a fundamental way from conventional
international trade and finance. The trade and finance

activities take place between the units of the SAME firm.
In other worcls,the relevant parties are no longer independent
in the case of the multinational firm, as, for instance,
the traditional theory of international trade presupposes.
This fact can be utilized by the big multinational
business enterprises, especially if their planning
process is centralized enough. (In Figure 1-2 this
prerequisi te is depicted by the words "centralized planning".)



In addition it is important to note that there are
different currencies in different countries. The exchange
rates are not fixed. The relative values of the currencies
can change via devaluations, revaluations, floating, and
inflation.

When we discussed the multinational firm above, we
noted that it can utilize such activities as are not
open to the uninational firm, which plans and acts in
a one-nation environment only. The essential features
of the multinational firm are consequently contained
in these plans and activities. It is instructive to
assume that a reasonable set of the most noteworthy of
these features can be presented in the framework of a
categorization, which 1 give shortly. This categorization
is by no means complete or unique. E.g. such important
factors as know-how, organizational aspects, and size
are not accounted for.6

In general, when we consider the decision making
process of the firm it is often customary to make a
distinction between strategic and tactical planning.
The main emphasis in the categorization to be given
is on the tactical level, simply because the problems
of this study relate to the tactical level of decision
making in the multinational firm. Nevertheless, 1
commence on the strategic level.

Location adjustment. The multinational firm can within
certain limits choose the countries where it locates its
affiliates. It can invest its funds in options in different
countries. It can construct and withdraw affiliates
looking at the matter from a global viewpoint. Naturally

6It seems plausible, hawever, ta cantend that a number
af the decisian variables which arise in the multina-
tianal firm, but nat in the natianal firm, are cantained
in the items af the categarizatian. In a way the
categarizatian is incansequential, because it is intended
primarily far the benefit af the reader.



in the case of capita1 in(/di)vestments these are matters
of major strategic importance, and are inf1uenced by a
great number of different factors for consideration.

Repatriation adjustment. We have now moved down to
the tactica1 1eve1. The mu1tinationa1 firm can choose
between different means in bringing home the revenues
and its capita1 investments. The means vary from open
repatriation to e.g. arranging unnecrssary interaffi1iate
trade with appropriate transfer prices.

Production adjustment. The mu1tinationa1 firm can
buy and se11 goods and services between the affi1iates
located in different countries across nationa1 borders
(cf. Figure 1-2). It can a110cate itsproducFion globa11y
between the affi1iates in different countries. If
necessary it can move its production over to other
affi1iates.

Book profit adjustment. The mul tinationa1 firm can
adjust its book profits in different countries and thus
manipu1ate the taxes it pays. In addition to conventiona1
book-keeping methods, this can take place by a suitab1e
arrangement of trade, production, and finance.

Currency risk adjustment. The multinationa1 firm
can hedge and specu1ate against currency exchange rate
changes by financial operations and/or by global1y
manipu1ating its trade and production pattern. The
most important of the financial operations are raising
loansand acqulrlng assets in suitab1e currencies,
and making forward contracts.7

What 1 have stated above is consistent with the
fo11owing arguments and observations concerning

7These options are naturally not completely closed to
a national firm, especially if it is engaged in imports
or exports, but the perspective is much more limited
in that case.



the multinational firm. National governments are worried
about the ability of big multinational enterprises to
move their production from one country to another.affecting
national products. employment, imports and exports, and
balances of payments of the host countries. National
governments have tried to regulate the operations of
the multinationals, e.g. to prevent them from evading
local taxes. Labor unions in countries with high wage
rates accuse multinationals of exporting jobs. Central
banks are concerned about the balance of payments problems
created by shifts in international financing. They
fear that the multinational firms undermine the inter-
national currency system by hedging and speculating
in "hot currencies". There are other similar points,
but these may suffice as examples.

The problems of the research work to be presented
are given below.8 They are given as they were stated
before the research was completed.9

1) How can we build a model for decisions to cover
simuZtaneousZy the assessment of trade, production,

81 first stated the problems in a dissertation proposal,
which has later been published: Timo Salmi, "Joint
Determination of Trade, Production, and Financial Flows
in the Multinational Firm; A Stochastic Linear Program-
ming Model Building Approach," The Finnish JournaZ of
Business Economics, No. 3, 1974.

9The reasons for this are obvious. Although sometimes
done, particularly in non-empirical research (this dis-
sertation is non-empirical), reconstructing the research
problem after completion is contrary to the general
principles of scientific research work. Evaluation
of the results will be more objective and the reader
will obtain a better perspective when the proper procedure
is followed.



and financial plans in order to achieve optimal
production, book profit, and currency risk~adjust-
ment in the multinational firm? What are the
technical and conceptual difficulties and how
can they be overcome? Tackle the following research
task in orderto find the answers: Construct for
an idealized multinational firm a normative model
for optimal production, book profit, and currency
risk adjustment by means of simultaneous manipulation
of suitable trade, production, and financial flows
which are deemed to be decision variables.
Call this the normative problem.

2) How can we predict the behavior of the multina-
tional firm? What structure does the multinational
firm give its various trade, production, and fi-
nancial flows in different situations? How does
the multinational firm react to economic environ-
mental changes and measures of the host or the
home country governments?
Call this the behavioral problem.

The emphasis in the research project was very strongly
on the normative problem. Most of my results on the
behavioral problem can be attributed to my earlier research
efforts.10 C6ncentrating on the normative ~roblem turned
out to be laborious enough.

10 Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: A Mathematical
Programming Model Building Approach Clicentiate
thesis), op.cit., and Timo Salmi, "Monikansallinen
yritys tarkasteltuna matemaattisen optimointimallin
avulla," The Finnish Journal of Business Economics,
No. 2, 1973, pp. 119-124. This paper has been trans-
lated into an unpublished English version: "Some
Aspects of Production and Profit Adjustment in the
Multinational Firm," which was presented at the
European Institute for Advanced Studies in Management/
Helsinki School of Economics seminar, March 14-16,
1973, in Helsinki.



The literature search on the topic indicates that
much non-rigorous verbal text has been written on a
variety of problems relating to the multinational firm,
but that mathematical modelling is just beginning to
develop.11 This view is corroborated by comments of
other researchers in the field.12

The perspective in prior (and this present) research
on the topic can be visualized with the help of Figures
1-1 and 1-2. In the uninational case, elucidated by
Figure 1-1, both basic and applied research on operations
research models for planning have been developing at a
fast pace for a relatively long time. Above alI, ordinary
linear programming has turned out to be an effective
means particularly in the case of tactical planning
problems. Now we are concerned with the multinational
case. As can be seen in Figure 1-2, planning now becomes
more complex. Constructing operations research models
for multinational planning is a quite recent development.
This can be seen in the fact that a major part of theoreti-
cal research results involving mathematical planning (and be-
havioral) models of the multinational firm have been
achieved since the mid-1960's, and that a significant
part of the relevant research results have been published
not earlier than in the 1970's. In the same manner as

11EspeciaIIy non-rigorous management Iiterature abounds.
For a compact, but nevertheIess fairIy extensive survey
on academic research concerning various aspects of the
muItinational firm see Hans Schöllhammer, "Strategies
and Methodologies in International Business and Com-
parative Management Research," Management InternationaZ
Review, 6/1973, pp. 17-32.

12Many of the researchers whose works are reviewed in
this section expIici tIy comment on this state of
affairs.



in the early stages of uninational mathematical model-
ling, not much is known about real-life applications
in multinational firms.

It is instructive (but not necessary) in this context
to classify the prior relevant research on mathematical
modelling for the multinational firm into five groups.
This, of course, is a simplificatjon. The groups will
be 1) strategic planning models, 2) models for tactical
production planning, 3) models for tactical planning of
finance, 4) models for joint tactical planning of prod-
uction and finance, and 5) descriptive models. This
classification is based on distinctions between strategic/
tactical planning, partial/integrated models, and planning/
descriptive models, which are convenient here. For
instance in the taxonomy strategic/tactical planning
the location adjustment, discussed in Section 1.1,
falls into the strategic planning range, while the rest
of the adjustments are more tactical in nature.13 The
decisions to be covered in this study are clearly tactical
in nature. In prior research there is a rather clear-cut
distinction, on the tactical level, between partial and
integrated models. By partiaZ modeZs 1 mean models
which cover either only physical or only financial
activities of the multinational firm. By integrated

modeZs 1 mean models which simultaneously cover both
physical and financial activities of the multinational
firm. The concepts of planning and descriptive models
mean the same as the concepts of normative and behavioral
models.

13 For a diseussion and further referenees on strategie
and taetieal planning in the multinational firm see
e.g. William A. Dymsza, MuZtinationaZ Business Strategy,
op. ei t., Ch. 3.



Few of the existing relevant applications of quantitative
techniques deal with strategic planning problems of the
multinational firm. David Rutenberg (1967) considered
in his pioneering dissertation the possibility of viewing
the operations of a multinational firm as a two-stage
process, the first stage being the decision concerning
which countries to operate in. 14

Larry MervilIe (1971) constructed an investment decision
model to solve the problem of rationing capital in the
multinational firm.15 Using the E-model of chance-
constrained programming he set the objective of maximizing
the expected cash flow at the end of the planning horizon.
The resultant model is a mixed integer linear programming
model.

Niranjan Arya (1972) applied linear programming to
formulation and analysis of capital budgeting models
for mul tinational firms. 16 AlI models developed in
the study are based on the assumption that the parent
company controls the operation of its subsidiaries.
Arya's most general capital budgeting model maximizes
the dividend payments to the parent company over the
planning horizon.

14 David P. Rutenberg, Stochastic ppogpamming with Recoupse
fop Planning Optimal Flexibility in Multi-national
Companies (doctoral dissertation, August 1967).

15 Larry Joe MervilIe, An Investment Decision Model fop
the Multinational Fipm: A Chance-constpained ppogpamming
Apppoach (doctoral dissertation, 1971).

16 Niranjan S. Arya, Capital Budgeting in Multinational
Fipms: A Mathematical ppogpamming Apppoach (doctoral
dissertation, 1972).



on the taetiea1 1eve1. Mueh more researeh has been
earried out on this 1eve1 of p1anning prob1ems of the
mu1tinationa1 firm.

Veikko Jääskeläinen (1963) indieated how 1inear pro-
grarnrningmode1s ean be app1ied to produetion adjustment
in the mu1tinationa1 firm." He eonsidered the ease
of a mu1tinationa1 firm with two faetories loeated in
different eountries (ef. Figure 1-2). His mode1 minimizes
the tota1 eosts to the mu1tinationa1 firm by finding an
optima1 pattern of produetion and inter-faetory trade
in the faee of re1evant produetion and transfer (duty,
transportation and simi1ar) eosts. The mode1 in his
unpub1ished paper is pre1iminary, however, omitting
e.g. the effeet of taxations.18

Aetua11y, most produetion p1anning mode1s make no
exp1ieit distinetion between mu1tinationa1 and unina-
tiona1 environments. E.g. Norman Driebeek (1969), in
a textbook, gives an examp1e of a 1inear programming
mode1 for produetion p1anning in the mu1tinationa1
firm, but he makes no faetua1 distinetion between a
mu1tinationa1 and a uninationa1 ease.19 These mode1s
are diseussed no further here.

David Rutenberg (1967) exp10red in his dissertation
the possibi1ity of using operations researeh approaehes

17Veikko Jääskeläinen, Tuotannon jakaminen kahden tehtaan
kesken (unpublished master's thesis, 1963).

18In a multinational ease, unlike a normal uninational
ease, taxation beeomes a signifieant faetor in assessing
an optimal solution, sinee tax rates differ in different
eountries and this faet ean be utilized by the multi-
national firm (ef. book profit adjustment).

19Norman J. Driebeek, AppZied Linear Programming (1969).



to p1anning in the mu1 tinationa1 firm.20 In addition
to generic p1anning prerequisites and concepts in the
mu1tinationa1 firm he ana1ytica11y tack1ed the following
prob1em areas in his dissertation and 1ater papers:21

the optima1 use of tax havens and bi1atera1 tax agreements;
maneuvering 1iquid assets in the mu1tinationa1 firm,
which is an extension of the former area; the optima1
pricing and marketing effort for a product line marketed
in severa1 countries; modu1arization for mu1tip1e markets
(this is again tactica1 production p1anning). The
mathematlca1 technique he adopted was stochastic prog-
ramming with recourse.

John Petty II (1971) bui1t a deterministic 1inear
programming mode1 for transfer pricing in the mu1tina-
tiona1 firm.22 In his mu1 tiproduct mode1, production
and trade between the affi1iates (cf. Figure 1-2) in
different countries are taken as predetermined and the
transfer prices of the products are the decision variab1es.
The mode1 assesses these transfer prices in a way which
minimizes the globa1 sum of the costs inc1uded. He a1so
modified his mode1 to encounter mu1tip1e objectives by
transforming some restrictions into goa1s using 1inear

20 David P. Rutenberg, Stochastic Programming with Recourse
for Planning Optimal Flexibility in Multi-national
Companies, op.cit.

21 David P. Rutenberg, "Organizational Archetypes of a
Multi-national Company," Management Science, February
1970, B-337 - B-349, and
David P. Rutenberg, "Maneuvering Liquid Assets in a
Multi-national Company: Formulation and Deterministic
Solution Procedures," Management Science, June 1970,
B-671 - B-684, and
David P. Rutenberg, "Three Pricing Policies for a
Multi-product Multi-national Company," Management
Saienae, April 1971, B-451 - B-461.

n John William Petty II, An Optimal Transfer-pricing
System for the Multinational Firm: A Linear-programming
Approach (doctoral dissertation, May 1971).



goal programming teehniques.
Bernard Lietaer (1970) developed an operations researeh

model to deal with foreign exehange risk in international
business.23 He eonsidered eaeh asset and liabili ty whieh
is exposed to devaluation (or revaluation) a portfolio.
He built a parametrie quadratie programming model for
portfolio seleetion (under risk) along the lines developed
by Harry M. Markowitz and later by William Sharpe in
their well-known publieations.24 The deeision variables
in his multitemporal model relate to loan raising,
aequiring assets, and making forward eontraets in different
eurreneies. The objeetive is to maximize global expeeted
utility over the planning horizon. Lietaer's model ean
be eritieized beeause it seems to require a
prohibitive amount of data. It is also to be feared
that if one tried to ineorporate produetion and book
profit adjustments into this eurreney risk adjustment
model, the quantitative solution teehniques for the
envisaged model would be rather eumbersome. In other
words, it is to be feared that this model would probably
not be manageable enough.

Alan Shapiro (1971) developed in his dissertation
models for optimal timing of various hedging operations
against devaluation subjeet to risk.25 (The operations

23 Bernard A. Lietaer, FinanciaZ Management of Foreign
Exchange: An OperationaZ Technique to Reduce Risk
(Cambridge & London, 1970).

24 Harry M. Markowitz, PortfoZio SeZection: Efficient
Diversification of Investments (New York, 1959).
William F. Sharpe, "A Simplified Model for Portfolio
Analysis," Management Science. January 1963, 277-293.

25 Alan c. Shapiro, Management Science ModeZs for
MuZticurrency Cash Management (doctoral dissertation,
1971).



include forward contracts, discounting accounts receivable,
advance purchase of inventory and other assets, and
increasing prices.) He formulated his model versions
as the particular class of dynamic programming problems
called stopping rule problems. Shapiro and Rutenberg
(1974) revisited the optimal timing of forward contracts
in a joint paper.26 In his dissertation Shapiro built
"a central model" for optimal short-term financing and
hedging decisions in a multinational corporation with
a special cash center for the routing of interaffiliate
financial transactions. In order to minimize the global
expected after-tax cost for the multinational corporation,
the central model assesses the optimal quantities for the
relevant financial flows. This central model utilizes
as input the optimal timing of hedging decisions given
by the proper models. In the central model there are
surprisingly many technical errors, which are not, however,
fatal.

Dileep Mehta and Isik Inselbag (1973) presented a
linear programming model under certainty (= the model
is deterministic) for simultaneous treatment of physical
and financial flows in the multinational firm.27 The
model maximizes the discounted global profit of a multi-
product multinational firm over a multiperiod planning
horizon. Interaffiliate transfer prices and interest

26 Alan C. Shapiro & David P. Rutenberg, "When to Hedge
against Devaluation," Management 8cience, August
1974, 1514-1530.

U Dileep Mehta & Isik Inselbag, "Working Capital Manage-
ment of a Multinational Firm," Multinational Business
Operations IV: Financial Management, ed. Prakash
Sethi & Jagdish Sheth (Pacific Palisades, California,
1973), pp. 56-79.



on interaffiliate loans are taken as predetermined and
not treated as decision variables. Forward contracting
is excluded. Also in this model there is a surprisingly
large number of technical errors of varying
importance. 1 have discussed Mehta's and Inselbag's
model and the errors in detail elsewhere.28 Mehta and
Inselbag suggest that the implementation of a factually
centralized planning model for the multinational firm
can best be achieved by means of "coordinated decentral-
ization" with the help of the decomposition principle.

In my own licentiate thesis (1973) 1 built a one-
product multi-period linear programming model for
"production and profi t adjustment" in the mul'tinational
firm under certainty.n This model treats production,
trade between the affiliates in different countries,
transfer prices declared to the authorities, and interest
on interaffiliate loans as decision variables. The
objective is global profit maximization. 1 also showed
how this model can be used in creating hypotheses of
the behavior of the multinational firm. Presenting
the relevant lines of thought was the primary aim
of this thesis, model building and hypothesis creation
being secondary, then.

The research results to be presented in this dis-
sertation have been recorded previously in a preliminary
way: Veikko Jääskeläinen and Timo Salmi (1974) demonstrated
in a joint paper how currency risk can be taken into
account in linear prograrnrningmodels for simultaneous

28 Timo Salmi, Monikansallinen yritys ja lineaarinen
optimointi, op.cit~, eh. 4.

29 Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: A Mathematical
Programming Model Building Approach, op.cit.



planning of trade, production, and financial flows in
the multinational firm.3o In August 1974 1 popularized
the research results in a textbook written in Finnish. 31

Furthermore, a smallpart of the resul ts was given in my
licentiate thesis.u

Only two relevant mathematical programming or corre-
sponding modelling approaches are known to me. There
might be some more among econometric studies
(although 1 do not think 50), since in this respect the
literature search may not be complete enough. This
results from the fact that the behavioral problem re-
ceived relatively little attention in my research work,
as was noted earlier. Nevertheless, the trend is quite
evident: the theory of the multinational firm remains

to he written~ while the theory of the (uninational)
firm has been much considered. A large number of
approaches have been used in the latter case." For
instance models based on marginalistic and linear prog-
ramming approaches are well established.

Thomas Horst (1970) extended the classical margina-

~ Veikko Jääskeläinen & Timo Salmi, "Jaint Determinatian
af Productian and Financial Budgets af a Multinatianal
Firm Facing Risky Currency Exchange Rates," presented
at the Conference on Financial Theory and Decision
Models~ June 18-22~ 1974~ in Garmisch-Partenkirchen.

31 Timo Salmi, Monikansallinen yritys ja lineaarinen
optimointi~ ap.cit.

32 Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: A Mathematical
Programming Model Building Approach~ ap.cit.

33 See e.g. Thomas Naylor & John Vernon, Microeconomics
and decision models of the firm (1969), and
Ira Horowitz, Decision Making and the Theory of the
Firm (1 970) •



listic model of the firm to a two-country case.3~ He
studied the model behavior under different tariff and
tax rates. It seems to me that his dissertation can
be deemed pioneering in this direction.

In my licentiate thesis (1973), as was already men-
tioned, 1 tentatively suggested the use of a linear
programming model of the multinational firm for creating
hypotheses of the behavior of the multinational firm.35
The selection of variables of a descriptive model of
the multinational firm has been commented on by Roy Dahl-
stedt in a short paper. 36

We return to the research work in hand. We discuss
the normative problem first. As stressed in Section
1.2 (lfResearch Problemlf

) we concentrate on the normative
problem. Figure 1-2 delineated the physical (trade and
production) and financial flows in the multinational
firm. As discussed earlier, the primary aim is to
develop a manageable operations research modelling
formulation for simultaneous optimal assessment of
trade, production, and financial flows in the multi-

3~Thomas Horst, A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis
of American Exports and Direct Investments (doctoral
dissertation, 1970), and
Thomas Horst, "The Theory of the Multinational Firm:
Optimal Behavior under Different Tariff and Tax Rates,"
Journal of Political Economy, Sept./Oct. 1971, 1059-1072.

35Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: A Mathematical
Programming Model Building Approach, op.cit.

H Roy C. Dahlstedt, "Muuttujavalinnasta monikansallisen
yrityksen käyttäytymismalleissa," The Finnish Journal
of Business Economics, No. 2, 1973, pp. 127-130.



national firm to achieve production, book profit, and
currency risk adjustment; decisions which earlier O.R.
modelling studies have treated only separately. In
accordance with the normative problem statement, this
is attempted via constructing a particular stochastic
linear programming37 model to determine how an idealized
multinational firm can maximize expected global profit
in a multiple currency world when certain trade, production,
and financial activities are defined as decision variables.
(The intention is not to provide directly the potential
links between the existing separate models, but to develop
linear programming formulations to cover simultaneous
optimal assessment of trade, production, and financial
flows. Naturally the resul ts from earlier research
are utilized when applicable~ Constructing direct links
between existing models would be impractical, since for
the most part they are not compatible as such.)

In detail: This model is to give, for the idealized
multinational firm, on a global scale, an optimal
pattern of production, sales, and purchases, as
well as interaffiliate external transfer prices,
loan raising from external and internal sources,
interaffiliate interest rates, and forward
contracting with outside parties. The model is
to establish this pattern in the face of potential
probabilistic changes in foreign exchange rates,

37 For an introduction to the incorporation of risk
in linear programrning and for further references
into the matter see e.g. Veikko Jääskeläinen, OptimaZ
Financing and Tax PoZicy of the Corporation (doctoral
dissertation, 1966), pp. 154-164, and
Harvey M. Wagner, PrincipZes of Operations Research:
With AppZications to ManageriaZ Decisions (London,
1972), pp. 658-671 and R13-R15.



internal requirements on the currency exposure in
each appropriate currency held by the multinational
firm as a whole, relevant production costs, taxes
in different countries, transportation costs
between the affiliates, duties, costs of external
loans, and forward contract rates.
Next we discuss an important point. The model is

constructed for the multinational firm assuming an idealized
situation. Consequently 1 use the expression "the idealized
multinational firm". Basically the idealization means that
the number of superfluous model details will be kept at a
minimum, and that the model does not directly simulate
any single existing multinational business enterprise.
Thus, in the face of the normative problem stated, model
details which have earlier been developed and considered
by other researchers, can be kept simple. This is advisable,
since in this way we can concentrate on the essential new
points, without the burden of too many details.
Nevertheless, the model is constructed in a manner
which allows the incorporation of the omitted details,
when required.38

Model details are elaborated next. The idealized
multinational firm for which the model is built is

38 For example, the model is a one-product model. Since
the number of products in the model is not essential
because of the nature of the problem statements, the
model is thus kept simple in this respect. This suf-
fices, because when needed an extension into a multi-
product case could easily be made in principle. Many
examples can be found of parallel extensions into multi-
product models in uninational as well as in multinational
cases.
Actually, the model constructed by Mehta and Inselbag
in particular (see footnote 27 for the reference)
conveniently includes a great many such details as should
be taken into account in a real-life planning situation,
but which are simplified here, since they are not new
theoretically!



assumed to be a one-product firm operating in several
countries through its affiliates. Central planning
is assumed in constructing the model. The objective
is the maximization of expected global profit over
the planning horizon stated in the currency of the
home country. The currencies of the host and home
countries are subject to fluctuations and potential
devaluations as well as potential revaluations. Only
the relevant discrete probability dist~ibutions of
the future exchange rates need be assumed to be available
to the decision maker. Two-stage linear programming
techniques39 are applied. The planning horizon is divided
into two subperiods (pre- and post- the expected change
in the currency exchange rates). In the mode1 the
trade flows are decision variables which consist simply
of external purchases of a raw material, external sales
of a finished product, and interaffiliate trade in an
intermediate product. The financial flows to be included
as decision variables arise from external and inter-
affiliate sales and purchases, production costs, raising
and repaying of both external and interaffiliate loans
and paying interest on them, transportation costs,
duties, and taxes. The incorporation of forward contracting
in the model evokes decision variables for forward
contracts made by each affiliate in each foreign currency
with third parties (banks). Currency exposure of current
assets and current liabilities of the multinational
firm stated separately for each currency is defined
as a set of decision variables which can be constrained
to fit into predetermined bounds.

39 For an elementary introduction to two-stage linear
prograrnming see Timo Salmi, Monikansallinen yritys ja
lineaarinen optimointi, op.cit., pp. 154-168.



Deterministic simulations are run with the model to
check it as well as to demonstrate it and the decision
rules it gives.

Next we discuss the behavioral problem. In the behavioral
problem the aim is not to say how the multinational firm
should act, but to try to find out how the multinational
firm is likely (ex ante) to act in different situations.

To tackle this question of making predictions of the
behavior of the multinational firm we proceed as follows.
It is assumed tentativeZy that planning in the big multi-
national business enterprises is or will be40 rational
enough for us to try to predict ("generate hypotheses"

of the pattern of) their behavior by means of'the normative
linear programming model which is to be built for the
normative problem."

40 In connection with the multinational firm we are perhaps
still more interested in the future than in the present.

" The assumption af reZative rationaZity made here is
prompted by two circumstances. First, in the uninational
case there are examples of a similar approach. Second,
this assumption is also prompted by the opinion that the
big multinational business enterprises can and are
beginning to use advanced quantitative techniques also
in planning their global operations. This view is
propounded e.g. by Veikko Jääskeläinen in discussions
on the matter, by Norman Driebeek in AppZied Linear
Programming, op.cit., for example on page 42 where he
comments on multiplant, multitime period models. Also
the findings by Guy Stevens are noteworthy here, although
they concern another aspect of the multinational firm.
He states in an abstract on his doctoral dissertation
Fixed Investment Expenditure af Foreign Manufacturing
AffiZiates af u.s. Firms: TheoreticaZ ModeZs and
EmpiricaZ Evidence (1967):

"there is considerable evidence that the
behavior of plant and equipment expenditures
of foreign subsidiaries is consistent with
a theory of worldwide profit maximization
subject to financial constraints;"

(continued)



Suggestions for action which the linear programming
model gives are in an implicit form. We wish to discover
and interpret verbally general features of action which
the madel suggests for the idealized multinational firm
in various situations. This is done by deducing directly
from the model and when this is too difficult, numerical
experiments are made (i.e. deterministic simulations
are run, cf. the normative problem) with suitably reduced
versions (e.g. in numerical experiments only the two-
country case is run). Situations with interesting
interpretations are sought.~ The results are condensed
and interpreted appropriately, and called hypotheses of
the behavior of the mul tinational firm.43 The aim
of the idealization is slightly different in connection
with the behavioral problem from what it was in connection
with the normative problem. The purpose is to simplify
reality to facilitate a synthesis in order to tackle
the behavioral problem.

Some of the lately published texts on operations research
models for increasingly complex situations claim actual
application in unnamed real-life multinational firms.
Examples of such texts are William F. Hamilton &
Michael A. Moses, "An Optimization Model for Corporate
Financial Planning," Operations Research, May-June
1973, 677-692, and Bernard Lietaer, Financial Management
of Foreign Exchange: An Operational Technique to Reduce
Risk, op.cit.
It should be stressed that these are selected instances
of positive evidence or statements. Also negative
evidence and statements exist. What has been said
in this footnote is not conclusive in either direction.

42 The problem naturally arises of what is meant by
"interesting".

43 It should be noted that actually these "hypotheses"
are already fixed by the basic assumptions which are
made for the normative linear programming model to
assess the physical and financial flows in the idealized
multinational firm.



In this section we discuss points in favor of the
se1ection of the research prob1ems of this study. In
the next section we debate the re1ated question of the
contribution to know1edge attempted in the research
work presented.

First, points are given which re1ate primari1y to
the normative prob1em.

One reason for the need of the proposed kind of research
is the fact that so far simu1taneous optima1 assessment of
both financial and physica1 activities to achieve production,
book profit, and currency risk adjustment in the mu1ti-
nationa1 firm facing risky currency exchange rates, has
not been incorporated in a single operations research
mode1. For examp1e the few known normative mathematica1
mode1 building studies made to tack1e foreign exchange
risks in the mu1tinationa1 firm define on1y financial
operations as decision variab1es. They take production
and trade f10ws and other factua1 decision variab1es
as predetermined. The adjustments mentioned above have
recent1y been the subject of research (as seen in Section
1.3 "Review of Prior Research on Topic"), though more
or 1ess separate1y. Now one evident major direction
of further deve10pment is in incorporated mode1s.

The theory of the mu1tinationa1 firm sti11 remains
1arge1y unwritten. No significant progress is c1aimed
towards that objective in the research work done. Never-
the1ess 1 be1ieve that the deve10pment of such a theory

44In general it can be said for the importance of any
topic involving the multinational firm that scholars
stress the point that the influence exerted on world
economy by the big multinational business enterprises
is steadily increasing.



will finally be through results eoneerning operations
researeh model building for managerial deeision making
in the multinational firm. 1 have pondered this question
elsewhere.~5 It is interesting to note in this eonneetion
that it seems intuitively evident that the theory of
international trade is losing whatever relevanee it
may have had, if the multinational firm is not ineorporated.

Although the researeh projeet falls into the eategory
of basie researeh and not applied researeh, one pragmatie
point ean be made for the need for this kind of researeh:
Espeeially in the faee of the eurrent European integration,
the impending resourees erisis, and the deve+opments in
foreign exehange markets the role of eonsistent planning
is beeoming inereasingly important for Finnish firms,
whieh have to funetion in an international environment
in eompetition with foreign-based multinational firms.
And it seems highly probable that partieularly U.S.
based, and also other big multinational business enter-
prises use advaneed operations researeh teehniques
for planning. Pertinent knowledge of planning tools,
whieh ean be applied in produetion, book profit, and
eurreney risk adjustment in these multinational enter-
prises, is thus needed.

Seeond, points are given whieh relate primarily to
the behavioral problem.

Big multinational business enterprises are an important
faetor in the world eeonomy and their signifieanee to the
states in whose jurisdietion they aet is notable.~6

~5Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: a Mathematical
Programming Model Building Approach (licentiate thesis),
op.cit., pp. 20-23 (Section 2.2.2: "Steps for Studying
the Implications of the Multinational Firm").

~6For further discussion see e.g. Raymond Vernon, Sovereignty
at Bay: the MuZtinational Spread of U.S. Enterprises
(London, 1971).



Governments and other interested parties have expressed
their concern over existing and potential possibilities
of adjustment, which are open to the multinational
firm.~ To be able to predict the behavior and reactions
of the big multinational business enterprises is one
prerequisite of sound economic planning. AlI the more
so if the country is small or if the position of foreign
firms is dominant within the economy. So far there
is too little knowledge of this kind and research is
needed.

1.6 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE ARISING FROM THIS
RESEARCH WORK48

The main contribution intended in this study is to
provide an operations research modelling formulation
to treat production, book profit, and currency risk
adjustment in the multinational firm facing risky currency
exchange rates, by means of simultaneous manipulation of
suitable trade, production, and financial plans using
special linear programming techniques. Dependin% on
the paint af view we hald this can be said ta entail:

1) An extensian ef prababilistic aperatians research
madelling farmulatian ta simultaneously caver
decisians which earlier have been treated separately.

47 For example the Nordic Co~ncil have recently debated
upon the activities of big multinational business
enterprises and the need for passing proper legislation
on them.

48 The forms of contribution arising from the research
project in hand were already touched upon in the
previous section where we discussed the importance
of the topic.
A doctoral dissertation must be based on "independent
research work". This self-evident statement is naturally
a necessary basis for any contribution to be made.



2) New research in the emerging research area of
global decision making in the multinational firm
by operations research techniques.

3) An attempt at a computationally feasible formu-
lation which involves obtainable input and appli-
cable output, to encounter, under risky currency
exchange rates, decisions involving manipulation
of trade, production, and financial plans in the
multinational firm.q9

4) A new application of two-stage linear programming
techniques.

When we pursue some aspects of the question of the
attempted contribution to knowledge on a more detailed
level, the following notions are noteworthy.

1 show in this dissertation how the probabilistic
nature of currency exchange rates can be taken into
account in linear programming models for multinational
planning also in the case of simultaneous assessment
of physical and financial plans. This means that only
(discrete) probability estimates need be assumed to be
available to the decision maker.

1 also show how forward contracts, interaffiliate
transfer prices to be declared to the authorities,
and interest rates on interaffiliate loans can be in-
corporated as decision variables. Previously these
factors have been treated as predetermined or detached
from joint planning of trade, production, and financial
flows in the multinational firm. When these factors

q9In ather wards the madel is kept manageable, ef. faat-
nate 1. Manageability will be attested by 1) ineluding
in the madel anly eanstants far whieh praper estimates
are readily available ta the management af an enterprise,
2) retaining the linearity af the madel, and 3) deman-
strating that planning budgets ean be readily derived
from aptimal salutians ta the madel.



are included, the relevant normative model does not
lead to suboptimal total planning in this respect.
AIso in connection with the behavioral problem better
results are to be expected when these decision variables
are not treated as predetermined.50

1 demonstrate restricting the currency exposure of
assets and liabilities of the multinational firm to
fit into predetermined bounds in models of the kind
discussed.

In prior congenial models the handling 9f currency
conversion has either been unnecessarily laborious or
has been performed incorrectly. An improvement in this
respect is attempted in this study. Since 1 have made
experiments with the model to be presented in this dis-
sertation, albeit using only fictitious data, it is to
be hoped that the technical errors infesting a considerable
portion of prior congenial research are not repeated.

In this section 1 discuss the goals, mode, and pIan
of the text of this dissertation.

The text is designed for a reader who has some prior
knowledge of linear programming, its application in
managerial problems, and decision theory, but who need
not have specialized in this field. The presentation
of the model and its details is supported by parallel
fictitious numerical examples. 1 also occasionally
linger on mathematical trivia for the benefit of a
non-mathematical reader. Thus the attempt to retain
readability may eVen be made at the cost of scientific
rigor. The reason for this manner of proceeding is
that otherwise the circle of potential readers becomes

50 If empirical evidence supported this omission, this,
of course, would be another matter.



al1 too smal1.
In Chapter 2 limitations and key assumptions of the

study are discussed. First, general limitations of the
topic are discussed together with the limitations and
simplifications arising from the problem statements
as well as from the research approach and methodology.
Second, the outlines of the model frames, in the idealized
situation for which the model is built, are taken up as
an introduction to the further discussion on some limitations
and key assumptions on a more detailed level.

In Chapter 3 the model is given under certainty
(= the currency exchange rates remain fixed over the
planning horizon). The model is given in a symbolic
form. A numerical example is presented simultaneously,
for the reasons already discussed. As noted earlier,
superfluous model details are kept simple here, as .well
as throughout the whole dissertation, in order to demon-
strate the essence of the ideas developed. This chapter
presents the inclusion of interaffiliate transfer prices
as decision variables in a linear programming model for
joint planning of trade, production, and financial flows
in the multinational firm. These are the transfer prices
which are declared to the authorities for tax and duty
assessment. The most convenient way to handle the
objective function in a multiple currency planning situation
is demonstrated, too. In the numerical example appropriate
budgets, which would facilitate an implementation, are
derived from the optimal solution. After a discussion
on mathematical preliminaries, the concept of "shadow
transfer prices" is developed. The opportunity cost
of capital in the model is commented on, in connection
with presenting the "conventional" shadow prices of
the numerical example. Last a sensitivity analysis
is carried out in the numerical example, and the handling



of the maximization of profit after repatriation to
the home country is briefly considered.

In Chapter 4 currency risk in the form of probabilistic
future currency exchange rates is incorporated into the
linear programming model af Chapter 3. The model can
be kept linear by transforming the model into a two-
stage linear pragrarnrningmodel. Again a numerical
example is given in canjunction with the presentation
of the model. The numerical example is slightly altered
from the numerical example of Chapter 3 in order ta
better demanstrate the madel. Again apprapriate budgets
are derived from the optimal solution to the fictitious
numerical example. At the beginning of the chapter the
two-stage linear programming approach is reviewed.

In Chapter 5 the madel under currency risk is augmented
with further relevant decision variables. First, inter-
affiliate loans and the interests on them are included
as decisian variables. (In Chapter 3 these variables
are omitted for simplicity.) Then, decisions on forward
contracting with third parties (banks) are incorporated
in the model. Last, it is demonstrated how the currency
exposure of current assets and liabilities in each pertinent
currency held by the multinational firm can be fitted
into predetermined bounds. The madel can still be
kept linear. The numerical example of Chapter 4
is enlarged appropriately and presented simultaneously
with the main text. Deriving appropriate budgets, from
the optimal solution to the fictitious numerical example,
is demonstrated once more.

In Chapter 6 the behavioral problem is considered.
The hypatheses generated as a result of tackling the
behavioral problem are given. Details of the deduction



process and the deterministic computer simulation runs
are not lingered on, since they are not essential in
this dissertation.

Chapter ? concludes the dissertation. The results
deliberated in the main body of the text are summarized
and evaluated. Some extension prospects of the model
are taken upo Finally directions for relevant further
research are suggested.



This chapter discusses the limitations and key as-
sumptions of the study. Their background and the reasons
for making them are considered. First, we discuss general
limitations, simplifications, and key assumptions arising
from the problem statements, the research approach and
the goals of the text of this dissertation. This is
done in order to give the reader a proper image of the
limitations and key assumptions viewed on different
levels of generality. Second, the selection of a pro-
duction structure in the idealized multinational firm
is discussed. The discussion on the limitations and
key assumptions may appear unusually long, but in this
way they are not deliberately hidden in the text. When
relevant, they are naturally discussed also in later
chapters.

In the previous discussion in Chapter 1 a host of
limitations have already been stated more or less im-
plicitly. Obviously, an explicit statement of every
single limitation of a study is an impossible task.1
Here we try to form a general view of them: This section
first comments on the limitations of mathematical model
building approach in general. We then tackle limitations
and key assumptions which relate primarily to the normative
problem, and after that those which relate primarily
to the behavioral problem. Last, the section comments

lThere are the unstated silent assumptions as in every
study.



on the nature of the numerieal examples presented for the
benefit of a non-speeialized reader.

First of alI a general diffieulty afflieting the
kind of researeh approaehes diseussed must be noted.
It is the inherent eomplexity of the international
environment and operations. This is the major reason
why eonstrueting mathematieal models for global deeision
making in the multinational firm, as well as for theoretieal
frameworks of the multinational firm, is as new a researeh
trend as it is.2 As in other similar researeh the negative
impaet eaused by this faet must be reeognized.3

The statement of the normative prob~em entails at
least the following signifieant limitations and simplifi-
eations. We are eoneerned with the manufaeturing multi-
national firm, sinee it is the most prevalent ease.

21 reviewed some relevant properties of a mathematical
prograrnrningmodel building approach Cespecially in
relation to the behavioral problem) in Timo Salmi,
The Mu~tinationa~ Firm: A Mathematica~ Programming
Mode~ Bui~ding Approach Clicentiate thesis), op.cit.,
pp. 26-27 CSection 2.4.1: "Of Mathematical Programming
Model Building Approach"). The main points were that
mathematical models can include the influence of several
factors at the same time; that the possibilities of
sensitivity analysis are improved; and that mathematics
in itself provides a powerful tool for deduction. On
the other hand it was noted that the quantitative nature
of mathematical prograrnrningmodels affects the factors
which can be included; and that numerical solvability
Cread: manageability) must be retained.

31t should be noted that divergent views are held of
the applicability of O.R. in the multinational firm.
E.g. David Rutenberg, who has been referred to earlier,
seems firmly to hold the view, on the basis of his
research, that it is both possible and sound to use
O.R. techniques in the multinational problems of the
multinational firm. On the other hand, e.g. James S.
Shulman, Transfer Pricing in the Mu~tinationa~ Business
Cdoctoral dissertation, August 1966), seems to hold
the opposing view, which he substantiates in his doubts
concerning transfer pricing in the multinational firms
"by means of a mathematical approach to optimum solutions".



The results thus do not direetly apply to e.g. multina-
tional banking.4 As noted earlier sueh important faetors
as know-how, organization, and size are not aeeounted for,
beeause this would be diffieult eonsidering the methodology
applied and the present state of researeh in this field.
In the elassifieation taetieal!strategie planning we are
eoneerned wi th problems of taetieal planning level. 5 Loeation
adjustment is omitted beeause its inelusion would lead
to both mathematieal and eoneeptual diffieulties. For
eonvenienee repatriation is only briefly touehed upon
in this study. These simplifieations are fully eompatible
with preeedents.

In aeeordanee with the researeh approaeh and methodology
the model is eonstrueted for an idealized situation, whieh,
as diseussed, means that the model is kept simple and
does not simulate any partieular multinational business
enterprise. This idealization is used in order to
eoneentrate on the essential points (ef. Seetion 1.4:
"Researeh Approaeh and Methodology") . Beeause the
emphasis is on the relevant prineiples, sueh faetors
as the meehanies of international payments, details of

4A two-stage linear programming approach for multinational
banking has been suggested in Kalman J. Cohen & Sten
Thore, "Programming Bank Portfolios Under Uncertainty,"
Journal of Bank Research, Spring 1970, and Sten Thore,
"A programming model for optimal currency arbitrage
New York-London-Frankfurt," presented at the European
meeting of the Econometric Society, Barcelone, September
1971.

5Later we shall see that limits set by strategic consider-
ations on tactical planning can be included in the model
by applying suitable requirements at the end of the
planning horizon. This is the conventional procedure
for tactical planning models. In addition, in one
instance also the objective function of the model
reflects the relation between strategic and tactical
planning levels (see Section 3.5.4).



tax-laws in different countries, and other similar
factors, which are very relevant in actual practice,
are left outo In particular individual decision-making
applications many more (from our point of view, this
time, trivial) model details would have to be included
(cf. also footnote 38 in Chapter 1). Since decisions
concerning trade, production, and financial flows in
the multinational firm are covered simultaneously,
fewer details can be included in this integrated mode16
than in less comprehensive partial models.6

Next we discuss some limitations and assumptions which
are more specific in nature.

In constructing the model, centralized planning without
any organizational problems or friction is assumed for
the idealized mul tinational firm. This important assumption,
which is here only briefly commented on, could be discussed
at great length. The motivation for making this
assumption is simply the following. Every relevant
prior research work, in the field we are considering,
makes a similar assumption. A parallel assumption is
prevalent also in operations research models for the
uninational case (and in microeconomic theory!). Consider-
ing the precedents, 1 feel that making a contrary assumption
would be too d~manding. Since making an assumption
of centralized plannlng in the multinational case has
been defended by other researchers in the field, 1 will
only mention one new point in its favor. This point is
the recent developments in global computer on-line systems
via communication satellites, which warrant the possibility
of arranging information networks on a global scale. Never-
theless, once more the weight of refuting points must be fully



appreciatedl In spite of the critica1ity of this question
1 wi11 not 1inger on it, since 1 have nothing rea11y new
to add in a detai1ed discussion.'

The objective of the mu1tinationa1 firm wi11 be globa1
nonrepatriated8 profit maximization over the p1anning
horizon, stated in the currency of the parent country.
A1so this choice is prompted by a good number of precedents.
This item warrants a.comment. Howard Per1mutter propounded
in 1965 a theoretica1 c1assification of mu1tinationa1
firms. This c1assification is now we11-known and genera11y
accepted. He c1assified the mu1tinationa1 firms into
three categories:9 1) home-country-oriented (ethnocentric),

2) host-country-oriented (polycentric), and 3) wor1d-
oriented (geocentric). At first sight it may seem that
we are concerned with the ethnocentric case, but this
is not 50. Measuring the profits in the currency of
the parent country actua11y on1y means that, in the
mode1, the yie1ds in the different currencies have to
be computed in a common unit. The mode1 is in accordance
with a geocentric operation phi10sophy.

Two-stage 1inear programming techniques are app1ied.
This fact gives rise to some particu1ar 1imitations and
simp1ifications. First, there are the general 1imitations

'r have reviewed some remote1y associated points in
Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: A Mathematical
Programming Model Building Approach C1icentiate thesis),
op.cit., pp. 30-35.
8With one exception, which is made when sensitivity
ana1ysis in the objective function of the numerica1
examp1e of Chapter 3 is carried out.
9Howard V. Per1mutter, "L~Enterprise Nationa1e: Trois
Conceptions," Revue Economique et Sociale, May 1965.
The c1assif~cation is reviewed e.g. in Gerhard G. Mue11er,
"Accounting for Mu1tinationa1 Companies," eost and
Management, Ju1y-August 1971, pp. 28-29.



and key assumptions of linear programming. 10 Thus,
for example, the relevant environment of the idealized
multinational firm, and the potential reactions Clfthe
environment, are taken into account in the model via
the constraints, not via the objective function. No
nonlinear relationships occur, and 50 on. Second, there
are the limitations and key assumptions relating particularly
to the two-stage formulation.ll From our point of view
the most noteworthy limitation is the fact that in two-
stage linear programming applications the model size
tends to increase, endangering the manageability of
the approach.u Thus, only the future currency exchange
rates are made probabilistic in the model. AlI the
other factors are kept deterministic. Another kind
of limitation of a two-stage linear programming approach
is that the probabili ties of the future states of the world
have to be assumed to be independent of the decisions
made. Thus, for example, it is assumed that the future
currency exchange rates are independent of the actions
of the idealized multinational firm under observation.
This assumption, however, would have been made anyway,

10 For an elementary discussion on the general limitations
of linear prograrnrningsee e.g. Frederick Hillier &
Gerald Lieberman, Introduction to Operations Research
(1967), pp. 135-138. The properties of linear prograrnrning,
which are taken up in above, are proportionality,
additivity, divisibility, and determinism (which is
not relevant here). Furthermore, e.g. the "extreme"
nature of linear prograrnrningsolutions is relevant, too.
(The optimum solution always lies at an extreme point
of the region of feasible solutions.) For an
elementary discussion on this aspect see e.g. Timo
Salmi, The MuZtinationaZ Firm: A MathematicaZ Programming
ModeZ BuiZding Approach (licentiate thesis), op.cit.,
pp. 103-105.

11 For further references to the subject, see references
given in footnote 37 of Chapter 1, and in footnote 4
of this chapter.

12 This resul ts from the fact that each considered future
state of the world must be accounted for in the model,
as will be seen later.



since, just as in prior congenia1 studies, a contrary
assumption wou1d have been too difficu1t to hand1e.
The 1imitations and key assumptions of 1inear programming
and two-stage 1inear programming cou1d be discussed at
great 1ength, but this is not necessary, because re1evant
discussions can be found e1sewhere.

When an operations research mode1 is bui1t,a 1arge
number of specific, but 1ess strict, assumptions have
to be made. The simp1ifications and assumptions for
the mode1 to be presented cou1d be c1assified into two
categories. First, there are the true simplifications

and limiting assumptions. These concern mode1 detai1s,
which cannot be inc1uded without further research. The
essentia1 simp1ifications are the fo11owing. 1) The
payments for interaffi1iate trade (cf. Figure 1-2) are
effected in the currency of the host country of the
se11ing affi1iate (the trading currency is not a decision
variab1e). 2) The affi1iates a1ways convert any foreign
cash not needed for foreign payments into the currency
of the re1evant host country. In other words, the
affi1iates ho1d in cash on1y the currency of the re1evant
host country. 3) The currency exposure of assets and
1iabi1ities of the mu1tinationa1 firm is accounted for
on1y via appropriate constraints. These simp1ifications
are made, since neither my own research work nor
that of the other researchers in the field have yet
covered these aspects. (As wi11 be seen in Chapter
7, these simp1ifications give rise to suggestions
for further research.13) Second, there are the
ostensible simplifications and limiting assumptions.
These concern mode1 details which can easi1y be inc1uded,

13 The inclusion of the trading currency seems rather
straightforward on the basis of my preliminary analysis.
This is as yet inconclusive.



if required. For example, losses cannot be carried
forward in taxation in different countries in the model.
The reason for this is that the assumption has to be
made one way or the other. A contrary assumption could
be easily reflected in the model. Another example of
an ostensible simplification is the following. In,some
countries, as in Finland, book profits may be adjusted
also by manipulating depreciation and by undervaluing
inventories. These features are omitted, since a compatible
way to handle this assumption can be found elsewhere,14
when necessary. Thus the non-essential model details can
be kept simple, as was required for readability. Some
similar details are discussed in the next section, and
later when necessary, but 1 hope that the general out-
lines have been satisfactorily presented.

In the behavioral problem 1 ask: "how does the multi-
national firm react to economic environmental changes
and measures of the host or the home country governments?"
This sentence could be continued by adding "and what are
the consequences to the host or the home economy?"15
This was omitted, because it is to be feared that the

14E.g. in this particular case in Veikko Jääskeläinen,
Optimal Finanaing and Tax Poliay of the Corporation.
op.cit., pp. 75-77. (For a numerical example see
Juha Nissilä, "Tavoitetulosajatteluun perustuvan
yhdistetyn tulos- ja rahoitussuunnitelman laatiminen
lineaarisen optimoinnin avulla," The Finnish Journal
of Business Eaonomias. No 3, 1974.)

151 have considered one fictitious numerical example
of the consequences on the balances of payments and
gross national products of two host countries of the
multinational firm, resulting from prohibiting capital
movements between the two countries in question, in
Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: A Mathematiaal
Programming Model Building Approaah (licentiate thesis),
op.cit., pp. 68-71, and Timo Salmi, "Monikansallinen
yritys tarkasteltuna matemaattisen optimointimallin
avulla," op.cit., pp. 119-124. The numerical example
also attempts to demonstrate that "international trade
between [affiliates in] different countries is conceivable
[at least in a taxless world economy] also in the
absence of a comparative advantage." It also demonstrates
that "the effects of government actions become more
involved and might even he rather unexpected in the
existence of the multinational firm."



study would growall too large. Potential counter
measures which could be taken by the governments against
the adjustment activities of the multinational firm
are not taken into account in tackling the behavioral
problem. This would be too demanding at this stage.

No attempt is made to test the normative model in
actual practice. This fact is admittedly an apparent
flaw, but it can be justified by a good number of precedents
and the difficulty of any other arrangement without access
to multinational companies. No empirical verification
of either the behavioral assertions made or the potential
findings discovered is attempted in the strict sense of
the word. Naturally general knowledge of the multination-
al firm and prior research were utilized during the
research work to subjectively evaluate the points above.
As a methodological detail it should also be mentioned
that the simulation runs for Chapter6 ("Selected
Examples of Hypotheses of the Behavior of the Multination-
al Firm Generated via the Model") were based on fictitious
data.

Last, we should note the nature of the numerical
examples, which are given in introducing to the reader
the model for the idealized multinational firm. These
numerical examples are fictitious, too, as has been mention-
ed before. The input data used is not (nor is it meant
to be) always in strict accordance with reality.16 The
reason for this is that the primary purpose of the numerical
examples is to demonstrate various model features to the
reader.

16For instance, in the first numerical example the tax
rate On corporate profits in a fictitious Finland
will he 60%, and 45% in a fictitious England.



2.2 NOTES ON THE STRUCTURE OF PRODUCTION ASSUMED IN
THE MODEL FOR THE MULTINATIONAL FIRM

The se1ection of the production structure in the
mode1 to be presented for the idea1ized mu1tinationa1
firm is discussed in this section.

Linear programming mode1s for production p1anning
have been much considered in the uninationa1 case and

pro~uction in our mu1tinationa1 firm can be made very
simp1e in the 1ight of the normative prob1em without
a 10ss of genera1ity. The idea1ized mu1tinationa1 firm
is a one-product firm.18 Inventories are not inc1uded
in the mode1 (or rather it can be said that the inventory
1eve1s are kept constant). Inc1uding inventories wou1d
mean on1y inc1uding non-essentia1 detai1s.19 Figure 2-1
gives the structure of production in the idea1ized mu1ti-
nationa1 firm in f10w form. For simp1icity on1y a
two-country case is depicted in the figure. The product
is constructed as fo110ws. From a certain number of
units of the raw materia1 the firm can manufacture one
unit of the intermediate product in a production phase
ca11ed phase 1. From another given number of units of
the intermediate product the firm can then manufacture
one unit of the fina1 product in a production phase

17See especially Di1eep Mehta & Isik Inse1bag, "\<lorking
Capital Management af a Multinational Firm," op.cit.
(In spite af its title the paper also tackles production
planning in the multinational firm.) See also the
reviewof tactical production planning in Section 1.3
("Review af Prior Research on Topie").

18See footnote 38 in Chapter 1.
19In a model with a planning horizon af one period only,

inventory costs are not necessarily a decisive faetor.
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called phase II. We assume for simplicity that only
the intermediate product can be transferred. Because
of the simple structure of production, drawn in Figure
2-1, we can assume without a 1055 of generality that
producing one final product requires exactly one inter-
mediate product, and that producing one intermediate
product requires exactly one unit of the raw material.2o

Anyhow, the point to be made is that in tackling the

normative problem the selection of a production structure
for the multinationalfirm can be considered inconsequential,

since it can be easily altered, when required.
The rest of this chapter can be skipped without a

1055 of continuity. The selection of the particular
production structure adopted originates actua~ly from
preliminary considerations on the behavioral problem.

If the production structure given in Figure 2-1
is used, it is possible to obtain some interesting
variations of the basic structure. Figure 2-2 gives
some examples of different possibilities. Figure
2-2 (a) gives a basic structure allowing also raw
material and final product transfers. If a rather
flexible and general view is taken, we can say that
(b) represents a multinational firm horizontally integrated
across national borders, (c) represents a multinational
firm vertically integrated across national borders, and
(d) represents a diversified multinational firm. It
seems plausible to suggest that the existing big multi-
national businessenterprises often fal1 into one of the
above categories. For example in the automotive industry
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horizonta1 integration is common, and oi1 companies are
often examp1es of vertica11y integrated mu1tinationa1
firms. When hypotheses are generated concerning the pat-
tern of behavior of the mu1tinationa1 firms, these cases
cou1d be treated separate1y, in order to ana1yze potentia1
differences in their mode1 behavior. This was not done
in my research work, because the behaviora1 prob1em
received 1itt1e attention in my 1ater research efforts,
and consequent1y on1y the case presented in Figure 2-1
was touched upon. Neverthe1ess, the basic structure
was constructed with the ideas of the above discussion
in mind. The structure presented is the minimum structure
cove~ing a vertica11y integrated case. As can be
seen in 2-2 (c), we must app1y the tri10gy fina1 product/
intermediate product/raw materia1, if we wish to have
distinct production phases in two different countries.21

A further point can be noted. When transfers
are made from one country to another, the transferred
items must be given a transfer price, which is dec1ared
to the authori ties for duty and tax assessment. The freedom
of action in transfer pricing often depends on the
abi1ity of the authorities to assess at-arm's-length-
pricesu for the transferred product. The possibi1ities
in assessing this price depend on the existence
of equiva1ent products on the market.23 The trilogy

21 For further discussian af and references ta harizantal
and vertical integratian in the multinatianal firm see
John H. Dunning, "The Multinatianal Enterprise: the
Backgraund ," ap. eit ., pp. 21 - 26.

22 Prices quated between independent buyers and sellers.
23 If equivalent praducts exist on the market and "if

custams and tax autharities on bath sides were reasanably
diligent, a firm wauld prabably nat try ta declare the
value af its exparts ta be less than their marginal east
af praductian ar greater than their market price in the

Ccantinued)



final product/intermediate product/raw material is
convenient in covering the different cases.24

exporting country. But any value the firm wished to
declare within these broad limits would probably go
unchallenged." Thomas Horst, "The Theory of the Multi-
national Firm: Optimal Behavior under Different Tariff
and Tax Rates," op.cit., p. 1061.

24 For further discussion see Timo Salmi, The Multinational
Firm: A Mathematical Programming Model Building Approach
(licentiate thesis), op.cit., pp. 91-92.



3 JOINT PLANNING OF TRADE, PRODUCTION, AND FINANCIAL
FLOWS, TOGETHER WITH DECISIONS ON EXTERNAL TRANSFERPRICESi A DETERMINISTIC LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL1

This chapter presents a linear programming formulation
under certainty for joint planning of trade, production,
and financial activities including decisions on inter-
affiliate transfer pricing. A numerical example involving
production in two countries is given at the same time.
An analysis of selected model features is carried out:
The concept of "shadow transfer prices" is suggested,
and opportunity cost of capital in the model is commented
on. Operating budgets, and predicted income statements
for tax purposes, and for internal usage, are derived
for both affiliates of the numerical example.Q A numerical
analysis of shadow prices, sensitivity, and the objective
function is performed.

3.1 FLOW MODEL, AND THE CONCEPTS OF INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL TRANSFER PRICING

lBasic mathematical knowledge of linear programming
can be acquired e.g. from Jouko Manninen & Timo Salmi,
Matemaattinen optimointi: teoriaa ja tekniikkaa (Hel-
sinki, 1974-) •

2Basic knowledge of the application of linear programming
techniques in budgetary planning in the firm can be
acquired e.g. from Veikko Jääskeläinen, Linear Programming
and Budgeting (Malmö, 1975), or Veikko Jääskeläinen,
Lineaarinen ohjeZmointi ja budjetointi (Tapiola, 1972),
and Juha Nissilä, "Tavoitetulosajatteluun perustuvan
yhdistetyn tulos- ja rahoitussuunnitelman laatiminen
lineaarisen ohjelmoinnin avulla," op.cit.

3The following terminology is used in this dissertation.
The idealized multinational firm has a headquarters
in the home country, and one or several subsidiaries
abroad. Both the headquarters and the subsidiaries
are called affiZiates.
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give the model in a flow form. For simplicity, only
a two-country case is depicted in the figures.

The intermediate product can be transferred between
the affiliates of our idealized multinational firm.
Because the affiliates are located in different countries,
the transfer prices of the transferred items must be declared
to the relevant customs and tax authorities for duty
and tax assessment.4 Furthermore, the transfer prices
are a basis of interaffiliate payments.5 The model
to be presented is to assess these transfer prices
simultaneously with the other decision variables.

These transfer prices declared to the authorities
will be called the externaZ transfer prices. The external
transfer price is not necessarily the same transfer
price as is credited and debited in the firm's accounts
for internal profit control. This latter transfer
price, which is used for monitoring the performance
of divisions (profit centersJ, can be called the inter-

naZ transfer price.6 Because a centrally planned decision-
making situation is assumed, the internal transfer prices
are not relevant. In centrally planned decision making
the internal transfer prices must either be omitted or
they must be adjusted properly to allow for the centralized
overall solution. If this is not done, conflicts are
bound to arise. Internal transfer pricing is omitted

4We assume ad valorem import duties in the model.
5The currency needed can be bought on this basis. The
interaffiliate payments must be effected on the basis
of these transfer prices, since they have to be contained
in the proper commercial documents.

6For a further discussion on "internal" transfer pricing
see any relevant accounting textbook, e.g. Charles T.
Horngren, Accounting for Management ControZ: An Introduction
(Englewood Clifffs,New Jersey, 1970), Ch. 12.



in the present model, because its inclusion would require
considerable further research efforts, since there are
no quantitative precedents treating simultaneously internal
and external transfer pricing.7

The symbols are divided into five groups:

1) The decision variables. They are identified
by the letter X.

2) The constants'which appear on the left-hand
side of the constraints. They are identified
by the letter A.

3) The constants which appear on the right-hand
side of the constraints. They are identified
by the letter B.

4) The constants which appear in the objective
function. They are identified by the letter C.

5) Miscellaneous symbols.

7As will be seen in Chapter 7 ("Conelusion"), this omission
gives rise to a suggestion for further researeh.

8The first published version of my model was given in
Timo Salmi, "The Multinational Firm, a Mathematieal
Programming Model Building Approaeh: A Proposition
for Researeh Work; Part II," The Finnish JournaZ of
Business Economics, No. 2, 1972, pp. 134-147. The
model in above is more extensive than the present model
version. The former is a one-produet multi-period model.
(The reason for introdueing a one-period model,here is
better explained in the next ehapter while ineluding
the eurreney risk.) In addition, the former model
ineludes deeisions on aequiring additional eapaeity,
depreeiation, dividends to headquarters, and inter-
affiliate fees and royalties. Eaeh eomponent of the
produet ean be transferred in the model presented in
the above referenee. [eL Figure 2-2 (a)]. As is
reealled, these features ean be omitted here beeause
of the idealization.



The symbols (1-4) do not follow the conventional mathematical
notation. For convenience a FORTRAN programming language
notation is adopted for the symbo1s. In other respects
mathematical conventions are fol1owed in notation. The
miscellaneous symbols are given be1ow:

number of affiliates invo1ved
number of countries invo1ved
indexes indicating countries
the home country of the multinational firm.

i, j

i=l
Figure 3-2 gives the trade and production flows together

with the re1evant decision variables in the numerical
examp1e to be presented parallel with the model. To
simplify the discussion on the numerical example let
us say that the affiliates of the multinational firm
of the example are located in a fictitious Finland
(i = 1) and a fictitious England (i = 2). It is to be
stressed that this terminology is adopted for convenience
only. It must not be taken literally. Thus the deviations
from reality in the figures of the example are to be
considered inconsequential.

Let the currency of the fictitious Finland be the
Finnish mark9 (Fmk) and that of the fictitious Eng1and
the pound (f). The total profit to be maximized is
computed in marks, since Finland will be the home country
of the multinational firm of the numerical example.
(The exchange rates will be 10 Fmk/f, i.e. 0.1 f/Fmk.)

The object in the numerical example is the derivation
of the optimal operating budgets and thus demonstrate
that the model gives sound output.

9Hereafter the Finnish mark is called the mark for
short.
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the number of units of the final produ~t
produced and sold in country i. 10

the minimum of the sales potential and the
production capacity of production phase II
in country i.

The budgeted sales may not exceed the predicted
demand (sales potential) for the final product. The
production of the final product cannot exceed the pro-
duction capacity of phase II. Since inventory levels
are kept unchanged in the model, for simplicity, produc-
tion and sales in each country are embodied in the same
decision variables XI(i).ll An affiliate can sell
the final product domestically only, but this is not
an actual simplification, since foreign sales can be
routed through the relevant affiliates. The sales
price of the final product has to be assumed to be
predetermined, since otherwise linearity is endangered.12
In this tactical planning model, the above is not necessaril
a severe simplification, since parametric routines can
be applied, and, on the other hand, it has been posed

10 The expression 1I country i 1I is used for short to indicate
"affiliate in country i" or "by affiliate in cduntry i",
or some other analogous expression, on many occasions
in depicting the model formulations.

11 In the numerical example the parentheses will be omitted
for convenience. (See Figure 3-2.)

12 This is an extremely common simplification both in
the multinational and the national case.



in management literature that marketing decisions are of-
ten decentralized in multinational business enterprises.

In the numerical example it is assumed that in Finland
the sales potential of the final product is 10 000 uni ts
at the predetermined price of 100 Fmk/unit. In England
the corresponding figures are 10 000 uni ts and f 100/uni t.
XII delineates the number of the items of the intermediate
product designated to production phase II in Finland and
X12 is the corresponding English figure, as seen in
Figure 3-2. As will be recalled, exactly one unit of
the intermediate product is required in producing one
unit of the final product.13 Hence, in Finland, the
sales constraint is

1---------------1
XlI ~ 10 000,I ~--- I

1---------------1I_~::_~_:~_~~~~_I
It is assumed that the capacity of production phase II

is 17 500 units in both countries of the example. Hence,
the following constraints are constructed:

13 This idealization can be made here without a further
10ss of general~ty, as stated in footnote 20 in Chapter 2



Because of the simplified structure of production assumed,
these latter two constraints can be omitted, since they
are dominated by the sales constraints. In a more
general case involving both several products and the
corresponding inventories, we would not proceed as simply
as this. In that case production and sales of each product
would be assigned separate decision variables. The
capacity per unit (e.g. man hours/unit, etc.) required
in production, and the total capacity (e.g. man hours,
etc.) would be needed. Separate sales and capacity
constraints, accounting for the inventories, would be
constructed.14

The above figures already indicate that the affiliates
of the numerical example are quite similar. This is
arbitrary, but convenient, since it spares us a few
tiresome details.

the number of units of the intermediate
product produced in country i.
the minimum of the supply potential and
the production capacity of production
phase I in country i.

14 See e.g. Dileep Mehta & Isik Inselbag, "Working CapitaI
Management of a MuItinational Firm," op.cit., or Timo
Salmi, Monikansallinen yritys ja lineaarinen optimointi,
op.cit., Ch. 4 and pp. 94-95.



exceed the production capacity of phase I. The budgeted
purchases of the raw material may not exceed the supply
limit. Owing to the idealization the production of the
intermediate product and thepurchasesof the raw material
in each country are embodied in the same decision variables
X2 ei, i) .

In the numerical example it is assumed that the
production capacity of production phase I is 25 000
units in both affiliates, during the planning period
under observation. The corresponding constraints are

1---------------------1X211 < 25 000 and
1 = 1

1
X222 ~ 25 000, I------~--------------

where X2ll is the number of units of the intermediate
product produced in the Finnish affiliate and X222 is
the corresponding number for the English affiliate.

It is assumed that the supply potential of the raw
ma terial is 40 000 units in each country of the example.
Consequently we have the following constraints, which
are dominated by the former constraints:

In the case of a more general production structure,
the comments of the previous section apply.



X2(i,j)
ifj

the number of units of the intermediate
produet transferred from affiliate i to
affiliate j.

ne
n(i) + I X2(i,j) -

j =1
jfi

ne
I X2(j,i) < 0

j=l

The teehnieal availability eonstraints arise from
the simple faet that the final produet eannot be produeed
unless enough units of the intermediate produet are
available.

As is seen in Figure 3-2, in the numerieal example
the number of the intermediate produets transferred
from Finland to England is denoted by the symbol X2l2,
and the number of the units transferred in the opposite
direetion is denoted by X22l. Consider the Finnish
affiliate and the intermediate produet. The initial
inventory (0 units) plus the produetion in Finland
(X2ll) plus the imports from the English affiliate (X22l)
must be equal to, or greater than, what is needed in
the produetion phase II (l·Xll) plus the exports to
the Englishaffiliate (X2l2) plus the minimum ending
inventory requirement (0 units). On the basis of this
"in > out"-restrietion we have the eonstraint

init.inv. from F prod.
o + X211 +

imports
X22l

to F prod.
> Xll +

exports
X2l2

min.end.inv.
+ o.

1-------------------------------1
1 XII - X2ll + X2l2 - X22l ~ o.
-------------------------_~ I



,-------------------------------1
Xl2 - X212 + X221 - X222 < O. I

I --------------------~----

3.2.5 DECISIONS ON EXTERNAL TRANSFER PRICING: TRANSFER
PRICE CONSTRAINTS

X3(i,j)
ifj

Y1(i,j)
ifj

the transfer value of alI those units of
the intermediate product which are trans-
ferred from affiliate i to affiliate j
stated in the currency of country i. (It
is paid in cash.)

the transfer priael~f one unit of the inter-
mediate product transferred from affiliate
i to affiliate j stated in the currency of
country i.
YI(i,j) = X3(i,j)jX2(i,j) if X2(i,j) > O.
We say that YI(i,j) does not exist if X2(i,j)

the lower bound on the transfer price of
one unit of the intermediate product trans-
ferred from affiliate i to affiliate j.
It is stated in the currency of country i.

the upper bound on the transfer price of
one unit of the intermediate product trans-
ferred from affiliate i to affiliate j.
It is stated in the currency of country i.

Lower bounds
AI(i,j)X2(i,j) - X3(i,j) < 0 i=l, ,nc

j=l, ,nc
i,Fj.Upper bounds

-A2(i,j)X2(i,j) + X3(i,j) ~ 0



must be given external transfer prices to be declared
to customs and tax officials for duty and tax assessment.
The external transfer prices are also a basis of inter-
affiliate remittances. The central management must
stipulate upper and lower limits on the external transfer
prices, because if they are made too high or too low
the authorities are bound to step in. These predetermined
limits are the constants Al(i,j) and A2(i,j). The external
transfer prices affect both the cash flows in different
affiliates and the global profit or 10SS150f the multi-
national firm. The repercussions are taken into account
in the current model. The model assigns optimal values
to the transfer prices16within the predetermined limits
set by the central management. Thus the transfer prices
are decision variables in the present model. In previous
models for joint tactical production and financial
planning the transfer prices have been treated as pre-
determined. Such a manner of proceeding can lead to
nonoptimal total plans in this respect.

The transferred items are always invoiced in the
currency of the host country of the exporting affiliate.
Thus the trading currency is not a decision variable.
The other congenial studies, which were referred to
in the above, implicitly make this same assumption in
addition to the assumption of predetermined transfer
prices.

If the limits on a transfer price are so narrow that
it can be considered as fixed or if it is predetermined,
it is possible to proceed conventionally by including

15 The expression "yield" or "net income" wil1 be on
occasions used as a synonymof "profit and loss".

16 From now on "transfer pricing" will mean "external
transfer pricing", if not stated to the contrary.



the transfer price as a constant in the model and by
omitting the transfer price constraints under observation.
It should be noted, however, that if this is done, the
information content of the model is reduced, since then
the economic consequences of raising or lowering the
transfer price bound are not explicitly reflected in
the model output! (This will be elaborated in Section
3.3.2: "The Concept of Shadow Transfer Prices: An Extension
of the Conventional Analysis of Shadow Prices".) Parametric
procedures and re-solving could, naturally, be resorted
to.

Consider the numerical example and a transfer from
the English affiliate to the Finnish affiliate. Figure
3-3 depicts the transfer.

FIGURE 3-3 Interaffiliate Transfer from England to
Finland

Finnish
affiliate

I
duty I
Fmk I

I
~

English
affiliate

FmklOX32l § H32l---------ir~-----~
payment ~ ~

H :>H ~
38 I
transportation I

cost S. I
I
~

The number of units of the intermediate product to be
transferred from England to Finland is the decision



variable X22l. The Finnish affiliate pays X32l pounds

ta the English affiliate for the transferred items.
The resultant transfer price af one unit is
X32l!X22l pounds. (The Finnish affiliate buys the pounds
needed by paying for them in marks, as will be seen later
in a discussion af further constraints. Also the duties
and transportation costs arise in later constraints.)

Assume that the central management stipulates that
for an item transferred from England ta Finland the lowest
transfer price still acceptable is i 30, and the highest
is i 100.17 Since the transfer price af one transferred
unit af the intermediate product is X32l!X22l pounds,
the concomitant nonlinear transfer price constraints
are as follows.

X32l!X22l > 30 and
X32l!X22l < 100.

When the first restriction giving the lower bound is
multiplied by X22l, we get

From this expression follows the linear lower-bound-
transfer-price-constraint for the Finnish affiliate,
concerning the intermediate products imported from
the English affiliate:

I------~------------I
I 30X22l - X32l < O.------------- __~ I

17In this example the limits incidentally range between
the marginal cost af the intermediate product and the
market price of thefinal product (cf. footnote 23 in
Chapter 2).



since then X32l must be equal to 0, and we define that
the transfer price Yl2l does not exist.18

By proceeding in the same way as in the above, we
get the corresponding linear upper-bound-transfer-price-
constraint, which is

1----------------------,
-100X22l + X32l < O. II -----------~----

The potential transfer from Finland to England is
treated analogously. The number of the intermediate
products to be transferred is now X2l2 and the concomitant
transfer value is X3l2 marks. The transfer price is
thus X3l2/X2l2 marks. The limits on the transfer price
are now given in marks, not in pounds, since the model
is easier to handle, if, for the model, the relevant
transfer prices are stated in the currency of the host
country of the exporting affiliate. Assume that the
central management has stipulated that for an item
transferred from Finland to England the transfer prices
must be between 400 Fmk and 900 Fmk. This requirement
leads to the linear constraints

1---------------------------1400X2l2 - X3l2 < 0 and
I = I

-900X2l2 + X3l2 < O.I -----------~--- I

(lower bound)
(upper bound)

18 What is crucial here is that the definition is a
legitimate ane in cannectian with the Simplex-
algarithm af linear pragrarnrning.



the loans raised from the local money
market in country i.
the maximum amount of loans that can be
raised from the local money market in country i.

The maximum amount of loans that can be raised must
not be exceeded in the model solution. The number of
money markets could be very easily increased simply
by adding an index. Also multiple investments in short-
term financial options could be included. Decisions
on interaffiliate loans and their interest rates are
included in Chapter 5 ("Extensionof the Model under CurrencyRisk").19

In the numerical example it is assumed that the
maximum amount of loans that can be raised is 3 000 000
Fmk for the Finnish affiliate, and .t 300 000 for the
English affiliate. X4ll denotes the loan raising in
Finland, and X422 denotes the respective English figure.
The following contraints must be applied:

,-------------------------------,
X411 ~ 3 000000 (Fmk) and

I - I
X422 ~ 300000 (.t) .I ~------------------ I

19 Since interaffiliate loans and their interest rates
are not included in the numerical example of the
current chapter, their general presentation is post-
poned, too, to keep the exposition simple. There is
no compelling reason for the postponement.



the profit before taxes shown in books
by affiliate i for tax assessment in
country i.
the portion of the sales price of one
unit'of the final product sold in country
i, which is collected in cash.

the portion of the sales price of one
unit of the final product sold in country
i, which is accrued as accounts receivable.

the cash portion of the variable cost of
one unit of the final product incurred
in phase II (cf. Figure 3-2) in country i.
the accounts payable portion of the variable
cost of one unit of the final product
incurred in phase II in country i.

the cash portion of the raw material and
phase 1 variable costs of one unit of the
intermediate product in country i.

the accounts payable portion of the raw
material and phase 1 variable costs of
one unit of the intermediate product in
country i.

the transportation cost of one unit of
the intermediate product transferred
from country i to country j. The trans-
portation cost is paid in cash by the
exporting affiliate in the currency of
country i.
the exchange rate of currency j in country i.
(Note the order of the indices.)

20 These variables are not needed until the next set
af canstraints is presented, but 1 feel that they
are best introduced here.



the duty coefficient on items which are
transferred from country i to country j.
It is the abso1ute rate of the duty imposed
on the va1ue of the intermediate products
transferred from country i to country j
mu1tip1ied by the appropriate currency
exchange rate which is A10(i,j). The
duty is paid in cash by the importing
affi1iate in the currency of country j.

the abso1ute rate of interestD paid on the
loans from the loca1 sources in country i.
Interest is paid in cash.

the abso1ute tax rate (on profit) in
country i. Taxes are paid in cash.

the initia1 cash in bank Zess the cash
portion of the fixed cost Zess the required
minimum c10sing cash pZus other assets
which incur predetermined cash inf10ws
(e.g. accounts receivab1e to be co11ected)
Zess other 1iabi1ities which incur pre-
determined cash outf1ows during the p1anning
period in country i.

cash saZes cash variabZe prod. costs
[-A3(i)+A5(i)]Xl(i) + A7(i)X2(i,i) +

nc transportation
I A9(i,j)X2(i,j)
j =1
jfi

nc exports nc imports + duty
I X3(i,j) + I [A10(j,i)+All(j,i)]X3(j,i)

j=l j=l
jfi jfi

Zoans interest tax initiaZ cash ...
- [l-A12(i)]X4(i,i) + A13(i)X6(i) ~ B4(i) i=l,...,nc.

initia1 cash + cash inf10ws ~
cash outf1ows + minimum c10sing cash.

21 Tf an interest rate is 5%, the corresponding absolute
interest rate is 0.05.



In corresponding linear programming models for uninational
planning situations, only one cash flow constraint is
needed in a one-period model, but in the multinational
case each affiliate must be treated separately.

The cash flow constraints, and the other financial
constraints and equalities to be presented shortly,
are denominated in the currency of the host country of
the relevant affiliate. This manner of proceeding makes
it easier to handle the multiple-currency situation, and
formulation errors are hopefully avoided. In the face
of prior research work done in this field, the above
assumption involves no new simplifications.

The predetermined minimum closing cash balance affects
the region of the feasible solutions of this tactical
planning model. Since the firm is a going concern, and
not liquidated at the end of the planning horizon, the
continuation of the activities of the firm after the
planning horizon must be accounted for in this manner
in the model. Thus the conventional method of setting
appropriate closing balance requirements is followed.
(We discuss this question more fully later in Section
3.5.4. )

For simplicity, no differences are assumed between
the purchase and sales rates of the currencies. Export
duties are omitted in the model (although they are often
relevant in actual practice). The import duties are
levied on an ad valorem basis. Interests and taxes
are paid in cash during the planning period. In alI
these cases contrary assumptions could be easily reflected
in the model.

Figure 3-4 delineates the cash flows in the numerical
example. Consider the components of the cash flow in
the Finnish affiliate. The cash flow constraint for
the Finnish affiliate is denominated in marks, while
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that of the English affiliate is denominated in pounds.
Let us first eonsider the cash inflows. It is assumed

in the numerieal example that the sales of the final
produet ineur no cash inflows. The sales revenue of
the final produet (l 000 Fmk/uni t) is aeerued in aeeounts
reeeivable and the cash is reeeived outside the planning
period. (Consequently Figure 3-4 depiets the relevant
sales revenue by a dashed arrow.)

The intermediate produets exported to the English
affiliate bring in a cash payment of X312 marks.

The loans raised from the loeal money market eause
a cash inflow of X411 marks.

The initial balance sheets for both affiliates are
seen below. They have been made as simple as possible
for eonvenienee.n

FINNISH AFFILIATE
ASSETS LIABILITIES
Cash in bank 6 000 000 Fmk External payables
External recei vables 0 Fmk Cincluding external

short-term loans) o Fmk
Inventories 0 Fmk Long-term liabilities o Fmk
Receivables from Payables to otherother affiliates 0 Fmk affiliates 0 Fmk
Fixed assets 15 000 000 Fmk Stocl<holders' equity 21 000 000 Fmk

ENGLISH AFFILIATE
ASSETS LIABILITIES
Cash in bank 600 000 f External payables
External receivables 0 f Cincluding external

short-term loans) 0 f
Inventories 0 f Long-term liabilities 0 f
Receivables frorn Payables to otherother affiliates 0 f affiliates 0 f
Fixed assets 1 500000 f Stocl<holders' equity 2100000 f

n The items are presented in a slightly unconventional
ordering. The reason is better explained when currency
exposure is discussed in Chapter 5. The noteworthy
point here is that the data described should be readily
available to the multinational firm in actual practice.



Let us next consider the cash outflows. Producing
one unit of the final produet ifrFinland incurs a variable
cost of 250 Fmk in produetion phase II. We assume for
simplieity that it is paid entirely in cash. This
item eauses a cash outflow of 250Xll marks. Call this
eost the variabZe east II in Finland.

Produeing one domestie unit of the intermediate
produet in Finland ineurs a variable eost of 300 Fmk
in produetion phase 1 and forraw material. It is paid
out entirely in cash. A cash outflow of 300X2ll marks
results. Call it the variabZe east I in Finland.

The affiliates deal with eaeh other on a c.i.f. basis.
The transportation eost of one unit of the intermediate
produet is 100 Fmk/unit for a transfer from Finland to
England. Thus the Finnish affiliate has to pay 100X2l2
marks in cash for its exports.

The payments for items imported from the English
affiliate eause a cash outflow of 10X32l Fmk. X32l
has been multiplied by the relevant exehange rate AlO(2,1),
whieh is 10 Fmk/I, sinee the transferred items are
invoieed in pounds, and the invoice has to be eonverted
into Finnish marks. Effeeting the payment ean be visualized
as follows. The Finnish affiliate buys from the bank X32l
pounds paying 10X32l marks for the pounds. Then these
pounds are sent to the English affiliate as the payment
for the diseussed imports.23

An ad valorem import duty of 10% is levied on the
value of the items under observation. The duty is
ealculated on the basis of the value of the transferred
items, which, in turn, depends on the transfer price

23 This is, of course, an oversimplification, but as
discussed we are not concerned with the mechanics
of international payments. A convenient proxy suffices.



of the items. The value of the items is 10X32l Fmk,
and thus the cash outflow to duty is 0.1·10X32l = lX32l
marks. (The import duty in England is also 10%. 2~ )

The cash outflow for the interest on the loans raised
is 0.05X4ll marks, since it is assumed that the relevant
interest rate is 5%.

The book profit shown in the books by the Finnish
affiliate is denoted by the decision variable X6l.
(For the English affiliate the corresponding variable
is X62.) Since the tax rate on corporate profits is
60% in the fictitious Finland, a cash outflow of 0.60X6l
marks results.

The fixed cost is 1 000 000 Fmk. It is paid entirely
in cash. (The fixed cost in England is S. 100 000.)

The minimum closing cash balance required at the
end of the planning period is 1 000000 Fmk for the
Finnish affiliate (s. 100 000 in England).

On the basis of the above discussion we see that
the inequality below must hold for the Finnish affiliate.

initial cash exports loan v. c. II v. c. I
6 000000 + X3l2 + X411 > 250X11 + 300X211

transportation
+ 100X2l2 +

imports
10X32l

duty
+ lX32l

interest
0.05X411

tax
0.60X6l

fixed cost
+ 1000000

min. cash balance
+ 1000000.

'
--------------------------------------------1
250Xll + 300X2ll + 100X2l2 - X3l2 + llX32l

1 I
- O. 95X411 + O. 60X61 ..:s. 4 000 000 (Fmk) .I ----------------~--------------- I



The data for the English affiliate is seen in Figure
3-4. The only factual difference is that the tax rate
on corporate profits is 45% in the fictitious England,
as compared ta the 60% af the fictitious Finland. The
cash flow constraint for the English affiliate iS25

1-------------------------------------------125X12 + 10X221 + 30X222 + 0.11X3l2 - X32l
I I- 0.95X422 + 0.45X62 .:s. 400000 (n· I
I ----------------~--------------------

3.2.8 OPERATIONAL TREATMENT OF TAXATION: EQUATIONS FOR
BOOK PROFIT AND LOSS

the 1055 shown in books by affiliate i for
tax assessment in country i.

A14(i)
B5 (i) the deductibZe fixed cost pZus the deprecia-

tion for external purposes in country i.

saZes - V.c. II V.c. I
A14(i)Xl(i) - [A7(i)+A8(i)]X2(i,i) -

nc transportation
L A9 (i ,j )X 2 (i ,j )

j =1
jh

nc exports nc imports + duty
L X3(i,j) - 1. [A10(j,i)+All(j,i)]X3(j,i)

j=l j=l
jfi jfi book

interest profit Zoss
- A12(i)X4(i,i) - X6(i) + X7(i)

deductibZe fixed cost
+ depreciati'on
B5(i) i=l,...,nc.

25A non-specialized reader is advised to check his under-
standing e.g. by deriving the faetor 0.11X312.

26 The r~levant symbols, which have been introduced earlier,
are not repeated.



The given equations define the profit and loss for
tax assessment for each affiliate separately. Taxation
is sometimes treated incorrectly or awkwardly in literature.
First, book profits and losses should not be handled
exactly analogously, because this is an oversimplification.
When this is done, it actually indicates the silent
assumption that the relevant government, in the model,
subsidizes the affiliate in accordance with the tax rate
in the case of a loss. If, on top of this, tax payments
are included in cash flow constraints, the government
is supposed to pay the subsidy in cash, in the model!
Second, in at least one study only book profits are
feasible. Like the former one, this is not a sound
simplification, if it is not motivated. Third,
most congenial models treat taxation directly in the
objective function. This manner of proceeding makes
a proper Jistinction between tax profits and losses
impossible in linear programming models, and the con-
sequences are as above. In addition, particularly in
the multinational case, the handling of such objective
functions is too laborious from the pragmatic point
of view, because the handling requires onerous substitutions
especially since the currency differences must be accounted
for. The difficulties discussed~are avoided when distinct
auxiliary equations are constructed and book profits
and losses are assigned separate variables.

The structure of the tax-laws assumed in the present
model can be inferred from the equations and the discussion
on the numerical example. The structure of the tax-laws
could easily be changed. In the present version it may
be no~ed that losses cannot be carried forward in taxations,
and that manipulation of depreciation and inventory
valuation is excluded.

Let us consider the numerical example. The model



is augmented with the equations for book profit and
1055. The relevant decision variables are given below.

X6l the book profit shown by the Finnish affiliate
in marks.

X7l the book 1055 shown by the Finnish affiliate
in marks.

X62 the book profit shown by the English affiliate
in pounds.

X72 the book 1055 shown by the English affiliate
in pounds.

For the Finnish affiliate we construct the following
equation:

X6l - X7l = the revenues subject to corporate income
tax in Finland
Zess
the deductible costs in Finland.

The Simplex-algorithm of linear programming always
sees to it that if the above net income is positive
then X7l 0, and X6l gives the book profits before
taxes in Finland. If the above net income is negative,
then X6l 0, and X7l gives the book 1055 in Finland.27

Because the above equation resembles the Finnish
cash flow constraint, a detailed demonstration is not
necessary. Note the following differences in the components
of the equation. It is assumed that the depreciation
rateof fixed assets is 10% for each affiliate. Thus
the depreciation amounts to 1 500000 Fmk in Finland.

27 For the mathematical background see G. Hadley~ Linear
Programming CLondon/etc. 1962), pp. 168-169.



The deductible fixed cost is 1000000 Fmk. The accounts
receivable from sales of the final product (1 000 Fmk/unit)
must be included. As will be remembered, no accounts payable
occur in the numerical example, but if they occurred they
would have to be included now. Loan raising is not a
revenue. Tax payments are not deductible. For the
Finnish affiliate we have the following auxiliary equation.

1-----------------------------------------------------------------1
1
sales-v. c. II v. c. I transportation exports imports+duty I

750Xll - 300X211 100X212 + X312 llX321
1 1

I interest fixed cost+depr. I
- O.05X411 X61 + X71 2 500 000 (Fmk) .

1 ----------------------------------------------- 1

1
_------------------------------------------

175X12 - 10X221 - 30X222 - 0.11X312 + X321
1 I

1
- 0.05X422 - X62 + X72 = 250 000 (1).

------------------------------------- 1

3.2.9 OPERATIONAL TREATMENT OF THE OBJECTIVE: EQUATIONS
FOR INTERNAL PROFIT AND LOSS

the profit after taxes in country i in the
currency of country i from the firm's
internal point of view.
the 1055 after taxes in country i in the
currency of country i from the firm's
internal point of view.
the fixed costs in country i from the firm's
internal point of view, in the currency of
country i.



saZes - V.c. II V.c. I
A14(i)Xl(i) - [A7(i)+A8(i) ]X2(i,i) -

nc transfortationI A9 (i ,j X2 (i , j)
j=l
jfi

nc exports
I X3 (i, j) -

j=l
jfi

nc imports + duty
I [Al0(j ,i)+All(j ,i) ]X3(j ,i)

j=l
jfi internaZ
profit Zoss

- X8(i) + X9(i)

interest
- A12(i)X4(i,i)

tax
A13(i)X6(i)

into fixed cost
B6(i) i=l,...,nc.

The definition of the internal yield for each affiliate
stated in the currency of the relevant host country can
be read from the above equations. The definition could
be easily changed, but this definition seems natural
enough.

Note that the equations for internal profit and loss
define the yield in each affiliate separately and that
the yield is stated in the currency of the relevant host
country. The handling of the objective function is more
flexible when the equations for internal profit and loss
are not substituted in the objective function. In addition,
the possibilities of sensitivity analysis are enhanced,
as will be seen in Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4. The substitution
is a legitimate one, but from the pragmatic point of view
it is burdensome. On the other hand the separate presentation
of these auxiliary equations increases the size of the model.

Let us again consider the numerical example. The new
variables are given below.

X8l the internal profit in Finland in marks.
X9l the internal loss in Finland in marks.
X82 the internal profit in England in pounds.
X92 the internal loss in England in pounds.



1------------------------------------------------------------1
1
saZes-v.e. II v. e. I transportation exports imports+duty 1

750Xll - 300X2ll - 100X2l2 + X3l2 llX32l
1 I

I interest tax fixed eost I
0.05X411 O.60X6l - X8l + X9l 1 000 000 (Fmk) .

1 ----------------------------------------------- 1

,------------------------------------------------------,
75X12 - 10X22l - 30X222 - 0.11X3l2 + X32l - 0.05X422

I 1

1
- 0.45X62 - X82 + X92 = 100 000 0:).______________________________________________________ 1

These equations are constraints in the present linear
programming model, even if they relate to the objective
function of the model.

It is required that alI the variables (the symbols
identified by the letter X) must be non-negative in the
linear programming model. The Simplex-algorithm automatically
sees to this.

AlI the constraints have now been presented.



the evaluation coefficient on internal
profits realized in affiliate i, set by
the central management. It is ~ O.
the evaluation coefficient on internal
losses realized in affiliate i, set by
the central management. It is > 01

nc
I Cl(i)X8(i)
i=l

nc
I C 2 (i) X9 (i) .

i=l
The objective is to maximize the sum of the internal

profits28of the affiliates over the planning horizon
stated in a common unit. For each affiliate the net
internal income is calculated in the relevant host country
currency. If a "geocentric operation philosophy" and a
linear utility function are assumed, we can set
Cl(i) = C2(i) = AlO(i,l). (AlO(i,l) is the exchange
rate of currency i in the home country.) Thus the objective
function will be ~enominated in the currency of the home
country of the idealized multinational firm.

Consider the numerical example once more. The objective
is to maximize the total profit of the two-affiliate multi-
national firm stated in Finnish currency. The yield
in England must, therefore, be converted in calculations
into marks. This is done only for computations. It
does not mean that the potential English profits must



actua11y be repatriated in Fin1and.29

The eva1uation coefficients app1ied tö the Eng1ish
profits and losses are.simp1y made equa1 to the pertinent
exchange rate (10 Fmkjf), since, in the numerica1 examp1e,
there is no reason to proceed different1y. Thus the
objective function of the numerica1 examp1e is

,-----------------------------------------------------I
I Fprofit Eprofit FZoss EZoss I

max P X81 + 10X82 X91 10X92,
1 -----------------------------------------------I

The mode1 derived in the numerica1 example is
presented in Exhibit 3-1.

29 If the profits were actually repatriated, this would
incur repatriation costs, which would have ta be
included in the model. On the other hand, if
repatriation is consistent with the long-term objectives
af the multinational firm under observation, then the
profi ts abroad would be valued less than the
domestic profits, and this would be reflected through
the evaluation coefficients. This theme is not
pursued much further, since delving into questions
af repatriation adjustment would require further
research efforts. Section 3.5.4 comments, however,
on repatriation af foreign profits in the model.
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In this section we discuss two model features. The
shadow prices of the transfer price constraints do not
directly give information about ,theeconomic effects, in the
model, of changing lower or upper bounds on the transfer
prices. This results from the fact that basically the
transfer price constraints are nonlinear. The information
would be useful, and a simple extension of the conventional
manner of analysing the shadow prices of the relevant
constraints is suggested in order to gain the information
without having to re-solve the model.

The opportunity cost of capital in the model is discussed,
too. It is suggested that no single opportunity cost of
capital is meaningful in the multinational case.

3.3.1 MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES: REVIEW OF CERTAIN
FEATURES OF LINEAR AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING

maximize f = clxl +
subject to allxl +

maximize f
subject to



minimize g = b1rl +

subject to all r l +

optimal solution
respective value
that the optimal
r~ (i=l, ... ,m)
1

of the primal problem, and by fO the
of the objective function. Assume
sOlution is finite. Denote Py
the optimal solution of the dual problem.

Theorem 1 The value of r~ tells us how much fO in-
creases if b. is increased by one unit, providing that the

1
optimal basis is not changed by the increase in bi.

30

In economic applications r~ is called the shadow
price of the i:th constraint or resource.

Theorem 2 If s~ > 0, or more generally if s. is
1 1

in the final basis, that is the i:th constraint lS
not effectively binding, then r~ = 0.31

1

If x~ > 0, or more generally
J

in the final basis, c .. 31
J

30 Theorem 1 is an obvious corollary of the so-called
Duality Theorem (fO = Lc.x9 = Lb.r9). The proof of

] ] 1 1
the Duality Theorem can be found e.g. in SaulI Gass,
Linear Programming: Methods and AppZications (London/
etc., 1964), pp. 84-87.

31 The proof can be found in G. Hadley, Linear Programming,
op.cit., pp. 239-240.
The property of linear programming given by Theorems
2 and 3 is called complementary slackness.



The general mathematical programming problem can be
formulated as follows.~

Find a vector
such that

{ ..•.I ..•.x gi (x) ~ bi (i=l,...,m),
x. E S. (j=l,...,n)},
J J

where f and g. (i=l,...,m) are real valued functions
1..•.

of the vector x, b. (i=l,...,m) are real numbers,
1

and each S. (j=l,...,n) is a subset of real numbers.
J

The following three concepts are used in association with
the definition above. The variables: [x1'...,x J, then ..•.
constraints: ~ E X, and the objective function: f(x).
Mathematical programming can be of various special
types depending on the refined definition of Sj (j=l, ... ,n),
f and gi (i=l,...,m). Linear programming is one of them.

3.3.2 THE CONCEPT OF SHADOW TRANSFER PRICES: AN EXTENSION
OF THE CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS OF SHADOW PRICES

32 See e.g. Jouko Manninen, "Matemaattinen suunnittelu -
teorian ja käytännön apuväline," The Finnish Journal
of Business Economics3 No. 1, 1971, p. 101.

33 ~ E X means that the vector ~ belongs to a set X as
an element.
X ~ Rn means that X is a subset of Rn, and can be equal
to it. Rn is the set of n-dimensional real vectors.



AI(i,j) is the lower bound on the transfer price af
intermediate products, which are transferred from affiliate
i ta affiliate j. The constraint sees ta it that the
relevant transfer price, i.e. YI(i,j), cannot be less
than AI(i,j) when pertinent transfers are made, i.e.
when X2(i,j) > o. Suppose that the pertinent transfers
occur in the optimal program. We wish ta know how much
the optimal value af the objective function (P) changes
if AI(i,j) is changed by a definite figure. The answer
ta this question could be sought by using standard
sensitivity analysis procedures for a variation in
an a.. when x. appears in the final basis.~ UsinglJ Jthis method would be a bit unwieldy, however. Another
line can be followed. The analysis is made decisively
easier by the fact that AI(i,j) appears only in the
constraint given above, and nowhere else in the linear
programming problem in question.

Denote for short:
A AI (i,j). Clowerbound on the transferprice)
X2 X2(i,j). (unitstransferredfrom affiliatei to j)
X2° the value af X2 in the old optimum solution.
X2n the value af X2 in the new optimum solution.
X3 X3(i,j). (valueof The transferreditems)
X3n the value af X3 in the new optimum solution.
r the optimal value af the dual variable

related ta the constraint considered.
VP the change in the optimal value af the

objective function.
E a change in the right-hand side af the

constraint considered.
a a change in constant A.

34 For these procedures see Saul Gass, Linear Programmingr
Methods and AppZications, op.cit., pp. 134-138, or
Jouko Manninen & Timo Salmi, Matemaattinen optimointi:
teoriaa ja tekniikkaa, op.cit., eh. 4 ("Herkkyysana-
lyysi ja parametraalinen lineaarinen optimointi").



Assume that xzo > 0, XZn > 0, and that the same fina1
basis is preserved throughout the ana1ysis. If the
constraint

according to Theorem 1. In the new optimum solution
AXZn - X3n ~ E ho1ds.

(A-E/XZn)XZn - X3n < 0,
since we assumed that XZn > O. It is easy to see that

IlP = -arXZn

by substituting
a = -E/XZn, i.e. E = -aXZn.

1------------1
IlP = rXZn.1 1

This figure is defined as the shadow transfer price in
the mode1, since it te11s us how much reducing the lower
bound on the re1evant transfer price by one unit increases
the optima1 va1ue of the objective function. IlP must be
approximated, since XZn is unknown. One possib1e approximat:
is IlP ~ rXZo. A simi1ar concept can be defined for
raising the upper bound on a transfer price by one unit.

A numerica1 examp1e wi11 be considered 1ater (in
Section 3.5.Z) of the upper bound.



This sectian presents a speculative and abstract
sideline. 1t can be amitted withaut lass af cantinuity

1n management literature the cancept af appartunity
cast af capital ta the firm is aften referred ta. 1t
seems, hawever, that defining a single general appartunity
cast af capital ta the firm is meaningless.

Suggesting ane single appartunity cast af capital
ta the firm implicitly cantains the fallawing way af
thinking. 1f a firm and alI passibilities apen ta it
are embadied in a general mathematical pragramming
madel,~ then the appartunity cast af capital is given
by a generalized shadaw price relating ta the financial
canstraint far the firm. (The general mathematical
pragramming prablem abave is defined as in Sectian
3.3.1. By generalized shadaw price we mean a figure
that gives far the relevant mathematical pragramming
madel the change in the aptimal value af the abjective
functian Vf(x) caused by a change af ane infinitesimal
unit Vbi in the pertinent resaurce.) The prablem naturally
arises: what is the "financial canstraint far the firm"?
15 it, far example, alaan raising canstraint ar a
cash flaw canstraint? Defining ane single appartunity
cast af capital ta the firm means that this questian
can be settled and "the financial canstraint far the
firm" exists.

1n the multinatianal case there is a separate "financial
canstraint" far each affiliate. They indicate ane single
appartunity cast af capital ta the multinatianal firm
anly if the respective shadaw prices are alI equal.

35 This model always exists in principle, but it can
never be written out in actual practice, or in theory
without simplifications.



Cansider next the madel far the multinatianal firm,
which was presented. Define that the cash flaw can-

straints can be deemed as the firiancial canstraints
ta the idealized multinatianal firm.36 It is easy
ta demanstrate that no single pasitive (> 0) appartunity
cast af capital exists in the madel, except in very
special cases. Far simplicity, cansider anly two
affiliates af the idealized multinatianal firm. The
affiliates are denated by indices h and k, this time.
Denote by Ri the aptimal value af the dual variable
relating ta the i:th canstraint af the madel. Then,
accarding ta the abave, Rl3 is the appartuni ty cast af
capital ta affiliate h, and Rl4 is the appartunity
cast af capital ta affiliate k. The task is ta verify
that,when Rl3 > 0 and Rl4 > 0, then Rl3 = Rl4 need
nat hald in the madel.

If a financial canstraint is nat effective, then,
accarding ta Thearem 2, the carrespanding shadaw price
is equal ta zera. Cansequently Rl3 and Rl4 can be
pasitive anly if the financial canstraints are bath
effective. If no transfers accur between the affiliates,
then the affiliates are independent units in the madel,
each having its awn appartunity cast af capital defined
by the relevant financial canstraints. Far the case
where transfers accur it is sufficient ta cansider
transfers in ane directian anly. Suppase that transfers
are made from affiliate k ta affiliate h. Then X2(k,h) > 0,
and X3(k,h) > 0 ar at least it appears in the final
basis. Accarding ta Thearem 3 we can write as fallaws.

I

36Incidentally, an example af a relatian between the
shadaw price af the cash flaw canstraint far an affiliate
and the shadaw price af the laan raising canstraint
af the same affiliate will be cansidered in the numerical
example in Sectian 3.5.2.



-RS + R6 + AI(k,h)R9 - A2(k,h)RIO + A9(k,h)RI4

- A9(k,h)RI6 - A9(k,h)RI8 = 0

-R9 + RIO + [AIO(k,h)+AII(k,h)]RI3 - Rl4

- [AIO(k,h)+AII(k,h)]RIS + Rl6 - [AIO(k,h)+AII(k,h)]R17

It is easy to see that R13 = Rl4 > 0 need not ho1d.
(It wi11 be seen that in the solution of the numerica1
example Rl3 = 0.060 and Rl4 = 0.282.)

The rest of this chapter discusses the model in the
framework of the numerica1 examp1e, which was presented
parallel with the mode1 in Section 3.2

When the model given in Exhibit 3-1 is run on a
computer, we get the following output. 37 The variab1es
identified by the 1etter S are the slack variables of
the inequality-constraints of the mode1.

37It should be noted that the model is always degenerate.
In principle, the Simplex-algorithm is not affected by
this fact (except that the number of iterations increases;
cycling is too rare to matter). Nevertheless, some
standard computer codes, which have not been properly
tested, may be affected by the degeneracy. The computer
code prograrnrnedforthe current research work has been
documented in Timo Salmi, The Multinational Firm: A
Mathematiaal Programming Model Building Approaah
(licentiate thesis) op.cit., and Jouko Manninen &
Timo Salmi, Matemaattinen optimointi: teoriaa ja
tekniikkaa. op.cit.



X6l
X422

S3

S4
XlI
Xl2

X2l2
S8

S9

X32l
X41I
S12
X8l
X82

X22l
X62

X21I
X222
REST

1 250 000
221 336

15 750
14250
10000
10 000

o
o
o

75000
3 000000

78 664
2 000 000

278664
750

233933
9 250

10750
ARE ZEROS

(bookprofit in Finland, Fmk)
(loan raising in England, ~)
(slack in Finnish production phase I, units)
(slack in English production phase I, units)
(final product sales in Finland, units)
(final product sales in England, units)
(exports from Finland to England, units)
(slack of the second transfer price constr.)
(slack of the third transfer price constr.)
(value of Finnish imports from England, ~)
(loan raising in Finland, Fmk)
(unused English loan raising potential, ~)
(internal profit in Finland, Fmk)
(internal profit in England, ~)
(imports to Finland from England, units)
(book profit in England, ~)
(intermediateproductproductionin Finland,units)
(intermediateproductproductionin England,units)

Also a list of the shadow prices of the constraints results
from the computer run:

Rl
R2

R5

R6

RIO
RlI
R13
R14
REST

130.46
226.22
127.24
169.66

0.989
0.039
0.060
0.282

ARE ZEROS

(Finnish sales constraint)
(English sales constraint)
(Finnish technical availability constraint)
(English technical availability constraint)
(upper bound constrairitof transfer price E-+F)

I

(Finnish loan raising constraint)
(Finnish cash flow constraint)
(English cash flow constraint)



The shadow prices are often interpreted as the con-
tribution to profit per unit of the limiting factor.
The dimension of alI the shadow prices in the current
model are marks per unit of the relevant restricting
resource, because the dimension of the objective function
is marks.

The numerical solution is elucidated in Figure 3-5.
750 units of the intermediate product are transferred
from the English affiliate to the Finnish one. The
external transfer price per unit will be ~ X32l/X22l,
that is ~ 75 000/ 750 units = ~ 100 / unit. The transfer
price is thus made as high as possible. Note that the
transfer prices are assessed only for the units to be
transferred. It was defined, for mathematica~ reasons,
that if no transfer occurs no respective transfer price
exists.

3.4.2 DERIVING OPTlMAL OPERATING BUDGETS FOR THE MULTI-
NATIONAL FIRM IN THE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Operating budgets are the prime tools of managing
an-ent€rprise. Conventionally the budgets are prepared
by selecting one of the budgets as the basis (usually
this is the sales, cash, or production budget of the
firm) and adjusting the other budgets in the frames
stated by the basic budget. If the resulting set of
budgets is not satisfaetory or feasible the basic budget
is reconsidered, and the iteration process is repeated
until a satisfactory set of budgets has been constructed
as the result of the budgetary process.

The budgetary process can be carried out also by



Trade and Production Ftows in the Optimum
Sotution of the Numericat Exampte

J

final final
product product

110 000 uni t 110 000 uni ts

production production
phase II phase II

i I
interme- - 750 units interme-.•..
diate tra sfer pro ce diate
oroduct S. 100 1m it oroduct

19 250 uni t ~O 750 units

production production
phase 1 phase 1

1 i
raw raw
material material



utilizing linear programming.38 In this case optimaZ39

budgets can be derived in one iteration after the necessary
data have been collected. First, an appropriate linear
programming model is constructed for the activities of
the firm over the planning horizon. Then, after solving
the program, the budgets are derived from the optimal
solution. These budgets will automatically be compatible,
if the linear programming model has been correctly
constructed. The same process is applicable for
the multinational firm as well, as will be seerrshortly
in the framework af the numerical example. The difference
is that in the multinational case a set af hudgets has

ta he constructed for each affiZiate, on the basis of
the relevant linear programming model.

The sales budgets for the affiliates in the numerical
example can be derived from the optimal values af the
variables XII, X12, X212, X221, X312, and X321:

FINNISH AFFILIATE
TOTAL PRICE AMOUNT

Domestic sales 10 000000 Frnk: 1 000 Fmk 10 000 units

ENGLISH AFFILIATE
TOTAL PRICE AMOUNT

Domestic sales 000 000 f. 100 f. 10 000 units
Exports 75 000 f. 100 f. 750units

075000 f.

38For an introduction to a budgetary process based on
linear programming, see the references in footn~te
2 in this chapter.

390ptimal considering the data collected. It is obvious
that the result cannot be any better than the quality
of the input data indicates.



The production, inventory, and purchase budgets could
be derived in an analogous manner, but this is omitted,
since these budgets would not be instructive, because
af the simple production structure.

The cash budgets for each affiliate are given below.
They are derived on the basis af the values af the
variables which were included in the cash flow constraints.

CASH INFLOWS
laans

Tatal eash available
CASH OUTFLOWS
variable east II 10 000·250
variable east 1 9 250·300
intermediate praduet imparts 750·1 000
duty 10% 750000
fixed east
interest 5% 3 000 000
tax 60% 1 250000

TOTAL

ENGLISH AFFILIATE
Initial eash
CASH INFLOWS
intermediate praduet exparts 750·100
laans

Tatal eash available
CASH OUTFLOWS
variable east II 10 000·25
variable east 1 10 750·30
transpartatian 750·10
fixed east
interest 5% 221 336
tax 45% 233 933

TOTAL

6 000000 Fmk

3 000 000 Fmk
9 000 000 Fmk

2 500 000 Fmk
2775000 Fmk
750000 Fmk
75000 Fmk
000 000 Fmk
150 000 Fmk
750 000 Fmk

8 000 000 Fmk
1 000 000 Fmk

600000 f

75000 f
221 336 f

896 336 f

250 000 f
322 500 f
7 50O· f

100000 f
11066 f
105 270 f
796 336 f

100000 f
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In addition to the above budgets it is easy to derive
projected income statements both for book profits and
for internal profits in each affiliate. Note that the
projected income statements for book profits were not
needed in order to derive the cash budgets, since X61
and X62 give the predicted book profits for each affiliate
respectively. The projected income statements for book
profit can be derived on the basis of the values of
the variables which were included in the equations for
book profit and loss. In actual practice these statements
should na turally be drafted in accordance wi th the practice
of the appropriate countries. In the numerical example.
we have the following statements:

Domestic sales
Variable cost II
Variable cost 1
Intermediate product imports
Duty
Fixed cost
Interest
Depreciation
Net income subject to taxation

10000000 Fmk
2 500 000 Fmk
2775000 Fmk

750 000 Fmk
75000 Fmk

000 000 Fmk
150000 Fmk

1 500 000 Fmk
1 250000 Fmk

Domestic sales
Intermediate product exports
Variable cost II
Variable cost 1
Transportation
Fixed cost
Interest
Depreciation
Net income subject to taxation

000 000 f.
75000 f.

250000 f.
322 500 f.

7 500 f.
100000 f.

11067 f.
1'50 000 f.

233933 f.

Finally we can derive the income statements from
the firm's internal point of view. The statements are
denominated in the currencies of the host countries of



the affi1iates, a1though the fina1 eva1uation is performed
in the currency of the home country of the mu1tinati~na1
firm. This resu1ts from the fact that the statements
are derived from the equations for interna1 profit and
1055.

Domestie sa1es
Costs of goods sold

variable eost II
variable eost 1
intermediate produet imports
duty

Contribution margin
Fixed eost
Interest
Tax

10000000 Fmk

2 500000 Fmk
2 775000 Fmk

750 000 Fmk
75 000 Fmk

3 900000 Fmk
1 000 000 Fmk

150000 Fmk
750 000 Fmk

2 000 000 Fmk

Sales
domestie sales
intermediate produet exports

Total
Costs of goods sold

variable eost II
variable eost 1
transportation

Total
Contribution margin
Fixed eost
Interest
Tax
NET INCOME

000000 f
75 000 f

075000 f

250 000 f
322500 f

7 500 f
580 000 f

495 000 f

100 000 f
11 066 f

105270 f

278664 f

The va1ue of the objective function is
P = 2 000000 + 10·278 664 = 4 786640 (Fmk).



In the numerical example the fictitious Finland
is a country with higher corporateincome taxes (60%)
and the fictitious England is a country with lower
corporate income taxes (45%). In the optimum solution
the multinational firm contrives ta reduce the impact
af Finnish taxation by importing intermediate products
from the English affiliate. The transfer price af
these items is made as high as possible U 100/ uni t) .
Consequently, less taxes have ta be paid, bec~use af the
increase in the ostensible costs af the final products
saId in Finland. This is clearly an instance af book
profit adjustment~ in the multinational firm by manipulating
interaffiliate trade and transfer prices. In our example
the direct costs af tax avoidance are composed af duty
and transportation, but the total reduction in taxation
turns out ta be more significant.

There are several effectively limiting factors in
the optimal program. First, the demand for the final
product is a limiting factor in both countries. The
current resources af the example firm would allow it ta
produce more.

The upper bound on the transfer price af the inter-
mediate products transferred from the English affiliate
ta the Finnish affiliate is a limiting factor, tao.
This results from the fact that if the discussed transfer
price could be made higher than the current upper bound,

40 See Section 1.1 ("Introduction to the Multinational
Firm") .



it would be possible to decrease the impact of Finnish
taxation still more effectively than before.

Funds are a limiting factor in the Finnish affiliate,
but not in the English one. The Finnish affiliate would
use the additional funds to import more tax-reducing
intermediate products from the English affiliate. One
interpretation of the situation is that the Finnish
production is planned in a manner which satisfies the
demand of 10000 units for the final product in Finland.
The units of the intermediate product needed in the
production in Finland are preferably imported from the
English affiliate because of tax considerations. As
a result of the high transfer price applied, this procedure
strains finance in the Finnish affiliate. Consequently
domestic production dominates, since it strains the
scarce financial resource less.

For the English affiliate finance is not an effectively
limiting factor. This is reflected in the fact that
the English loan raising capabili ty of S. 300 000 is
not completely used upo The cash flow constraint for
the English affiliate is not effectively binding, even
if the respective shadow price is positive (0.282 FmklS.).
The English affiliate only raises such an amount of
loans as is necessary to balance the cash flows, because
there is no incentive to hold idle cash. (The minimum
cash balance requirement at the ~nd of the planning
horizon cannot be deemed idle cash, since the requirement
results from the tactical natur~ of the planning situation.
The continuity af action and general managemerit policies
must be accounted for.) Hence, the cash flow constraint
for the English affiliate naturally becomes an equation
in the optimal solution. The reason for the occurrence
of a positive value for the respective shadow price in
this numerical example is explained in the next section,



where shadow prices are discussed.
The technical availability constraints cannot be

unambiguously considered as "limiting factors", because
their function is to link the physical flows of the
model. The technical availability constraints become
equations for both affiliates in the example solution.
This indicates that the initial inventories of the
intermediate product (0 units in both countries) are
not sufficient to cover the needs of the planning period
without producing or importing.

The aim of an analysis of shadow prices is to evaluate
the economic significance of the limiting factors. The
analysis is often (and on some occasions incorrectly)
interpreted as an answer to the question: "what should
the management be willing to pay for an additional unit
of the limiting resource?"

Consider the shadow price of the English sales constraint:
R2 = 226.22. It indicates that if the English demand for
the final product could be increased by one final product,
the optimum value of the objective function, i.e. the
global profit to the firm, would increase by 226.22 marks.

The dimension of the shadow price under observation is
226.22 marks/unit of the final product, even if the
sales constraint in question concerns English sales.
As will be recalled, the section of the objective function
relating to the English affiliate was converted, in
calculations, into the currency of the home country,
i.e. Finnish marks, by applying the relevant evaluation
coefficient (10 Fmk/S), selected by the central management.

As is known the Simplex-algorithm of linear programming



autamatically gives the shadaw prices af alI the
inequality canstraints in the madel. Assessing a shadaw
price carrectly via canventianal management accounting
methads is aften a burdensame task (if there is mare than
ane limiting factar). Cansider as an example an analysis
af the shadaw price R2 = 226.22 marks/unit af the final
praduct.

In arder ta assess the marginal cantributian af an
English final praduct we have ta subtract from the
sales price the marginal casts which can be attributed
ta the praduct. These marginal casts cansist af variable
praductian casts, interest, and tax casts attributable
ta the relevant praduct. Let us first cansider the
pertinent tax cast:

sales price
variable cast II
variable cast 1
cantributian subject ta taxatian

S. 100
S. 25
S. 30

S. 45.

The tax ratean carparate prafits was assumed ta be
45%. Hence the tax-campanent af the casts is given
by 0.45·S.45 = S. 20.25.

Next cansider the interest cast. Let y be the marginal
laan needed far praducing ane final praduct in England.
The interest rate is 5% on the laan when cansidered on
a pre-tax basis. The interest is deductible in taxatian,
hawever, and thus the effective after-tax interest rate
is (1-0.45)5% = 2.75%. The marginal laan y can be salved
from the relatianship belaw

v.c.II v.c.I
Y = 25 + 30 +

tax
20.25

interest
0.0275y.



component is 0.0275·77.38 ~ 2.13.
When the marginal costs are deducted from the sales

price of one final product, we see the marginal contribution
of one unit of the English final product:

as should be the case.
Next consider the shadow price of the Finnish technical

availability constraint: R5 = 127.24. It indicates the
value of one unit of the intermediate product in the
Finnish affiliate. This is clearly seen from the relevant
Finnish constraint:

initiaZ inventory Zess
+ minimum cZosing inventory

XII - X2ll + X2l2 - X22l < o.

Increasing the right-hand side of the constraint by one
unit can be interpreted as acquiring one additional unit
of the intermediate product. Thus, 127.24 Fmk is the
highest price for one externaZZy acquired unit of the
intermediate product which would still not be unprofi-
table.

Next we consider the shadow prices relating to finance
in the present model. Also some general features of
shadow price analysis are discussed. The shadow price
of the Finnish loan raisingconstraint Rll = 0.039 indicates
that the highest interest rate the firm should be willing
to pay is 3.9% + 5% = 8.9% for each additional mark
borrowed in Finland. On the other hand the shadow price
of the Finnish cash flow constraint is R13 = 0.060,
indicating that the management should be willing to pay
an interest of 6% for each additional mark borrowed in
Finland. What is the reason for the difference between
8.9% and 6%7 A factual difference between the two



interest rates results only if the shadow prices are
not properly interpreted. In the present numerical
example the difference arises from the fact that the
interest of the former additional mark is deductible
in taxation, while the latter is not! An additional
mark brought in through the Finnish cash flow constraint
is not deductible, since the model includes no mechanism
to that effect. The model, however, is not inadequate
in this respect. The phenomenon is not a new one,
but it is sometimes forgotten. Mathematiaally the

shadow priaes give only the inarease in the optimal

value of the objeative funation aaused by an inarease

of one unit in the right-hand side of the relevant
aonstraints, and nothing else, as can be seen in Theorem
1 of Section 3.3.1 ("Mathematical Preliminaries: ...").
Any economic interpretation of the shadow prices must
be made bearing this fact in mind. 41 For example, several
possibilities of defining an opportunity cost of capital
arise. There is a definite relationship between
the "interest rates" of 8.9% and 6% in the numerical
example. In the current numerical example the relation-
ship is rather complicated, and, therefore, we will consider
the corresponding English shadow transfer prices instead.

The shadow price of the English loan raising constraint
is R12 = o. Raising additional loans in England is
thus not advantageous. Nevertheless, the shadow
price of the English cash flow constraint is positive:
R14 = 0.282 Fmkjf. This figure indicates that for an
additional non-deductible pound the management should
be willing to pay up to 0.282 Fmk, i.e. 0~028 pounds,

41 Anather camman mistake made in real-life applicatians
is in fargetting that the feasible range af the shadaw
prices is limited by the next change in the aptimal
basis.



assuming that the interest need not be paid in cash.
This is tantamount to an interest rate of 2.82%. The
additional pound would be used to substitute the original
loan, for whieh the pre-tax interest rate is 5%, and
the after-tax interest rate is (1-0.45)5% = 2.75%.
It is noted that 2.82% F 2.75%. This differenee resu1ts
from the faet that the new additiona1 pound substitutes
1/[1-0.05(1-0.45)] = 1/0.9725 old pounds, beeause for
the latter we must eonsider the after-tax effeet of
paying the interest on it. (Itwas assumed that the interest
on the 10ea1 loans was to be paid in cash during the p1anning
horizon. Furhermore, cash out1ays for taxes are affeeted
by the faet that the interest on the 10ea1 lQans is
deduetible, but the interest on the new additiona1
pound is not.) Consequent1y, we have 2.75%/0.9725 ~ 2.82%,
as should be the ease.

So far we have been able to proeeed within the framework
of the eonventional analysis of shadow priees. The
transfer price eonstraints eannot be treated in the
same way, as was seen in Seetion 3.3.2 ("The Coneept of
Shadow Transfer Priees: An Extension of the Conventiona1
Analysis of Shadow Priees). The diffieu1ty of assigning
shadow priees to the upper and 10wer bounds of the transfer
priees resulted from the faet that basieal1y the transfer
price eonstraints are nonlinear (e.g. X321/X221 ~ 100).
Consider the fo110wing question in eonneetion with the
numerieal example. What is the inerease in the optima1
value of the objeetive funetion if the upper bound of
the intermediate produets imported by the Finnish affi1iate
from the Eng1ish affiliate is raised from 1 100/ uni t to
1101/ unit? We know that the transfer price re1ating
to the re1evant eonstraint is RIO = 0.989 > 0, whieh
indieates that th~ upper bound under diseussion is an
effeetively limiting faetor in the optimum solution.



We wish to find out what happens to the optima1 va1ue
of the objective function, when the coefficient of
the decision variab1e X221 is changed from -100 to
-101. The shadow price RIO indicates the effect of
a change in the right-hand side of the constraint.
The change is now in the left-hand side of the constraint.
In accol'dancewith the extended resu1ts of Section 3.3.2 the
re1evant change in the optima1 va1ue of the objective
function, ca11ed the shadow transfer price, is
VP = R10·X221n. X221n indicates the new optima1 va1ue
of X221 after increasing the discussed upper bound from
.f 100/ unit to .f 101/ unit. If X22:fis approximated
by using the old va1ue, the re1evant shadow transfer
price is approximated by~

Tf we re-so1ve the numerica1 examp1e with the pertinent
upper bound increased, we note that the true change in
the va1ue of the objective function is 732 Fmk. The
approximation was fair1y good in this case.

~ In Section 3.3.j a formula was derived for the shadow
transfer price ln the case of decreasing a lower limit
on a transfer price. The non-mathematical reader is
referred to Timo Salmi, Monikansallinen yritys ja
matemaattinen optimointi~ op.cit., pp. 76-79, for
the new derivation.



in selected parameters on the nature of the optimal
solution of the numerical example. The factors which
will be analysed are the upper bound on the English-
Finnish transfer price, and the evaluation coefficients
on English (internal) profits and losses. The difficulty
of analysing the effect of currency exchange rate changes
by parametric linear programming43 and re-solving, which
are the prime tools of sensitivity analysis, is noted.

When the upper bound on the transfer price of the
items transferred from the English affiliate to the
Finnish one is analysed, it isnoted that "a critical
value" exists between .1: 90/ uni t and .1: 89/ uni t. By
the critical value 1 mean here a value past which the
nature of the optimum solution is clearly changed.
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 delineate the respective optimal
solutions. When the Finnish affiliate can no longer
import intermediate products at a transfer price high
enough for tax avoidance, producing domestically becomes
relatively more profitable, and there is no further
need to continue the interaffiliate trade in the numerical
example. The output of the relevant computer runs are
documented in Exhibits 3-2 and 3-3.

A sensitivity analysis of a transfer price bound is
particularly easy to perform for the model, since only one
constant of the model has to be parametrized.

As will be recalled, the planning situation under
observation is assumed to be centrally managed, and
thus the objective function which is used, consists

43 For an introduction into parametric linear programming
see e.g. Jouko Manninen & Timo Salmi, Matemaattinen
optimointi: teoriaa ja tekniikkaa, op.cit., eh. 4
("Herkkyysnalyysi ja parametraalinen lineaarinen op-
timointi"), and Timo Salmi, Lineaarisen suunnittelun
eräitä laajennuksia (unpublished master's thesis, 1970),
Appendix TA ("Suomessa saatavilla olevista kirjasto-
ohjelmista ja niiden toimintatavasta: parametraalinen
lineaarinen suunnittelu").
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EXHIBIT 3-2 UB = f 90

(global profit, Fmk)

(Finnish sales constraint)
(English sales constraint)
(Finnish technical availability constraint)
(English technical availability constraint)
(lower bound constraint of transfer price F~E)
(upper bound constraint of transfer price E~F)
(Finnish loan raising constraint)
(Finnish cash flow constraint)
(English cash flow constraint)

(book profit in Finland, Fmk)
(loan raising in England, i)
(slack in Finnish production phase I, units)
(slack in English production-~hase I, units)
(final product sales in Finland, units)
(final product sales in England, units)
(exports from Finland to England, units)
(slack of the second transfer price constr.)
(imports to Finland from England, units)
(intermediateproductproductionin Finland,units)
(loan raising in Finland, Fmk)
(unused English loan raising potential, i)
(slack of the third transfer price constr.)
(book profit in England, i)
(internaI profit in Finland, Fmk)
(internaI profit in England, i)
(value of Finnish imports from England; i)
(intermediate productproductionin England,units)

l 250000
222 197

15 870
14 130
10 000
10000

O

O

870
9130

3 000 000
77 803
52174

232368
2 000 000

266 802
78261
10 870

ARE ZERas
4 778024

159.86
226.22
122.95
169.66

0.014
1.147
0.041
0.025
0.282
ZERas

Rl
R2
R5
R6
R7

RIO
RlI
R13
R14

REST ARE

X6l
X422

S3
S4

XlI
X12

X2l2
S8

X22l
X21I
X41I

S12
S9

X62
X8l
X82

X32l
X222
REST
P

EXHIBIT 3-3 UB = f 89

X6l l 862 242
X422 246786

S3 15 000
S4 15 000

XlI 10 000
X12 10000

X2l2 O
S8 O

SlI 244 897
X21I 10000
X41I 2 755103

S12 53214
S9 O

X62 187 661
X8l 2 244 897
X82 253213

X32l O
X222 10000
REST ARE ZERas
p = 4 777 030

(book profit in Finland, Fmk)
(loan raising in England, i)
(slack in Finnish production phase I, units)
(slack in English production phase I, units)
(final product sales in Finland, units)
(final product sales in England, units)
(exports from Finland to England. units)
(slack of the second transfer price constr.)
(unused Finnish loan raising potential, Fmk)
(intermediateproductproductionin Finland,units)
(loan raising in Finland, Fmk)
(unused English loan raising potential, i)
(slack of the third transfer price constr.)
(book profit in England, i)
(internaI profit in Finland, Fmk)
(internaI profit in England, i)
(value of Finnish impgrts from England, i)
(intermediateproductproductionin England,units)

(global profit, Fmk)
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Rl
R2

R5
R6
R7

RIO
R13
R14

163.27
226.22
122.45
169.66

0.002
1.166
0.020
0.282

(Finnish sales constraint)
(English sales constraint)
(Finnish technical availability constraint)
(English technical availability constraint)
(lower bound constraint of transfer price F+E)
(upper bound constraint of transfer price E..•.F)
(Finnish cash flow constraint)
(English cash flow constraint)

of global profits to be maximized. Since the activities

of the Finnish and the English affiliates are reflected

in different currencies, the net internaI income for

the English affiliate was calculated in marks by applying

the evaluation coefficients stipulated by the central

management. In OUT numerical example, the evaluation

coefficient was simply equated with the currency exchange

rate of the pound in Finland, i.e. 10 Fmk/l. We wish

to establish the model behavior in a case where the

English yield is less valued than the Finnish yield.

A Zower EngZish evaZuation coefficient may arise, for

exampZe, from considering the fictitious pound a weak

currency.~ Be this as it may, an analysis of the

evaluation coefficient of the net internaI income

denominated in pounds reveals that its critical value

is between 9.63 Fmk/l and 9.62 Fmk/l. The nature of

the optimum solution is changed between these two values.

When the evaluation coefficient (for both profit

and loss in England) is 9.63 Fmk/l, the optimum solution

remains the same as was depicted in Figures 3-5 and 3-6.

When the evaluation coefficient is 9.62 Fmk/l, the nature

of the optimum solution is altered as seen in Figures

3-9 and 3-10. The net internaI income in Finland is

relatively valued so much more that in spite of

44 See alsa faatnate 29 in this chapter.
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Trade and Production Flows when the

Evaluation Coefficient on the English
Yield is 9.62 Fmk/f
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the high tax rate in the fictitious Finland, the book

profi t is no longeTpressed down by arranging interaffiliate

trade with properly adjusted transfer prices. At first

sight the preceding sentence may seem contradictory,

but if more internaI profits are realized in Finland,

this leads also to showing more book profits in Finland,

since the two are not negatively correlated.

Also currency exchange rates would be an important

subject of sensitivity analysis. A change in the currency

exchange rates is, however, simultaneously reflected in

several constants of the linear programming models of

the discussed kind! Hence a sensitivity analysis for

the currency exchange rates is an awkward suggestion.

Carrying out the sensitivity analysis by re-solving

the model several times would be expensive in actual

practice, since many changes would be needed in each

step. Neither are the parametric routines of the standard

computer codes effective, since they normally allow

handling of parameters in one section of the model at

a time only. Most often parametric routines are confined

to the objective function or the right-hand sides of the

constraints. The potential changes of currency exchange

rates during the planning horizon must be accounted for

in some other manner. This question will be discussed

thoroughly in the next chapter where the handling of the

currency exchange risk is included.

3.5.4 ANALYSIS OF A NON-GLOBAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION:

A FICTITIOUS CASE OF HOME-COUNTRY-ORIENTED

OPERATING PHILOSOPHY

Finally, we conduct an experiment with the model

in order to see the nature of the solution, if the
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objective function is no longer consistent with global

profit maximization.

What happens if the net internal income in Finland

is maximized? If we set the English evaluation coef

ficients both for profit and loss as equal to O Fmk/~,

the objective function becomes:

1---------------------------,

I Fprofit FlOBB Imax P X8l X9l.

1 --------------- 1

When the numerical example is re-solved applying the

new objective function, the optimum model solution is

as elucidated in Figures 3-11 and 3-12. The "optimum"

solution is an unrealistically extreme case of repatriation

adjustment. The losses in the English affiliate are

extremely high. The continuation of the activities

of the English affiliate would soon become impossible,

and the authorities would soon step in, too. In this

solution the same units of the intermediate products

are first exported to the English affiliate and then

imported back. The difference between the transfer

prices is made as wide as possible. This is done in

order to drain the resources of the English affiliate

back to Finland. The English affiliate raises a local

loan of ~ 3 000 000 (which is the maximum potential)

in order to pay for the transferred items. English

production is terminated.

The basic reason for such a dras tic suggestion as

above lies in the fact that the model is a tactical

planning model. In the above, the planning situation

was deliberately detached from the more general planning

framework. This point warrants further discussion:
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In operations research applications of mathematical
programming the pertinent constraints can often be
classified into three categories. First, there are
the structuraZ constraints. The purpose of these constraints
is to delineate the technical features of the planning
situation. Sales constraints, capacity constraints, and
the cash flow constraints are a few examples of such
constraints. Second, there are the statutory constraints.
which, in some cases, cannot be distinctly separated
from the former (cf. the equations for book profit
and loss). Nevertheless, for example, the liquidity
requirements in banking models are a clearcut example
of statutory constraints.~ Third, there are the management

poZicy constraints. Operations research models naturally
can cover only a part of the total activities of the
firm in scope and time. (The same goes naturally for
alI models of the firm.) The factors not incZuded

in the modeZ shouZd nevertheZess be somehow refZected
in it: 1) The general management policies, applied
in the particular firm, set certain outlines to the
activities of the firm. The model solutions can, in
some cases, be restricted accordingly by using proper
management policy constraints. 2) The factors which
have to be left outside the model decisions are often
reflected in the mathematical programming applications
by using proper ending balance requirements, as discussed
earlier. 3) In some cases also the objective function
can be made to reflect the general management policies.~6

~5 For example the Finnish bank law requires that the
cash balance has to be at least 20% of the short-term
deposits plus 5% of certain longer-term liabilities.

~6 Goal programming could be deemed as one instance.



Let us attempt a reformulation of the objective function
of the present model. Set

1--------------------------------------1
1

. Fprofit Floss EZoss I
max P = X8l X9l 10X92.

1 -------------------------- 1

As is seen in Figures 3-13 and 3-14 the optimal solution
is less extreme. Repatriation adjustment is effected
by exporting intermediate products to the English affiliate
at a transfer price, which is made as high as possible
(900 Fmk/unit).

In this chapter 1 presented deterministic linear
programming formulation techniques for joint planning
of trade, production, and financial flows in the multi-
national firm, together with decisions on interaffiliate
transfer pricing for external purposes. Deterministic
future currency exchange rates were assumed throughout
the chapter. 1 presented the formulation of interaffiliate
transfer price constraints, and suggested the concept
of shadow transfer prices, and derived a formula for
calculating them. An operational manner was observed
for handling taxations and constructing the objective
function in linear programming models of the kind dis-
cussed. 1 also introduced a parallel fictitious numerical
example of the idealized multinational firm, derived
appropriate operating budgets, and analysed the optimal
solution of the numerical example. This was done in
order to demonstrate the model, and the fact that operating
budgets can readily be derived from model output. The
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nurnerical exarnple was discussed at length, partly because
it will later (in Chapter 6) serve as an illustration
of creating a hypothesis of the behavior of the rnulti-
national firrn.



4 INCORPORATION OF CURRENCY RISK, A TWO-STAGE LINEAR
PROGRAMMING FORMULATION

The possibility of currency exchange rate changes
as a result of floating, devaluations, or revaluations
is a significant economic factor for multinational
business enterprises as well as for domestic exporting
and importing firms. The purpose of this chapter is
to demonstrate how the economic impact of a probabilistic
future change in the set of the currency exchange rates
can be accounted for in linear programming models for
joint planning of trade, production, and financial
flows in the multinational firm, assuming that the
objective is to maximize the firm's global expected
net internal income.l This is done by incorporating
currency risk in the model foy the idealized multinational
firm, which was presented in the previous chapter.

The expression "currency riskIt is used here to indicate
a planning situation where only the discrete probability
estimates of the set of the future exchange rates are
assumed to be available to the decision maker, i.e.
th~ central management of the idealized multinational
firm. The assumption that managements of multinational
business enterprises are able to construct sound subjective
probability distributions of the future exchange rates
seems intuitively a realistic assertion. In the model
of the previous chapter it was assumed that the future
exchange rates are deterministic. This means that the

lAs has been pointed out, global profit maximization
is the usual objective in the models of the kind
discussed.



future currency exchange rates are known with certainty,
or rather that the most likely, or some other, estimate
is used as if it were certain. This is conventionally
called planning under certainty. In this chapter only the
relevant probability distribution is assumed to be known.
This kind of a planning situation is conventionally
called planning under risk. Hence the expression "currency
risk".

A parallel numerical example is presented again.
The exposi tion of the numerical example has been slightly
altered in order to better demonstrate the model. The
essential difference, both in the general model and in
the numerical example, is that now a probabilistic change in
the set of the exchange rates can take place during
the planning horizon. The planning horizon is divided
into twosubperiods: pre- and post- the potential change
in the set of the exchange rates.

The incorporation of the currency risk is achieved
by applying a two-stage linear programming (often also
called linear programming under uncertainty, for historical
reasons) formulation. The next section reviews relevant
aspects of two-stage linear programming. A reader who
is very familiar with this method may omit the section
without a 1055 of continuity.2

2For a relevant elementary introduction in the framework
of a simple numerical example a non-mathematical reader
is referred to Timo Salmi, Monikansallinen yritys ja
lineaarinen optimointi, op.cit., pp. 154-164.



4.2 PRELIMINARIES: REVIEW OF RELEVANT TWO-STAGE LINEAR
PROGRAMMING FEATURES3

Consider a decision-making situation delineated by
the fol1owing two-stage linear programming model

k Q n
max E(z) = I E(c.)x. + I p I d.y.j=l J J q=l q j=k+1 qJ qJ

k
I a. ·x.j=1 lJ J (first stage

constraints)

k n
I a .. x. + I h .. y. = b .j=l qlJ J j=k+l qlJ qJ ql (second stage

constraints)

max E(z) = E(~I~ + d'y)
subject to ->-Ax + Hy b

->- -0x >
->- -0.y >

3Because the basic two-stage linear programming techniques
can be considered well-established knowledge, 1 have
omitted the original references. They can, however,
be easily traced back from the references given in
footnote 37 in Chapter 1 and footnote 4 in Chapter 2.



At the beginning of the first stage the values af the
first stage variables ~ must be decided. This decisian
is made in the light af the subsequent knawledge. The
constants a.. (i=l,...,g;j=l,...,k) and b. (i=l,...,g) are

lJ 1

knawn with certainty. It is assumed that there are Q
possible sets {d ., a ."' b .} with a known discreteqJ qlJ ql
probability distribution p = P(d .,a ..,b.) (q=l,...,Q).q qJ qlJ ql
The existence of these Q potential states of the world is
the source af risk in the madel. After the first stage
variables ~ have been fixed, the true state of the world
is revealed (revelation). After this the values of the
proper elements of the second stage variable vector y
are the basis of further action. (These elements are
y . (j=k+l,...,n), if the q:th state af the warld occurs.)qJ
Since the true state af the world is nat known until the
revelation, the ecanamic cansequences of alI potential
y values have to be reflected in the abjective function.
(The potential values of the secand stage variables are
based on the first stage decisians.) The economic conse-
quences of the recourse actions (contingency plans)

yqj (j=k+l,...,n) are given by

n
I d.y.j=k+l qJ qJ



in the case of the occurrence of the q:th state of the wor1d.
This expression has to be weighed by the concomitant
probabi1ity ofoccurrence, i.e. by p , because the expectedq
va1ue of the objective functiona1 is to be maximized.
Thus the economic consequences of the current decisions
are appropriate1y ref1ected in the mode1.

Expression (4-1) ref1ects the economic consequences
of the risk re1ated to recourse actions in the mode1.
It was assumed that on1y Q different states of the wor1d
are accounted for in the p1anning situation. The second
stage variab1es can behave in accordance on1y. The
question natura11y arises of what happens if none of the
predicted states of the wor1d occur. This is not essentia1,
however, because in two-stage 1inear programming the
decision maker is actua11y interested in the current
decision, i.e. in assessing the ~ va1ues. The y va1ues
are not strict1y designated as decisions on true future
actions. Their basic function is to ref1ect the economic
impact of management' s current decision on the objective
functiona1 in accordance wi th the decision makers' subjective

estimates of the future.
The two-stage 1inear programming formulation which

was presented above is called the sZack formuZation

of two-stage Zinear programming. Another formulation,
called the fat formuZation of two-stage Zinear programming,
is defined as follows:

max E (z) = E(t'~ + el'y)
subject to

A~ + Hy b
-r 0-x >
-r 0-y >

where
A~ < b holds.

The fat formulation may also be restricted to concern
only aselected set of the A~ < b constraints.



4.3 MATHEMATICAL MODELI AND A FICTITIOUS NUMERICAL
EXAMPLE

The fo11owing new misee11aneous symbo1s (ef. Seetion
3.2.1) are defined:

q index for the state of the wor1d that oeeurs
Q number of possib1e states of the wor1d that

are aeeounted for in the mode1
p(q) probabi1ity of oeeurrenee of the q:th state

of the wor1d.
The deeision variab1es are identified with the 1etters
X and W.

4.3.1 SUBDIVIDING THE PLANNING HORIZON INTO TWO SUB-
PERIODS (PRE- AND POST- THE POTENTIAL CHANGE
IN EXCHANGE RATES)

The p1anning horizon is divided into two subperiods4

as de1ineated by Figure 4-2.

A10Cj ,i)
first subperiad

change in the set af
the exchange rates

A15Cj,i,q) pCq)
secand subperiad

4The expressian "subperiad" is used instead af "stage"
in order ta avaid canfusian.



change only once during the planning horizon, lest the
model becomes too complicated. The first subperiod corre-
sponds to the period prior to the potential change in the
exchange rates, while the second subperiod corresponds to
the period after it.

the exchange rate of currency j in
country i during the first subperiod.
the exchange rate of currency j in
country i during the second subperiod
if the q:th state of the worZd occurs.

The subdivision of the one-period planning horizon
is based on the expected date of change of, the
currency exchange rates. The goodness of this estimate
is not crucial, since only the current decision accounts.
The predictions of the future events are needed only in
reflecting the later economic impact of the first stage
decisions. The later action can be planned anew when
it is seen what really happens, but this is not of interest
here. In the model we have to select the best current
action on the basis of the central management's subjective
estimates of the future, given in the AlS(j,i,q) constants

and the reZevant probabiZities of occurrence, i.e. p(q).

The planning horizon consists of only one period
subdivided into two subperiods. This selection results
from the nature of the envisaged planning situation.
The essence is in incorporating the impact of currency
risk, and consequently a planning horizon consisting
of a pre-change and a post-change segment is sufficient

SIn Section 3.2.7 we had A10Cj,i) = the exchange rate
of currency j in country i Cfor the entire planning
period) .



for our purposes. Furthermore, the size of the model
would otherwise grow drastically.

The second subperiod currency exchange rates A15(j,i,q)
with the relevant probabilities p(q) of occurrence are
the basis of the potential future states of the world (cf.
Figure 4-2). Also other constants besides the currency
exchange rates could be made (but are no~) to differ
for the different states of the world. For example, interest
rates on loans typically vary in connection with devaluations
and revaluations. This omission can be made without an
actual loss of generality, since the principle for an
inclusion is straightforward. The exclusion spares
us tiresome details with no actual novelty value.

Let us consider the model for the idealized multinational
firm on a more detailed level. The financial flows
during the two subperiods are treated separately, since
the second subperiod financial flows can be affected
by the potential change in the set of the exchange
rates. No difference is made between the trade and the
production flows during the two subperiods. This seems
intuitively quite a realistic assumption, since the
physical plans of the firm often appear to be much more
inflexible in the short run than the financial plans.
Thus it is assumed here that trade and production plans
are not immediately altered after the change in the
exchange rates. (A contrary assumption could be reflected
in the model.) It is important to understand that the
model, nevertheless, particularly reflects the economic
influence of the potential exchange rate changes,
not only on the financial plans, but also on the
trade and production plans to be made for the

6With the natural exception of the evaluation coefficients
as will be seen in Section 4.3.6 ("Equations for Internal
Profit and Loss, and the Objective Function").



whole planning period! AlI the second stage variables
(which must not be confused with the second subperiod
financial flows!) in the model are related to the finance
of the idealized multinational firm. The second stage
variables in the model reflect future courses of action
or the states of certain factors, for each potential
state of the world. These factors are 1) the slacks of
the cash flow constraints for each of the affiliates,
2) the book profits and losses declared for tax purposes
in the different countries, and 3) the profit or loss
from the firm's internal point of view in each affiliate.

The model is a tactical planning model. Again the
factors which have to be left outside the model are
accounted for by applying proper ending balance requirements,
such as the minimum cash balance requirements. Now
that the planning period has been subdivided it is
possible to set requirements both at the end of the
first subperiod and at the end of the second subperiod.
In the model we set only minimum closing cash requirements
at the end of the second subperiod. (Tn the next chapter
currency exposure requirements are set at the end of
the first and the second subperiod.)

In the numerical example it is assumed that the.
central management expects a devaluation of the pound
(or a revaluation of the mark). Figures 4-3 and 4-4
illustrate the fictitious decision-making situation.

FIGURE 4-3 Central Management's Subjective Probability
Distribution af the Future Exchange Rates

proba-
bility

exchange rate of the
pound in Finland Frnk/f'-- --L_--'-_..,



0.7
0.3

10 Frnk/~
8 Frnk/~

During the first subperiod the exchange rate of the
pound is 10 Frnk/~, Le. 0.1 fjFrnk.7 Thesubjective
estirnate of the central rnanagernentis that for the
second subperiod the exchange rate of the pound will
rernain at 10 Frnk/~ (0.1 ~/Frnk)with probability 0.7, and
will change to 8 Frnk/~ (0.125 ~/Frnk)with probability
0.3. The future exchange rate of the pound is in the
nurnerical exarnple the future state of the world not
yet known at the beginning of the planning horizon,
when the optirnal plans are sought.

4.3.2 CONSTRAINTS REMAINING UNALTERED IN PRINCIPLE
(but not necessarily in the nurnerical exarnple)

S~les/capacity constraints (Section 3.2.2), supply/
capacity constraints (3.2.3), technical availability
constraints (3.2.4), and local loan raising constraints
(3.2.6) rernain unchanged. AlI these constraints are
first stage constraints.

In the nurnerical exarnple the following alterations

7As before, no difference is assumed between sales
and purchase rates of the currencies, for simpIicity.



are made. In Finland the sales potential of the final
product is 25 000 uni ts and in England it is 5 000 units
(in the prior numerical example the respective predicted
demands were 10 000 uni ts and 10 000 uni ts). The tax
rate in Finland is 45% and the respective corporate
tax rate in England is 45% (in the prior example 60%
and 45%). Except for the changes in the currency exchange
rates and the evaluation coefficients no other factual
alterations are made in the data of the numerical example.
The new sales/capacity constraints are

1--------------1XlI < 25 000
1=1
1
X12 < 5 000. 1----_=:'_-------

4.3.3 DECISIONS ON EXTERNAL TRANSFER PRICING WITH THE
POSSIBILITY OF DELAYING OR NOT DELAYING THE INTER-
AFFILIATE PAYMENTS: TRANSFER PRICE CONSTRAINTS

X3 (i, j)
ifj

W3 (i, j)
ifj

the transfer value of alI those units of
the intermediate product which are trans-
ferred from affiliate i to affiliate j
for which the payment is effected during
the first subperiod. It is denominated
in the currency of country i. Catt this
the cash-based exports of affiliate i to
affiliate j.

the transfer value of alI those units of
the intermediate product which are trans-
ferred from affiliate i to affiliate j
for which the payment is effected during
the second subperiod. It is denominated
in the currency of country i. Catt this
the credit-based exports of affiliate i
to affiliate j.



Yl(i,j)
ifj

the respeetive transfer price.
Y1(i,j) = [X3(i,j)+W3(i,j)JjX2(i,j) if X2(i,j) > O.
We say that Y1(i,j) does not exist if X2(i,j) = o.

The rest of the symbo1s remain unehanged (ef. Seetion 3.2.5).

Lower bounds
A1(i,j)X2(i,j) - X3(i,j) - W3(i,j) < 0 i=l, ,ne

j=l, ,ne
ifj.Upper bounds

-A2(i,j)X2(i,j) + X3(i,j) + W3(i,j) ~ 0

The transfer priees are thus kept between the stated
bounds A1(i,j) and A2(i,j).

Consider the numerieal example. Figure 4-5 e1ueidates
a potentia1 transfer of intermediate produets from the
English affi1iate to the Finnish one.

The Mechanism of InteraffiZiate Payments
for a Transfer

transferred items
+ X221
fir.?!_~l!bF.:_.Q.'!Y.!ll~~!s_-+-
F~k10X321 iX321
~e_e.9!1~ _s_u'pP.:. J2.a.Y!!l~I.!ts-+-
FmklOW321q=l iW321

'-- --'Fmk 8W321q=2 iW321

Finnish
affiliate

English
affiliate

The payments for the intermediate produet transfers
ean be effeeted either during the first subperiod or
the seeond subperiod, or partia11y during both. Thus
the deeision on de1aying the interaffiliate payments,



or not, is inc1uded in the mode1. In two-stage 1inear
programming formu1ation the number of units to be trans-
ferred is a first stage variab1e X221. The payment
effected during the first subperiod by the Finnish
affi1iate for the imported intermediate products is
X321. It is denominated in pounds and it is a first
stage variab1e. (The Finnish affi1iate purchases the
pounds needed with marks during the first subperiod.)
The payment during the second subperiod, W321, is a1so
denominated in pounds, and it is a first stage variab1e,
too, even if it re1ates to the second subperiod. This
resu1ts from the fact that the va1ue of W321 must be
decided before the future currency exchange rate of
the pound becomes known, since the transfer va1ue of
the transferred items, i.e. X321+W321 must be documented,
and dec1ared to the customs officia1s when the items
are transferred.

The tota1 va1ue of the intermediate products trans-
ferred from Eng1and to Finland is X321 + W321 pounds.
Thus the transfer price of one pertinent unit is
(X321 + W321)/X221 pounds. As before, the predetermined
transfer price bounds for the re1evant items are t 30
and t 100. Thus it is required that

These non1inear constraints can be converted into 1inear
transfer price constraints. Thus the transfer price
constraints for the items transferred from Eng1and
to Finland are

I---------------------------------~I30X221 - X321 - W321 < 0 and
I = I
-100X221 + X321 + W321 < O.I ------------------~--- I



The transfer price of the intermediate produets trans-
ferred in the opposite direetion, i.e. from the Finnish
affi1iate to the Eng1ish one, is again 1imited between
400 Fmk/unit and 900 Fmk/unit:

1--~~~~212-=-~;12-=-~;12-:-~---~~d-1(lower bound)
I = I
-900X212 + X312 + W312 < O. (upper bound)~ ~--- I

The transfer price eonstraints are first stage eon-
straints, sinee their eontent makes no differenee between
the different states of the wor1d.

X6(i,q)B= the profit before taxes shown in books
by affi1iate i for tax assessment in
country i, if the q:th state of the
wor1d oeeurs.

cash saZes cash vea'idbZe prod. costs
[-A3(i)+A5(i)]X1(i) + A7(i)X2(i,i) +

ne transportation
I A9(i,j)X2(i,j)
j =1
jh

ne exports
- I X3(i,j)
j =1 f. subp.
j hpayment

ne exports
- I W3 (i, j) +
j =1 s. subp.
jh payment

ne imports + duty
I [AIO(j,i)+All (j,i)]X3(j,i)
j =1 tfirst subperiod f. subp.
j fi exchange rate payment

ne imports + duty Zoans interest
+ I [A15(j,i,q)+All(j,i)]W3(j,i) - [l-A12(i)]X4(i,i)

j =1 t second subperiod s. subp.
j f i exchange rate payment

tax initiaZ cash ...+ A13(i)X6(i,q) < B4(i) i=l,...,ne q=l,...,Q.

BIn Section 3.2.7 we had X6(i) = the profit before taxes
shown in books by affiliate i for tax assessment in country
i. The rest of the symbo1s remain as in Chapter 3 and
are not repeated.



Just as for the deterministic model presented in
Chapter 3, it must be required that

initial cash + cash inflows ~
cash outflows + minimum closing cash.

In the deterministic version we noted that each affiliate
requires a separate cash flow constraint for the planning
period, compared with the single cash flow constraint
needed in a one-period uninational case. In the current
stochastic model we must, in addition, construct a
separate constraint for each potential state af the world
included into consideration. Thus nc·Q separate cash
flow constraints have ta be constructed now. This
results from the fact that cash flows are different
for each affiliate and each different state af the world.
The interaffiliate payments during the second subperiod
for imported items are affected. The constants AlS(j,i,q)
are, in fact, distinct for the different states af the world.
Furthermore, tax payments depend on the occurring state
af the world, and thus the resul tant cash outlays are distinct.
In the two-stage linear programming formulation the
variables X6(i,q) are second stage variables.

Note that the formulation does not allow a violation
af cash flow constraints. The cash flows have been
constructed in accordance with the fat formulation af
two-stage linear programming. The first stage variables
must be chosen in a way that preserves feasibility in
every state af the world.9 It would be very easy ta make
a contrary assumption, and define "distress loans",

9X6Ci,q) is a function of the first stage variables,.
and thus the statement is legitimate, although at first
sight it may appear incomplete.



which would be utilized if cash becomes too short.
This would be in accordance with the slack formulation
of two-stage linear programming. Neither of the formu-
lations is preferred here; the selection made is
arbitrary. The minimum closing cash requirements
are kept the same for each state of the world. If
deemed fit, we could define B4(i,q) instead of B4(i).

Consider the numerical example. We discuss only
the components of cash flows, which differ from the
numerical example presented in connection with the
deterministic model version. Two cash flow constraints
are needed for both affiliates in the numerical example.

Figure 4-5 elucidated the interaffiliate payments
for items transferred from the English affiliate to
the Finnish one. The future probabilistic second
subperiod exchange rate of the pound affects the amount
of marks which the Finnish affiliate has to pay to its
bank during the second subperiod in order to buy the
pounds it needs for paying the credit-based imports
from the English affiliate (W32l pounds). In the
Finnish cash flow constraint, which is constructed
for the first state of the world accounted for (10 Fmk/ i) ,

a cash outflow of 10W32l results from the credit-based
imports. In the Finnish cash flow constraint for the
second state of the world (8 Fmk/ i) a cash outflow of 8W32l
Fmk results from the credit-based imports. A cash inflow
of W32l pounds in both the English cash flow constraints
results from the credit-based exports of the English
affiliate. The transfers in the opposite direction
cause second subperiod cash inflows and outflows in
Finland and England respectively. These components can
be seen in the cash flow constraints to be given shortly.

The cash outlays to duties are unaffected by the
potential devaluation of the pound, since it is assumed



that the duty is paid during the first subperiod on
the basis of the invoiced total value of the items
to be transferred (X3l2 + W3l2 or X32l + W32l).
Again, contrary assumptions would incur no difficulties.

The book profit shown by the Finnish affiliate, if
the first state of the world occurs, is denoted by X6ll.
X6l2 is the respective figure in the case of the occurrence
of the second state of the world. For the English affiliate
the symbols X62l and X622 are used respectively. AlI
these variables are second stage variables, since they
indicate the recourse action or the state of a factor
after the revelation of the true state of the world.

The minimum closing cash balance in the Finnish
affiliate at the end of the planning horizon is
1 000000 Fmk for both potential states of the world.
No deficit in cash is allowed in this model version.
As mentioned, we could easily use some other formulation.
For the English affiliate the minimum closing cash balance
is S.100000 for both potential states af the world.

The cash flow constraint for the Finnish affiliate,
concerning the first state of the world, is

initial cash
6000000 +

exports
X3l2 + W3l2

loan
+ X411

V.c. II
250Xll

V.c. I
+ 300X211

transportation
+ 100X2l2 +

imports
10X32l + 10W32l

duty
+ 0.1(10X32l + 10W32l)

interest tax
+ 0.05X4ll + 0.45X6ll

fixed cost
1 000 000

min. cash balance
+ 1000000.

The cash flow constraint for the Finnish affiliate,
concerning the second state of the world, is



6 000000 + X312 + W312 + X411 ,;"2S0Xll

+ 300X211 + 100X212 + 10X321 + ~~~~!
+ 0.1(10X321+10W321) + 0.OSX411 + Q~~~~~!~
+ 1000000 + 1000000.

After a reformulation the two cash flow constraints for
the Finnish affiliate become

I----------------~----------------------------------I
I 2S0Xll + 300X211 + 100X212 - X312 - W312 + llX321 I
I + llW321 - O.9SX411 + O.4SX611 < 4 000000 (Fmk) , I
I and I
I 2S0Xll + 300X211 + 100X212 - X312 - W312 + llX321 I
I + 9W321 - 0.9SX411 + 0.4SX612 ~ 4000000 (Fmk). 1

I --------------------------~------------ I

The cash flow constraints for the English affiliate
can be derived in a similar manner. They are

,--------------------------------------------------1
, 2SX12 + 10X221 + 30X222 + 0.11X312 + 0.11W312 I
I - X321 - W321 - 0.9SX422 + 0.4SX621 < 400000 (n 1

I and I
I 2SX12 + 10X221 + 30X222 + 0.11X312 + 0.13SW312 I
I - ~X321 - W321 - 0.9SX422 + 0.4SX622 < 400000 (n.1

I - I-------------------------------------~------------



the 1055 shown in the books by affi1iate
i for tax assessment in country i, if
the q:th state of the wor1d occurs.

saZes - V.c. II V.c. I
A14(i)X1(i) - [A7(i)+A8(i)]X2(i,i) -

nc transportation
I A9(i,j)X2(i,j)
j =1
jfi

n c exports
+ I X3 ei, j) +
j =1
jfi

n c exports
I W3 (i, j) -

j=l
jfi

nc imports
I A10(j,i)X3(j,i)

j=l f. subp.
jfi payment

nc imports nc duty
- I A1S(j,i,q)W3(j,i) - I A11(j,i)[X3(j,i)+W3(j,i)]

j=1 s. subp. j=1
jfi payment jfi

interest book profit book Zoss
- A12(i)X4(i,i) - X6(i,q) + X7(i,q) =

deductibZe fixed cost
+ depreciation
BS (i)

The equations for book profit and 1055 define for
each affi1iate and state of the wor1d the profit or 1055
to be shown in the books for tax authorities in country
i. The statements of the tax-1aws are as before. In
addition, profits and 10sses due to exchange rate changes are
subject to corporate income taxes/deductib1e in taxations.

Consider the numerica1 examp1e. Denote
X611 the book profit shown in Finland if the first

state of the wor1d occurs.
X612 the book profit shown in Finland if the second

state of the wor1d occurs.

X722 the book 1055 shown in Eng1and if the second
state of the wor1d occurs.



The above variables are second stage variables. For
the Finnish affiliate we construct the following equations.

X6ll - X7ll = the revenues subject to corporate
income tax in Finland when the first
state of the world occurs
less
the deductible costs in Finland when
the first state of the world occurs

the respective factors in Finland
when the second state of the world
occurs.

For the English affiliate similar equations can be formed.
The equations for book profit and 1055 are not explicitly
given here for the numerical example, since they closely
resemble the cash flow constraints. 10 The equations
for book profit and 1055 can be considered second stage
constraints.

The usefulness of applying auxiliary equations, which
was discussed in the previous chapter, is emphasized in
the two-stage formulation, because one is spared a
prohibitive amount of calculation. On the other hand
the adverse impact on the size of the model must be noted.

4.3.6 EQUATIONS FOR INTERNAL PROFIT AND LOSS, AND THE
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

10 Chapter 5 presents the model of the numerical example
completely after the inclusion of interaffiliate loans
and their interest rates, forward contracting decisions,
(and currency position requirements).



the profit after taxes in country i in
the currency of country i from the firm's
internal point of view, if the q:th state
of the world occurs.
the loss after taxes in country i in
the currency of country i from the firm's
internal point of view, if the q:th state
of the world occurs.
the evaluation coefficient on internal
profits realized in affiliate i, set by
the central management for the q:th state
of the world.
the evaluation coefficient on internal
losses realized in affiliate i, set by
the central management for the q:th state
of the world.

sales - v. c. II v. c. I
A14(i)Xl(i) - [A7(i)+A8(i)]X2(i,i) -

nc transportation
I A9(i,j)X2(i,j)
j =1
jfi

nc exports
+ I X3(i,j) +
j =1
jfi

nc exports
I W3 (i, j) -

j=l
jfi

nc imports
I AIO (j ,i) X3 (j , i)
j =1 f. subp.
jfi payment

nc imports nc duty
I A15(j,i,q)W3(j,i) - I All(j,i)[X3(j,i)+W3(j,i)]
j =1 s. subp. j =1
jfi payment jfi

interest t=
- A12(i)X4(i,i) - A13(i)X6(i,q)

intepnal fixeg cost
B6(1) l=l, ... ,nc

internal
profit loss

- X8(i,q) - X9(i,q)

Q nc
I p(q) I [Cl(i,q)X8(i,q)-C2(i,q)X9(i,q)].

q=l i=l



The objective of the mode1 is to maximize the global

expected profit (net interna1 income) for the idea1ized
mu1tinationa1 firm over the p1anning horizon. This
objective is consistent with the precedents. The use
of this kind of objective has been defended for examp1e
by the fo11owing arguments. 1) "In recent years, scho1ars
of decision-theory have devised severa1 ways of justifying
the use of the expected va1ue as the sole criterion
for an optima1 choice. 11" 2) Lineari ty is otherwise
endangered, and more is lost because of this fact than
gained by an a11eged1y more rea1istic objective function.
3) Geocentric operating phi1osophy is an operationa1
basis for quantitative p1anning in mu1tinationa1 business
enterprises. The question of the objective of the firm
cou1d natura11y be, once more, discussed at great 1ength
a1so in this dissertation. This is omitted, since nothing
new wou1d be gained here by a further discussion.

The profits and losses for the different affi1iates
are given in the re1evant host country currencies.
Consequent1y they are converted into a common unit in
the ca1cu1ations. When a geocentric operating phi1osophy
and a 1inear uti1ity function are assumed, we can consider
setting C1(i,q) = C2(i,q) = A1S(i,1,q), because A1S(i,1,q)
gives the re1ative va1ues of the profits and losses
denominated in the different currencies. (This is natura11y
not the on1y possibi1ity.) Thus we have defined the
globa1 net interna1 income for each state of the wor1d in
a common unit (host country currency). Fina11y, these
incomes must be weighed by the re1evant probabi1i ties of
occurrence.

11 Harvey M. Wagner, Principles of Operations Research:
With Applications to Managerial Decisions, op.cit.,
p. 646.



Consider the numerical example again. The auxiliary
equations to define internal profit and loss in the
host country currency must be constructed separately
for the Finnish and the English affiliates, distinctly
for the first and the second state of the world. Denote

the internal profit in the Finnish affiliate
in marks if the first state of the world occurs.
the internal profit in the Finnish affiliate
in marks if the second state of the world occurs.

the internal loss in the English affiliate in
pounds if the second state of the world occurs.

The above variables are second stage variables. For
the Finnish affiliate we construct the following equations.

X8ll - X9ll = internal revenues in Finland when
the first state of the world occurs
less

internal costs in Finland when
the first state of the world occurs

the respective factors in Finland
when the second state of the world
occurs.

For the English affiliate similar auxiliary equations
can be written. The equations for internal profit and
loss are not presented explicitly in the numerical example
here, since the principle should be clear by now. The
equations for internal profit and loss can be considered
second stage constraints.

The net internal income for the English affiliate is
denorninated in pounds for both states of the world. Tt is



converted into marks in ca1cu1ation by app1ying the
proper eva1uation coefficients set by the central
management. Fina11y, the net interna1 incomes, thus
denominated in marks for both affi1iates, are weighed
by the appropriate probabi1ities of occurrence:
q = 1 ~ p(q) = 0.7, and q = 2 ~ p(q) = 0.3. If 10 Fmk/~
is used as the eva1uation coefficient for q = 1 and
8 Fmk/~ for q = 2, the objective function is

max E(P) 0.7X811 + 0.3X812 + 0.7010X821 + 0.308X822
- 0.7X911 - 0.3X912 - 0.7010X921 - 0.308X922,

1---------------------------------------------------,
I max E(P) = 0.7X811 + 0.3X812 + 7X821 + 2.4X822 I

-0.7X911 - 0.3X912 - 7X921 - 2.4X922. ,
1 ---------------------------------------------

4.4 SOLUTION AND QpTIMAL QpERATING BUDGETS IN THE
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

After running the two-stage 1inear programming prob1em
of the numerica1 examp1e on a computer, the optima1
solution can be e1ucidated with the he1p of Figures
4-6 and 4-7. Reca11 that q = 1 denotes the reve1atlon
of the first state of the wor1d, meaning that the second
subperiod exchange rate of the pound is 10 Fmk/~. q = 2
denotes the reve1ation of the second state of the wor1d,
meaning that the second subperiod exchange rate of the
pound is 8 Fmk/~.

On the basis of the optima1 solution of themode1
it is possib1e to write, for examp1e,the cash budgets,
the predicted income statements for tax assessment,



Trade and Production Flows in the Numerical
Example Including Currency Risk
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and the ineome statements from the firm's interna1
point of view. In addition to indicating a separate

set of budgets for each affiliate. the model indicates

a separate set of budgets for each state of the world accounted
for. In aetua1 praetiee the best proeedure wou1d possib1y
be the app1ieation of a budgetary proeess based on
f1exib1e budgets.

q =1 (10Fmk/S)
+ 6 000 000 Fmk
+ 3 000 000 Fmk
- 2 6 1 0 0 0 0 Fmk
- 3 0 0 8 1 0 0 Fmk

417 000 Fmk
41 700 Fmk

- 1 000 000 Fmk
150 000 Fmk
772740 Fmk
000 460 Fmk

Initial eash
Loans
Variable eost II
Variable eost 1
Imports
Duty
Fixed eost
Interest
Tax
Closing eash

Initia1 eash
Exports
Variable eost
Variable eost
Transportation
Fixed eost
Closing eash

II
1
eost

+ 600000 f
+ 41 700 f
-125000 f
-162510 f

4170 f
- 100 000 f
250 020 f

q = 2 (SFmk/S)
6 000 000 Fmk
3 000000 Fmk
2 610 000 Fmk
3008100 Fmk
333 600 Fmk
41 700 Fmk

000 000 Fmk
150000 Fmk
810 270 Fmk
046 330 Fmk

600000 f
41 700 f

125000 f
162510 f

4170 f
100000 f
250 020 f

P red i e ted i neo m e s t a t e m e n t s for
t a x a t i 0 n s
FINNISH AFFILIATE q = 1 q = 2
Domestie sales +10 444000 Fmk 10444000 Fmk
Variable eost II - 2610000 Fmk 2610000 Fmk
Variable eost 1 - 3008100 Fmk 3008100 Fmk
Imports 417000 Fmk 333600 Fmk
Duty 41 700 Fmk 41 700 Fmk
Fixed eost - 1 000 000 Fmk 000 000 Fmk
Interest 150000 Fmk 150000 Fmk
Depreeiation - 1 500 000 Fmk 1 500 000 Fmk
Net ineome subjeet to taxation 1 717 200 Fmk 1 800 600 Fmk
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ENGLISH AFFILIATE
Damestie sales + 500 000 f 500 000 f
Exparts + 41 700 f 41 700 f
Variable east II -125000 f 125000 f
Variable east 1 -162510 f 162510 f
Transpartatian east 4170 f 4170 f
Fixed east -100000 f 100 000 f
Depreeiatian -150000 f 150 000 f
Net ineame subjeet ta taxatian (20 f) (20 f)

Interna1 income 5 t a t e m e n t 5

FINNISH AFFILIATE
Damestie sales +10 444000 Fmk 10444000 Fmk
Variable east II - 2 610000 Fmk 2610000 Fmk
Variable east 1 - 3008100 Fmk 3008100 Fmk
Imparts 417000 Fmk 333600 Fmk
Duty 41 700 Fmk 41 700 Fmk
Fixed east - 1 000 000 Fmk 000 000 Fmk
Interest 150000 Fmk 150000 Fmk
Tax 772 740 Fmk 810 270 Fmk
Net internal lneame 2 444460 Fmk 2 490 330 Fmk

ENGLISH AFFILIATE
Damestie sales + 500 000 f 500 000 f
Exparts + 41 700 f 41 700 f
Variable east II -125000 f 125000 f
Variable east 1 -162510 f 162510 f
Transpartatian east 4170 f 4170 f
Fixed east -100000 f 100000 f
Net internal ineame 150020 f 150020 f

E(P) = 0.7-2444460 + 0.3-2490330
+ 0.7-10-150020 + 0.3-8-150020

In this chapter 1 presented incorporation of currency
risk in 1inear programming mode1s for joint p1anning of
trade~ production, and financial f1ows. The p1anning



period was first divided into two subperiods. For
the second subperiod only the discrete probability
distribution of the currency exchange rates was assumed
to be known. This probabilistic set of currency exchange
rates constituted the unknown future state of the world.
Two-stage linear programming techniques were applied
for a maximization of the global expected profit. 1
introduced a parallel fictitious numerical example of
the idealized multinational firm, and derived appropriate
operating budgets for each affiliate and potential state
of the world. The discussion in general was made rather
brief in comparison with Chapter 3, because the points
which could already be presented there were not lingered
over any more.



Hedging against (and speculating with) currency
exchange rate changes is a significant problem in multi-
national business. The question of selecting proper
means of hedging and speculating arises in multinational
business enterprises as well as in national firms with
export and/or import operations. In this dissertation
we are interested in the multinational firm. If a
change in the currency exchange rates seems likely
in future, a pIan of action should be made. The most
usual means of hedging and speculation are 1) forward
contracting, and 2) ralslng loans and investing in
short-term financial options denominated in relevant
currencies.

A forward contract is abinding agreement, between
the customer and a bank, on a purchase or a sale of
an agreed amount of foreign currency on a future datel

at an exchange rate which is already agreed on when

the contract is written ("now"). If the contract lS
made, the future payment for the foreign currency is
independent of the true exchange rate (spot rate) on
"the future date", when the payment is effected. Forward
contracting is most commonly used to determine in advance
the currency exchange rate for a specific future date
on which a financial transaction involving a foreign
currency will take place (a payment for imports, etc.).2

IMost usually the future date is after 30, 60, 90 or
180 days, but sometimes Cthough rarely) even after
two years.

2For the Finnish usage see e.g. Timo Salmi, Monikansalli-
nen yritys ja lineaarinen optimointi, op.cit., pp. 147-149.



Forward contracting can in some countries on occasions
also be used for pure speculation without any relation
to a payment pending in a foreign currency. Forward
contracting naturally incurs costs which must be weighed
against the estimates of the future spot rates.3

Raising loans and investing in short-term financial
options in different currencies is most commonly used
in order to manage the net currency exposure of a suspect
currency.4 Net currency exposure means the difference
between current assets and current liabilities denominated
in the relevant currency. For example, the economic
consequences of a devaluation to a firm depend on the
firm's current assets and current liabilities denominated
in the currency being devalued.

Conventionally the hedging and speculation operations
have been treated per se in literature, or in connection
with only partiaZ modeZs5 for the multinational firm.
However, if optimal total plans are sought this is
inadequate. The hedging and speculation operations
discussed should be considered in conjunction with
both physical and financial operations of the multi-
national firm (and the merely exporting and/or importing
national firm, but as stated we discuss the multinational
firm in this dissertation).

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how
forward contracting can be planned in conjunction with
trade, production, and financial planning in the multi-
national firm. This chapter also discusses how currency

3For a discussion see e.g. Alan C. Shapiro & David P.
Rutenberg, "When to Hedge against Devaluation," op.cit.,
or Alastair I. Hunter-Henderson,OptimaZ Hedging in
Foreign Exchange Transactions (doctoral dissertation,
1972).

4Thisquestion has been diseussed especially by Bernard
Lietaer (ef. footnote 23 in Chapter 1).

5See Seetion 1.3 for the definition.



exposure of current assets and liabilities of the multi-
national firm can be adjusted to fit into predetermined
bounds in conjunction wi th assessing the physical and financial
plans of the multinational firm. These features are
introduced by incorporating the appropriate decisions
in the madel for the idealized multinational firm.
The currency exposure is accounted for only via proper
constraints, because not enough is known to proceed
differently in a manageable manner. To begin with,
however, decisions on interaffiliate loans and their
interest rates are incorporated in the model for the
idealized multinational firm.

Note that Chapter 4 introduced the impact of currency
risk, i.e. the probabilistic future exchange rates, on
planning trade, production, and financial flows in the
multinational firm. The main theme of this chapter
is the further introducing of hedging (and speculation) against
the probabilistic future currency exchange rates. This is
done in the model, which already accounts for the currency risk
in planning the trade, production, and financial flows.

A parallel numerical example is presented again.
The numerical example is the same as in Chapter 4,
with relevant extensions in it. In the numerical example
only the new input data are presented while introducing
the new model features. The detailed derivation of
the model in the numerical example is omitted. It
can be found elsewhere.6 The model in the numerical
example is given in its final form towards the end
of the chapter.

6Timo Salmi, Monikansallinen yritys ja lineaarinen
optimointi, op.cit., eh. 6.



5.2 INCLUSION OF INTERAFFILIATE LOANS AND THEIR INTEREsT
RATES AS DECISION VARIABLES

X4(i,j)
ifj

XS(i,j)
ifj

WS (i, j)
ifj

the loan granted by affiliate i to affiliate
j in the currency of country i. (The loan
is raised during the first subperiod, and
repaid after the planning horizon.)
the interest on the loan X4(i,j), which is
paid by the affiliate j to affiliate i
during the first subperiod in the currency
of country i.

the interest on the loan X4(i,j), which
is paid by the affiliate j to affiliate i
during the second subperiod in the currency
of country i.

the lower bound on the absolute interest
rate on the loan X4(i,j).
7A16(1,2) = 0.03 (3%)
A16<2,1) = 0.03 (3%)

the upper bound on the absolute interest
rate on the loan X4(i,j).

A17(1,2) 0.08 (8%)
A17<2,1) = 0.08 (8%)

the maximum allowed amount of interaffiliate
loans that can be granted by affiliate i.
It is stated in the currency of country i.

B7 (1) = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fmk
B7(2) = Ii: 100 000

the maximum amount of interaffiliate loans
that affiliate i is allowed to receive. It
is stated in the currency of country i.

canbeomittedinournumericalexample
The interest rates sninteraffiliate loans are thus

decision variables in the model. The payment of ,the

7The numerical example is given piece by piece after
each relevant constant.



interest ean be effeeted during the first subperiod
or the seeond subperiod, or partially during both.
Thus the deeision on delaying the payment of the inter-
affiliate interest, or not, is ineluded in the model.
In the two-stage linear programming formulation the
variables X4(i,j), X5(i,j), and W5(i,j) are alI first
stage variables, sinee their value must be assessed
prior to the revelation of the true future state of the world.

The absolute interest rate on an interaffiliate loan must
be kept between the stated limits A16(i,j) and A17(i,j).
This kind of limitation ean arise either from statutory
reasons or may result from the management polieies,
as was diseussed in Seetion 3.5.4, where the tonstraints
of mathematieal programming models for managerial appli-
eations were elassified into struetural, statutory, and
management poliey eonstraints. The absolute rate of
interest on the loan granted by affiliate i to affiliate
j is [X5(i,j) + W5(i,j)]jX4(i,j) when X4(i,j) > O.
Otherwise we say that it does not exist. The following
inequalities must hold:

A16(i,j) ~ [X5(i,j) + W5(i,j)]jX4(i,j) < A17(i,j).
They are equivalent to

1
------------------------------------------------------1Lower bounds
I A16(i,j)X4(i,j) - X5(i,j) - W5(i,j) < 0 i=l,...,ne I
I j =1, ••• ,ne 1

1 Upper bounds ifj. II-=~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~_~=~~~~~_~_~=~~~~~_~_~1



by the initial funds available, by general management
policies, and by statutory regulations, like restrictions
on financial capital movements out of the relevant
country. The minimum of these factors is embodied
in the constant B7(i). We have

1---------------------------------1
I nc Il: X4(i,j) ~ B7(i) i=l,...,nc.
I j=l 1.,.
I_~_= __ --------------------- I

The total loan raising by an affiliate is also limited
by several factors. Although the loans are repaid after
the planning horizon, no more loans should be taken than
can be repaid in the future. There may be restrictions on
importing foreign financial capital, and also other
similar reasons can restrict the total loan raising.
Only the sum of the loans raised from abroad is restricted
below, but in some cases also the individual interaffiliate
loans would have to be restricted, depending on the
planning situation. We have

,----------------------------------------1
I Y AlO(j,i)X4(j,i) ~ B8(i) i=l,...,nc.1

1 j=l - I.,.
I_~_= __ ---------------------------- I

In the numerical example no interaffiliate loan raising
constraints are written, since in a two-country case
they are equivalent to the loan granting constraints
in format.

The constraints presented so far in this section



As has been observed it must be required that (stated
in the re1evant currency)

initia1 cash + cash inf10ws ~
cash outf1ows + minimum c10sing cash

for each affi1iate
i=l,...,ne;and
for each stateof the
wor1d q=l,...,Q.

The inc1usion of the interaffi1iate loans and their
interests in the mode1 give rise to additiona1 terms
in the cash f10w constraints, since new cash inf10ws
and cash outf1ows resu1t.

The new terms in cash inf10ws are

,--------------------------------------------------------1
. interest receivedI ne loan~ r.ece1-ve.d. ne .. ne .. ._ II A10(J,1)X4(J,1) + I X5(1,J) + I W5(1,J) l-l, ,nc

I j=l tfirst suhperiod j=l j=l q=l, ,Q. I
1
jfi exchange rate jfi jfi 1--------------------------------------------------------

1--------------------------------------------------------,
loans granted interest paidI ne ne ne II X4(i,j) + I A10(j,i)X5(j,i) + I A15(j,i,q)W5(j,i)

I j=1 j=1 j=1 tsecond suhperiod I
I jfi jfi jfi exchange rate I

I -----------------------------~=!~~~:~:_--~~:~~~~~:_I

The exehange gains or losses on interaffi1iate 10ans
are rea1ized beyond the horizon and therefore they are
exe1uded from the equation for book profit and 10ss
for the period. On theother hand, the interest on



these 10ans is aeeounted for in the book profit and
1055 equations. Consequent1y theequations for book
profit and 1055 must be augmented with the fo11owing
terms.

1-----------------------------------------------~
ne ne ne

I L X5(i,j) + L W5(i,j) - L A10(j,i)X5(j,i) I
1
j=l j=l j=l 1

jfi jfi jfi
1 1

1 - Y A15(j ,i,q)W5(j ,i) i=l,...,ne q=l,...,Q. 1

1 j =1 1
"f'

I ~_:_---------------------------------- I

These equations are augmented with the same terms
as the equations for book profit and 1055. In addition,
the exehange gainsi10sses on 10ans ean be ine1uded.
This ine1usion gives rise to the fo11owing additiona1
terms in the equations for interna1 profit and 1055.
(These terms are not ine1uded in the equations for
interna1 profit and 1055 in our numeriea1 examp1e.)

I----------------------------------~-----------I
ne

1 + L [A10(j ,i)-A15(j ,i,q) ]X4(j ,i) i=l, ,ne I

I j=l tfirst tsecond q=l, ,Q. I
jfi subperiod exchange rate

1 ---------------------------------- 1

To eone1ude, we diseuss a feature of the 10ans in
the mode1. An affi1iate ean raise 10ans from the 10ea1
money market and from other affi1iates. Loans from
foreign money markets have not been introdueed as separate
deeision variab1es. These 10ans ean, however, be routed
through the appropriate affi1iate, and thus no aetua1
simp1ifieation is made. Figure 5-1 i11ustrates this.



-----------------I
I
{.

affi1iate
i

affiliate
j

The freedom of action for the mu1tinationa1 firm is
enhanced if the loan from the foreign money market is
actua11y conveyed through another affi1iate, as in
Figure 5-1, since then the interest rates can be ma-
nipu1ated in between. If this is not the case the
proper interaffi1iate interest rate can be fixed in the mode1.

Zl(i,j)
ifj

Consider a
the beginning
Z1(i,j) units

the amount of currency j to be purchased
from bank by affi1iate i during the second
subperiod on the basis of the forward con-
tract made in the beginning of the first
subperiod.
the exchange rate app1ied on the contracted
amount of currency j in country i, during
the second subperiod.

A1 8 ( 2 , 1 ) 9 • 5 0 Fmk / f,
A1 8 (1 , 2 ) . = O. 11 f, / Fmk

forward contract made by affi1iate i in
of the first subperiod in order to buy
of currency j from a hank on a future date,



at an exchange rate which is already agreed upon at
the beginning of the first subperiod. On the basis
of this contract the bank sells the agreed Zl(i,j) units
of currency j during the second subperiod at the pre-
determined exchange rate, i.e. AI8(j,i), regardless
of the true second subperiod exchange (spot) rate, i.e.
AI5(j,i,q). Affiliate i on its part agrees to purchase
the Zl(i,j) units of currency j during the second sub-
period at the exchange rate of AI8(j,i), regardless of
the true exchange rate AI5(j,i,q).

Zl(i,j) is a first stage variable, because its value
must be decided before the true state of the world, that is
the true value of the second subperiod exchange rate
AI5(j,i,q), is revealed. Note that we have adopted an
additional letter Z to identify a decision variable.

It was assumed for simplicity that only liabilities
are accrued in foreign currencies for any affiliate
(e.g. resulting from imports, and interaffiliate loans).
The assets of an affiliate are always accrued in the
currency of the host country of the affiliate. This
results from the fact that in the idealized multinational
firm items transferred between the affiliates are invoiced
in the currency of the exporting affiliate (e.g. in the
numerical example the transfers from the English affiliate
to the Finnish one in pounds), and the interest payments
on interaffiliate loans are effected in the currency of
the host country of the affiliate receiving the interest.
On the other hand, it is assumed that a loan from a
foreign affiliate is immediately converted into the host
country currency. Nevertheless, the pertinent liability
is factually denominated in the currency relevant to
the loan granting affiliate. The foreign currency needed
for any foreign payment is purchased by the importing/
owing affiliate at the instant of the payment. In other



words, what has been said above means that the affiZiates

of the ideaZized muZtinationaZ firm hold in cash only

the currency of the relevant host country.
In connection with forward contracting decisions

in the model the same simplifying assumption still
holds. Only the forward contracts in order to purchase
foreign currencies from the bank are included. It
would naturally be possible to include also forward
contracted sales of foreign currencies to the bank.
This is omitted because of the simplification discussed
above.

We wish to establish the impact of making the forward
contract Zl(i,j) on the cash flow constraints of affiliate
i. It is assumed that if more of the currency j is
acquired on the basis of the contract than is needed
by affiliate i for the second subperiod payments in
currency j, the surplus is immediately converted into
currency i, at the exchange rate AI5(j,i,q). If the
amount acquired on the basis of the contract is less
than is needed by affiliate i for the second subperiod
payments in currency j, the deficit is immediately
bought using currency i to buy the lacking amount of
the foreign currency at the exchange rate AI5(j,i,q).

It is demonstrated below that the net impact of

a forward contract on the cash flows is independent

of the amount of trade transactions covered with it.
Assume first that the contract Zl(i,j) can be made

without covering any transaction at alI with it. -Then,
during the second subperiod affiliate i must purchase
Zl(i,j) units of currency j at an exchange rate of
AI8(j,i). A cash outflow of AI8(j,i)ZI(i,j) results
in currency i. Because no transactions were covered,



affiliate i consequently possesses Zl(i,j) units of
currency j, which it sells at the true spot rate, i.e.
AlS(j,i,q). A cash inflow of AlS(j,i,q)Zl(i,j) results
in currency i. Thus the net cash flow caused by the
forward contract discussed is

stated in currency i.
Assume next that a payment of W(j,i)8 has to be effected

in currency j during the second subperiod, and that the
contract Zl(i,j) is used to cover the payment. Note that,
in principle, the cash flow constraints already contain
a term AlS(j,i,q)W(j,i) to indicate a cash outflow.
Consider, first, the case where Zl(i,j) ~ W(j,i). The
payment W(j,i) causes a cash outflow of A18(j,i)W(j,i)
in currency i, because the forward contract covers the
payment completely. On the other hand the cash outflow
AlS(j,i,q)W(j,i) must be cancelled, lest the payment
is accounted for twice. The remainder Zl(i,j)-W(j,i)
of the forward contract causes a cash outflow of
A18(j,i)[Zl(i,j)-W(j,i)] in currency i. Now affiliate i
possesses Zl(i,j)-W(j,i) units of currency j, which
it converts into currency i. This gives rise to a cash
inflow of AlS(j ,i,q)[Zl(i,j)-W(j ,i)] in currency i.
When the relevant cash flows are combined, the net
cash flow in currency i caused by the forward contract
under observation is

+ canceUation
- A18(j,i)W(j,i) + AlS(j,i,q)W(j,i)
- A18(j ,i)[Zl(i,j)-W(j ,i)]
+ AlS(j ,i,q)[Zl(i,j)-W(j ,i)]

[AlS(j,i,q)-A18(j ,i)]Zl(i,j).

8W(j,i) is actually used for short to indicate W3(j,i)
and WS (j,i) .



Consider, then, the case where Zl(i,j) ~ W(j,i).
A cash outflow of AI8(j,i)ZI(i,j) results in currency
i for the portion of the payment W(j,i) which is covered.
The rest of the payment, i.e. W(j,i)-Zl(i,j), gives rise
to a cash outflow of AI5(j,i,q) [W(j,i)-Zl(i,j)] in currency
i. On the other hand the cash outflow AI5(j,i,q)W(j,i)
must be cancelled, lest the payment is accounted for
twice. When the relevant terms are combined, the net
cash flow in currency i caused by the forward contract
discussed is arrived at:

- AI8(j,i)ZI(i,j)
- AI5(j,i,q)[W(j,i)-ZI(i,j)]
+ A15(j ,i,q)W(j ,i)

Once more the same result, which is independent of
W(j,i), was obtained, and the proof is complete.

The new terms in the cash flow constraints aye

,-------------------------------------------------------,
I ne I-I [AI5(j,i,q)-AI8(j,i)]Zl(i,j) i=l, ,nc
I j=l tsecond suhp. tfoY'Wardcontract q=I, ,Q. I
I_}~~__~::~~~~_:~:~--~::~~~~_:~:~-------------- I

Equations for Book Profit and Loss, and for Internal
Profit and Loss

Because profits and losses due to currency exchange
rate changes are included in tax considerations, the
same terms are augmented (with changed signs) as included in
cash flow constraints. The principle "the net impact
of a forward contract is independent of the foreign
payments covered with it" appIies also for these auxiliary



Statutory restrictions on forward contracting are
quite common. For example the appropriate Finnish
law requires that a forward contract must be based
on a trading or a debt relationship. In the model it
is required that the forward contract made by affiliate
i for currency j may not exceed the relevant second
subperiod payments for imports and interaffiliate
interest. Thus we set

1---------------------------------------------1
Zl(i,j) - W3(j,i) - W5(j,i) ~ 0 i=l, ,nc

I - j=l, ,nc 1

I ifj. I---------------------------------------------

Note that contrary to the other financial constraints
the forward contract constraints are not denominated
in the currency of the affiliate under observation.

These constraints are first stage constraints.
The interaffiliate loans X4(j,i) were excluded from

the above, since it is arbitrarily assumed that a forward
contract cannnot be made for a long enough period.
Futhermore the relevant repayments are effected out-
side the planning horizon. First subperiod payments
X3(j,i) and X5(j,i) are excluded, since they would
not be accepted by the bank, because the proper commercial
documents show that these payments are effected in cash.

9Consider, for example, what happens if you make a
binding agreement with a bank to buy f 100 three months
from now at a rate of 9.50 Fmk/f and after the three
months you note that the spot rate for the pound is
8.00 Fmk/L



5.4 MODEL, SOLUTION, AND OPTIMAL OPERATING BUDGETS
IN THE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The numerical example is the same one as presented
in the previous chapter, with the additional input
data, which were given after the presentation of the
relevant constants. The numerical example now includes
decisions on interaffiliate loans, their interest rates,
and delaying or not delaying the interest payments.
The essential extension of the numerical example is
the inclusion of forward contracting. In order to solve
the numerical example we must solve the linear programming
problem given on the next five pages.



(units)
(units)

(units)
(units)

to F prod. from F prod.
XII X211 +

e:r:ports
X212

imports
X221 <

init.inv. - min.cZ.inv.
o (units)

e:r:ports
X221

from E prod.
X222 < 0

Transfer price constraints

boundoe:r:ports first subp. p. second subp. p.
400X212 X312 W312 < 0 (lower bound F-+E Fmk)

-900X212 + X312 + W312 < 0 (upper bound F-+E Fmk)

30X221 X321 W321 < 0 (lower bound E-+F n
-100X221 + X321 + W321 < 0 (lower b.ound E-+F n

X4ll < 3 000 000
X422 < 300000

(Fmk)
(i)



Zaan F..•.E

X412 < 1 000000

Zaan E..•.F

X421 < 100 000 (n

Interaffiliate interest rate constraints

interaffiZiate interest p.
first subp. second subp.

0.03X412 XS12 WS12 < 0 (1ower bound)

-0.08X412 + XS12 + WS12 < 0 (upper' bound)

0.03X421 XS21 WS21 < 0 (1ower bound)

-0.08X421 + XS21 + WS21 < 0 (upper bound)

parts+duty Zacal Zaan Zaan F..•.E Zaan E..•.F interest received

+ l1W321 - 0.9SX411 + X412 - 10X421 - XS12 - WS12



interest paid f. eantraet tax init.-min.eash.bal.-f.eost

+ 10XS21 + 10WS21 - O.SZ12 + O.4SX611 < 4 000000 (Fmk, q=l)

imports
+ 9W321 - 0.9SX411 + X412 - 10X421 - XS12 - WS12

interest f. cantract tax

+ 10XS21 + 8WS21 + !.:.g!~ + Q.:.~~~~g< 4000000

(the patential devaluatian af the paund affects the
underlined terms af the cash flaw canstraints)

s.p.-v.e.II
7S0Xll - 300X211 - 100X212 + X312 + W312 - llX321
- llW321 - 0.OSX411 + XS12 + WS12 - 10XS21 - 10WS21

book profit book loss fixed eost + depreciatian
+ O.SZ12 - X611 + X711 = 2 500000 (Fmk, q=l)

7S0Xll - 300X211 - 100X212 + X312 + W312 - llX321
- 9W321 - 0.0~411 + XS12 + WS12 - 10XS21 - 8WS21
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75X12 - 10X221 - 30X222 - 0.11X312 - 0.11W312 + X321

+ W321 - 0.05X422 - 0.lX512 - 0.lW512 + X521 + W521

[5·4]

0.01Z21 - X621 + X721 250 000 0:, q=l)

75X12 - 10X221 - 30X222 - 0.11X312 - 0.135W312 + X321

+ W321 - 0.05X422 - 0.lX512 - 0.125W512 + X521 + W521

+ 0.025Z21 - X622 + X722 = 250000

Equations for internaI profit and loss

(5.,q=2)

750X11 - 300X211 - 100X212 + X312 + W312 - 11X321

- 11W321 - 0.05X411 + X512 + W512 - 10X521 - 10W521

profit loss
+ 0.5Z12 - 0.45X611 ~ X811 + X911

fixed eost
l OO O O OO (Fmk, q= l)

750X11 - 300X211 - 100X212 + X312 + W312 - 11X321

- 9W321 - 0.05X411 + X512 + W512 - 10X521 - 8W521

- 1.5Z12 - O.45X612 - X812 + X912 = l 000 000 (Fmk, q=2)

75X12 - 10X221 - 30X222 - 0.11X312 - 0.11W312 + X321

+ W321 - 0.05X422 - 0.lX512 - 0.lW512 + X521 + W521

- 0.01Z21 - 0.45X621 - X821 + X921 100 000 (5.,q=l)

75X12 - 10X221 - 30X222 - 0.11X312 - 0.135W312 + X321

+ W321 - 0.05X422 - 0.lX512 - 0.125W512 + X521 + W521

+ O.025Z21 - O.45X622 - X822 + X922 = 100 000 0:, q=2)
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Non-negativity constraints

It is required that all the variables (the symbols

identified by the letters X, W, and Z) must be non

negative.

Objective function

[5·4]

max E(P) = 0.7X811 + 0.3X812 + 7X821 + 2.4X822

- 0.7X911 - 0.3X912 - 7X921 - 2.4X922.

When the model is run on a computer the output which

is presented on the next page is obtained. The optimal

solution can be elucidated with the help of Figures

5-2 and 5-3. In the optimum solution the transfer

price of the intermediate products transferred from

the English affiliate to the Finnish one is f 100

(28 3341 283.34) . The interest rate on the interaffiliate

loan granted by the English affiliate to the Finnish one

is 8% [(8000/10000)0100]. The Finnish affiliate must

buy 28 334 + 8000 = 36334 pounds from a bank in order

to pay for its imports and interaffiliate interest.

Both these payments are effected during the second

subperiod according to the optimal model solution.

The Finnish affiliate makes a forward contract for

36 334pounds at the forward rate of 9.50 Fmk/f offered

by the bank. Consequently the second subperiod cash

outflow in marks resulting from the future foreign

payment is known in advance with certainty in spite

of the currency risk. For the contracted 36 334 pounds

the currency risk is eliminated.

This time, only the predicted income statement for
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VARIABLES
SI 13194.25

X822 150 000.00
S3 13477.59
S4 19716.64

XlI 11805.75
Xl2 5000.00
S7 0.00
S8 0.00
S9 19833.00

X421 100000.00
X411 3 000 000.00
S12 300000.00
S13 1000000.00
Z12 36 334.00
S15 0.00
S16 0.00
S17 5000.00

W521 8000.00
S19 0.00
S20 0.00

X612 2374085.00
X811 2805746.00
S23 50 000.00
S24 50000.00

X812 2805746.00
X611 2374085.00
W321 28 334 .O O

X722 0.00
X211 11522.41
X221 283.34
X222 5 283.34
X821 150000.00
REST ARE ZEROS
p = 4215745.00

(slack in Finnish sales constraint, units)
(q=2, internaI profit in England, ~)
(slack in Finnish production phase I, units)
(slack in English production phase I, units)
(final product sales in Finland, units)
(final product sales in England, units)
(slack in F~E transfer price l.b. constr.)
(slack in F~E transfer price u.b. constr.)
(slack in E~F transfer price l.b. constr.)
(loan from England to Finland, ~)
(local loan raising in Finland, Fmk)
(unused English loan raising potential, ~)
(slack in Finnish loan granting constr. Fmk)
(~-forward contract in Finland, ~)
(slack in F~E interest rate l.b. constr.)
(slack in F~E interest rate u.b. constr.)
(slack in E~F interest rate l.b. constr.)
(second subperiod interest on E~F loan, ~)
(slack in Finnish forward contr. constr., I)
(slack in English forward contr. constr., Fmk)
(q=2, book profit in Finland, Fmk)
(q=l, internaI profit in Finland, Fmk)
(q=l, slack in English cash flow constr., ~)
(q=2, slack in English cash flow constr., ~)
(q=2, internaI profit in Finland, Fmk)
(q=l, book profit in Finland, Fmk)
(second subp. payment for Finnish imports, ~)
(q=2, book loss in England, ~)
(intermediateprod. productionin Finland,units)
(Finnish imports from England, units)
(intermediateprod. productionin England,units)
(q=l, internaI profit in England, I)

(global expected profit)

DUAL
R2
R5
R6

RIO
Rll
R14
R18
R21
R22

VARIABLES
411.100
219.200
274.000

1.461
0.292
3.464
2.192
0.296
0.032

(English sales constraint)
(Finnish technical availability constraint)
(English technical availability constraint)
(E~F transfer price u.b. constraint)
(local Finnish loan raising constraint)
(English loan granting constraint)
(E~F interest rate u.b. constraintJ
(Finnish cash flow constraint for q l)
(Finnish cash flow constraint for q 2)
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Finnish taxation is presented, because it suffices to

demonstrate the derivation of optimaloperating budgets.

As noted earlier, the model including currency risk

indicates a separate set of statements and budgets for

each state of the world accounted for. In the numerical

example in hand the same statement is relevant for

both potential states of the world, since the risk in

the future currency exchange rate of the pound (which

is the only source of risk in the numerical example)

is eliminated by making the forward contract, which covers

exactly the pounds needed for second subperiod foreign

payments in Finland. Note that this state of affairs

results from the figures assumed. If, for example,

the forward rate of the pound were 9.90 Fmkjf, the

contract would not be made, since then it would no

longer be deemed advantageous. The budgets would

then be distinct for the different states of the world.

P r e d i c t e d i n c o m e s t a t e m e n t f o r
F i n n i s h t a x a t i o n

Domestie sales 11 805.7501000
Variable eost II 11 805.750250
Variable eost I 11 522.410300

Imports 9.50283.340100
Duty 0.1;100283.340100
Fixed eost
Domestie interest 0.0503000000

Interaffiliate interest g~~00.080100 000
Depreeiation

Net ineome subjeet to taxation

q = l q = 2

+ 11 805 750 Fmk
2 951 438 Fmk
3 456 723 Fmk
269 173 Fmk
28334 Fmk

000 000 Fmk
150 000 Fmk
76 000 Fmk

1 500 00 O Fmk

2 374082 Fmk



FIGURE 5-2
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Trade and Produation FZows

[5·4]
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5.5 INCLUSION OF CURRENCY POSITION REQUIREMENTS

[5·5]

If the real value of an asset of the multinational

firm (or any asset) denominated, say, in currency j
is affected by a change in the pertinent exchange rates,

the relevant asset is called an exposed asset. The

same goes respectively for a liability. In that case

we speak of an exposed liability. It is customary to

define:

net currency exposure in currency j
exposed assets in currency j less

exposed liabilities in currency j.

Consider for example a devaluation of currency j.

(The net currency exposure has conventionally been

considered in the face of expected devaluations, but

the concept is relevant in the cases of revaluations

and floating as weIl.) If the net currency exposure

in currency j is positive the firm suffers a loss as

a result of the devaluation.lO If it is negative the

firm gains as a result of the devaluation. For a

revaluation the relation is reversed.

The exposed assets and exposed liabilities in different

currencies are reflected in the balance sheets for the

affiliates. The balance sheet of an affiliate of the

idealized multinational firm can be written in the

following format.

10 Consider what happens if you hold in cash f: 100 and
the pound is devalued by 20%. Consider what happens
if the pound is revalued instead. What if you owe,
say, f: 6o?
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ASSETS LIABILITIES

I-cash-in-bank--------------External-payables-------

I E t l . bl Cincluding external
I x erna recelva es h t t l )________________________ s or - erm oans

Inventories

Receivables from
other affiliates

Fixed assets

Long-term liabilities

Payables to other
affiliates

Stockholders' equity

The assets and liabilities which are assumed to be

exposed are separated by the dashed lines in the balance

sheet formula above. Note that this time we are not

interested in the balance sheets of the affiliates per

se. They are used as a convenient basis for deriving

the exposed assets and liabilities denominated in different

currencies, because the items indicated are denominated

in the respective host country currencies in our idealized

case.

When, in general, a geocentric operating philosophy

is assumed it is sound to derive only the total exposed

assets in each currency, and the respective total liabilities,

of the multinational as a whole. It is not necessary then

to calculate the net currency exposures in the different

currencies for each affiliate separately, as conventionaI

management literature suggests.

The choice of which assets and liabili ties are

assumed to be exposed, and which not, depends on several

factors. Consider the items in the balance sheet formula

which was presented. Cash and external short-term l~ans

are clearcut cases. External receivables and payables

can be considered as exposed, except when they are

protected by special clauses passing the risk on to

the external party. (NaturallyaIso apartial

exposure of an asset or a liability is possible.)
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Inventories are often an ambiguous case. Here they

have been considered as not exposed, but we could, again,

proceed also on the basis of a contrary assumption. For

example, if the cost caused by a devaluation can be

shifted on to customers by increasing the relevant

prices, the inventories can be considered as not exposed,

or only partially exposed. Fixed assets are not included

in exposed assets, since their real value is preserved.

Long-term liabilities and stockholders' equity are

excluded becauseof their long-term nature, but also

this point can be argued. Inclusion or exclusion of

receivables from other affiliates and payables to other

affiliates depends on the currency which they are denominated

in. This point is inconsequential, however, since in the

aggregat e balance sheet of the multinational firm, which

is the balance sheet we are interested in, these terms

cancelone another out.

In the previous model versions under currency risk

we implicitly assumed that the decision maker is neutral

to the risk arising from the exposure of assets and

iiabilities denominated in a suspect currency. This

assumption is not in accordance with the observed be

havior of managers. Their behavior indicates aversion to

risk. (In other words the expected value criterion is

not sufficient.) Thus, in order to prevent the possibility

of considerable losses due to changes in the real values

of assets and liabilities as a result of a potential ,

change in the currency exchange rates, the net currency

exposure, or some other figure deemed fit to indicate

aurrenay exposure position, in each currency can be

restricted to fit into predetermined bounds in the model.

The currency exposure position in each currency must

first be calculated in the model. The positions can

be separately calculated at the end of the first sub-
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period (in other words prior to the potential ehange),

and at the end of the entire planning horizon. The

need for ealeulating and subsequently restrieting the

net eurreney exposures in the different eurreneies also

at the end of the first subperiod arises from the faet

that the possibility of a ehange eommenees after this

point of time, and it is beeause of sueh potential

ehanges that eurreney exposures are ealeulated and

manipulated. Caleulating and subsequently restrieting

the net eurreney expo sures at the end of the planning

horizon is done in order to provide for faetors outside

the planning horizon. Figure 5-4 illustrates.

[5·5]

FIGURE 5-4

1 )

t

A10(j,i)

first subperiod

P l a n n i n g

calculation of
currency exposure
positions

A15(j,i,q) p(q)

second subperiod

h o r i z o n

The new eurreney exposure positions, (l) and (2),

are ealeulated on the basis of the initial positions

in eaeh eurreney and the relevant ehanges in the positions.

The initial net eurreney exposures and the predetermined

ehanges are aeeounted for in the right-hand eons tants

of the equations for the net eurreney exposure positions,

whieh will be presented shortly. In the model the deeisions

on aetivities whieh, in the balanee sheet, simultaneously

affeet an exposed and a non-exposed item, alter the net

eurreney exposure. On the other hand, deeisions which



are ref1eeted, in the ba1anee sheet, in two items whieh
are both exposed, or both non-exposed, do not a1ter the,
net eurreney exposure positions. As diseussed, a geo-
eentrie operating phi1osophy is assumed. Henee the
new net eurreney exposures in the different eurreneies
are ea1eu1ated on the basis of the aggregate ba1anee
sheet of the idea1ized mu1tinationa1 firm.

Equations for Curreney Exposure Positions at the End
of the First Subperiod

the positive net eurreney expo sure in eurreney
i at the end of the first subperiod.

the negative net eurreney exposure in eurreney
i at the end of the first subperipd.

the initia1 net eurreney exposure in eurreney
i adjusted for predetermined ehanges during
the first subperiod.

domestie
eash saZes

-A3 (i)X1 (i) 11

domestie
eredit saZes
M(i)Xl(i) +

variabZe eost II
eash aeeounts payabZe
[AS(i) + A6 (i)]X1(i)

variab Ze eost I ne transpoY'tation
+ [A7(i)+A8(i)]X2(i,i) + I A9(i,j)X2(i,j)

j=l
jfi

first subp. paym.
ne from exports
I X3(i,j) +
j =1
jfi

firs t subp. paym.
ne for imports
I A10(j,i)X3(j,i)

j=l
jfi

11 Actually A3 (i) indicates this time the first subperiod
cash sales price. Earlier no distinction was necessary.
We proceed as if the necessary alterations had been made
in alI the relevant constants in the equation under
observation.



nc du ty ZocaZ interest
+ L All(j,i)[X3(j,i)+W3(j,i)] + A12(i)X4(i,i)

j=l
jfi

interaffi Uate
nc Zoans granted

+ L X4(i,j)
j=l
jfi

cash interest
nc on X4 (j, i)

+ L AIO(j,i)X5(j,i)
j=l
jfi

interaffi Uate
ne Zoans raised
L AIO(j,i)X4(j,i)

j=l
jfi

cash interest
nc on X4(i,j)
L X5(i,j)

j=l
jfi

fOY'Wardcontracts
nc covering eurrency i

+ L Z1(j ,i)
j=l
jfi

positive negative adjusted
net exposure net exposure initiaZ exposure

+ XIO(i) Xll (i) B9 (i) i=l,...,nc,
(where i now indicates
currencies, not affiliates).

Let us discuss selected items in the above set of
equations.

Domestic cash sales in country i cause a cash inflow
in currency i. Sales made on cash terms is debited to
"cash in bank" and credi ted to "stockholders' equi ty12".
The net cUTrency exposure is increased, since the former
is considered as exposed, and the latter as not exposed.

Domestic credit sales are debited to "external receivables"
(exposed), and credited to "stockholders' equity" (not
exposed). The net currency exposure is increased.

Similarly, variable cost II is debited to "stockholders'
equity" (not exposed) and credited to "cash in bank"
(exposed), and thus the net currency exposure is reduced.

Consider next the interaffiliate credit sales. They

12 Profi t and loss are included in 1l stockholders' equity" ,
since it consists of retained earnings and capital stock.



are excluded. Inventories were defined as not exposed.
Interaffiliate credit sales do not affect the net currency
exposure. This can be confirmed by aggregating the
relevant entries in the accounts af the affiliates in-
volved. If the inventories were defined as exposed
then the net currency exposure in currency i would
be increased by ~ W3(i,j) and decreased by ~ AIO(j,i)W3(j,i)

jfi jfi
as a result af the interaffiliate credit-based sales.

Local loans are excluded, since raising a IaeaIloan
is debited ta "cash in bank" (exposed), and credited ta
"external payables" (exposed).

Consider next the impact af an interaffiliate loan
in the framework af an idealized numerical example.
Figure 5-5 illustrates the accounts af a fictitious
Finnish and a fictitious English affiliate, and their
aggregate balance sheet. (1) Initially the Finnish
affiliate holds 100 000 Fmk in cash. Hence the initial
net currency exposure in marks is 100 000 Fmk. (2) The
initial balance in the English affiliate is assumed ta be
zero for simplicity. Consequently, the initial net
currency exposure in pounds is S O. The Finnish affiliate
grants alaan af 100000 Fmk ta the English affiliate.
(3) In the accounts af the Finnish affiliate the loan
is debited ta "receivables from other affiliates" and
credited ta "cash in bank". (4) In the accounts af
the English affiliate "cash in bank" is credited with
S 10000, since the fictitious English affiliate converts
the marks immediately into pounds. "Payables ta other
affiliates" is credited with 100 000 Fmk, since the loan
is denominated in marks. The new net currency exposures
in marks and in pounds can be seen in the aggregate
balance sheet af the multinational firm. Entries (c)



(a) cash in bank

100 000 Fmk I
100000 Fmk (3)

stockholders' equity

1100 000 Fmk

(c) receivables from other
affiliates

(3) 1 0 0 0 0 0 Fmk I

( 21
(4 )

f. 0
f. 10 000

(f) payab1es to other
affiliates

11 0 0 0 00 Fmk (4)

(c ) 1 0 0 0 0 0 Fmk
(d) f. 10 000

1 0 0 0 0 0 Fmk (b )
1 0 0 0 0 0 Fmk (f)

Note that these accounts are designated to the firm's
internal usage.



and (f) are cancelled. (b) is defined as not exposed.
(d) is defined as exposed. Consequently the new currency
exposures are 0 Fmk and olIO000 respectively. This is
tantamount to a reduction of 100 OOOFmk and an increase
of olIO000 in the net currency exposures. This result
is in accordance with the equations given for the net
currency exposure positions.

It could be easily seen in a similar framework that
interaffiliate cash-based sales and interaffiliate interest
give rise to the changes indicated in the equations
presented.

The forward contracts, which are made in order to
purchase currency i from banks in the different countries
at predetermined exchange rates during the second sub-
period, reduce, with the contracted amount, the net
currency exposure in currency i at the end of the first
subperiod. The geocentric operation philosophy and
the fact that the net currency exposure is consequently
calculated by the currencyonly, is clearly reflected
in the term involving forward contracts. It is the
sum of alI forward contracts in currency i regardless
of the affiliates making the contracts!

In the numerical example of Section 5.4
exposures are 12 200000 Fmk and ol677 000
with three significant digits).

the net currency
(when given

Constraints for the Net Curreney Exposure Positions
at the End of the First Subperiod

the maximum net currency exposure in currency
i tolerated by the central management at the
end of the first subperiod.



positive
net exposure
XlO (i)

negative
net exposure
X11(i) < B10(i)

The net currency exposure may be either positive
or negative (or zero). Hence the two different sets
of variab1es are needed. The constraints presented
above are first stage constraints in the two-stage 1inear
programming formu1ation.

In the numerica1 examp1e solved in Section 5.4 the
pound is the suspect currency. If we required that the
net currency exposure in pounds must not increase during
the first subperiod, the basic nature af the optima1
solution wou1d remain una1tered. The English affiliate then
sells more intermediate products ta the Finnish affiliate
(1250 units) than before (283 units), but at a lower
transfer price (S. 54/ unit) than before (S. 100/ uni t) .
(Reca11 that the relevant transfer price bounds are
f 30 and f 100.) The forward contract made by the
Finnish affiliate in order ta purchase pounds at the
agreed forward rate during the second subperiod is changed
from f 38334 ta f 75000. The value af the objective
function is reduced approximately by 85000 Fmk, which indicates
the east of adjusting the net exposure in pounds ta fit
into the stipulated range. The shadow price af the
constraint under observation is R36 = 1.10 Fmk/f.

Equations for Currency Exposure Positions at the End
of the PZanning Horizon

the positive net currency exposure in currency
i at the end af the p1anning horizon if the
q:th state af the world occurs.



the negative net currency exposure in
currency i at the end of the p1anning
horizon if the q:th state of the wor1d occurs.
the initia1 net currency exposure in currency
i adjusted for predeterrnined changes during
the p1anning horizon in the occurrence of
the q:th state of the wor1d.

domestic saZes
revenue ancl v. c. II

-A14(i)X1(i)13 +
ne tz-ansportation

+ L A9(i,j)X2(i,j)
j=l
jfi

ne exportsne
I X3(i,j) I W3(i,j)

j=l j"'l
jfi jfi

ne importsne
+ L AIO(j,i)X3(j,i) + L A15(j,i,q)W3(j,i)

j=1 tf· ub . d j=1 t d ub . d. .t i 1,rst s pe!'1,o . f i secon s pe!'1,o
J r exchange rate J exchange rate

ne du ty ZocaZ intere.st
+ L All(j,i)[X3(j,i)+W3(j,i)] + A12(i)X4(i,i)

j=l
jfi

interaffi Ziate
ne Zoans granted

+ t X4(i,j)
j=l
jfi

ne Zoans granted
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positive
net exposure

+ Xl2(i,q)
negative
net exposure
Xl3(i,q)

adjusted
initial exposure
Bl1(i,q) i=l, ,nc

q=l, ,Q.

The net currency exposures for each currency, at the
end of the planning horizon, are defined separately for
each of the Q states of the world accounted for. The forward
contracts will have been realized before the end of the
planning horizon. The gains and losses realized because
of the forward contracts made by affiliate i affect the
net currency exposure in currency i, since the accounts
"cash in bank" (exposed) and "stockholders' equity" (not
exposed) are involved. The rest of the items in the
above equations should be obvious on the basis of the
earlier discussion.

Constraints for the Net Currency Exposure Position at
the End of the Planning Horizon

the maximum net currency expo sure in currency
i tolerated by the central management at the
end of the planning horizon.

positive
net exposure
Xl2(i,q)

negative
net exposure
X13(i,q) < B12(i) i=l, ... ,nc

q=l,.•.,Q.

In this chapter 1 presented the incorporation of
forward contracting decisions and currency exposure



position requirements in linear programming models
for joint planning of trade, production, and financial
flowsin the multinational firm facing risky currency
exchange rates. 1 demonstrated that the net effects
resulting from making a forward contract are independent
of using it to cover foreign transactions. I suggested
that it is sufficient to calculate the currency exposure
positions for each currency when a geocentric operating
philosophy is accepted for the multinational firm. The
affiliates need not be considered separately. A parallel
fictitious numerical example was presented once more.



6 SELECTED EXAMPLES OF HYPOTHESES OF THE BEHAVIOR OFTHE MULTINATIONAL FIRM GENERATED VIA THE MODEL

We turn aur attentian ta the behaviaral prablem
af the study. The task eantained in the statement
af the behaviaral prablem (ef. Seetian 1.2), and the
appraaeh chosen (ef. Seetian 1.4), is ta generate hypath-
eses af the pattern af the behaviar af the multinatianal
firm by utilizing the narmative madel far the idealized
multinatianal firm, whieh has been presented in the
previaus ehapters. It was assumed tentatively that
planning in big multinatianal business enterprises is,
ar will be, ratianaI enaugh far us ta praeeed by inter-
preting the suggestians far general lines af actian,
which the madel gives, in terms af the multinatianal
firm, and ta eall them hypatheses af the behaviar af the
multinatianal firm.

This ehapter presents seleeted examples af the hypath-
eses arrived at. The hypatheses ta be presented are nat
neeessarily new in literature. They are quite abviaus
and trivial, since the purpart is ta cantral the plausi-
bility af the appraaeh chasen in the behaviaral prablem.
The paint is that, at least in the respeets presented,
the madel leads ta results ta be expeeted in the light
af reality. While validating a madel and an appraaeh
naturally requires rigaraus testing, getting expeeted
results mativates the presentatian af the results, the
appraaeh, and the madel far a later, tharaugh testing.l

lAs will be seen an the next chapter, this point gives
rise to one suggestion for further research.



Note that it was not intended to make an overall
hypothesis of the assessment af trade, production, and
financial flows in mul tinational firms or of their reactions
to economic measures of the host country governments.
Our purpose was to create only a few hypotheses which
are connected to the questions in the behavioral problem.
The hypotheses have been derived by deducing directly
from the model, and, when this was too difficul t, experiments
were made with it. First, a preliminary analysis was
performed to unravel interesting partial problems. These
partial problems were then studied more thoroughly.
When experiments were resorted to, the maximum set
used was three affiliates. The details of the derivation
of the hypotheses, with the exception of the first one,
are completely omitted in the text, since describing
them would be too onerous. The reason for this is in
the &bundance of the details involved.

Two kinds of pitfalls occur when the problem is tackled
with the help of the model for the idealized multinational
firm:

1) The deductions made to obtain the results must be
correct in connection with the model.

2) The results (and the model from which they are
derived) should be plausible in the light of
reality, either current or future.

The fictitious numerical example presented in Chapter
3, which discussed the deterministic model, gives one
example of the model behavior and the interpretation
of the characteristics of the optimal solution.2 On

2This is the reason why especially that numerical example
was discussed at length.



the basis of this numerical example, the analysis of
its optimal solution, and computational experience with
the model, the following wording of a hypothesis is
arrived at.

Hypothesis 1 Multinational firms arrange inter-
affiliate trade with manipulated transfer prices
in order to avoid excessive taxation in countries
with high corporate income tax rates.

It is important to note that although the hypothesis
could easily have been made on the basis of general
knowledge of big multinational business enterprises,
it has been derived in strict accordance with the process
described.

With the exception of the above hypothesis the details
of the derivation are omitted completely in this thesis,
for the reasons stated.

After performing a more extensive analysis of the
numerical example of Chapter 3 than was given in the
text, Hypothesis 1 can be reformulated:

Hypothesis 2 Multinational firms may arrange inter-
affiliate trade with manipulated transfer prices in
order to avoid taxation in countries with high tax
rates, but only if the tax rates are different enough,
and providing that the transfer prices can be adjusted
freely enough. In that case, two different kinds
of pOlicies can arise, whose relative efficiency
depends on other particulars: 1) The affiliate in
the high tax rate country imports from other affiliates
at high transfer prices. 2) The affiliate in the high
tax rate country exports to other affiliates at low
transfer prices.



"Different enough" and "freely enough" are defined by
contrasting the tax avoided and revenue received per
transferred item with costs incurred by the transfer,
the latter including revenues forgone because af the
transfer. Slight differences in taxations do not induce
transferring af components for book profit adjustment
purposes. Further experiments indicate that the hypoth-
esis is relevant under currency risk also.

Hypothesis 3 MUltinational firms may utilize inter-
affiliate loans and manipulate their interest rates
in order ta avoid excessive taxation in countries
with high corporate income tax rates.

The hypothesis states that loans may be made between
affiliates af mul tinational firms also when funds
are not actually needed by the affiliate raising
the loans. These interaffiliate loans may be even
granted mutually betweentwo affiliates if the tax
rates are different enough, and providing that the
interest rates can be made ta differ, and the affiliate
which is required ta grant the loan is shart af funds.
In this "back-and-forth"-system, the affiliate in a
low tax rate country charges a high interest rate and
pays a low interest rate.

Taxation is "excessive" when general management
policies do not require the paying af as much taxes in a
country as the corporate income tax rate indicates.3

Note that the above three hypotheses do not indicate

3Although excluded in the model presented, minimum
tax payment constraints as management policy constraints
can be easily assumed.



global tax minimization. The activities of the multi-
national firm are jointly planned in the model, tax
payments being only one factor.

Hypothesis 4 Interaffiliate loans with manipulated
interest rates are preferred in tax avoidance, and
in shifting of funds, to arranging of ititeraffiliate
trade with manipulated transfer prices.

In the model, when other reasons do not induce inter-
affiliate tradetransactions, their use is inferior
to loans, since they involve more costs in the form
of duty and transportation. This is obvious, because
in the model there is no transfer charge on money.

Hypothesis 5 If financial transfers are not permitted
from a country where a multinational firm has an
affiliate with unused financial potential,4 the
utilization of the blocked funds is effected via
interaffiliate trade with manipulated transfer prices,
provided that the relevant transfer prices can be
adjusted freely enough. When the transfer prices
can be made low enough, components are exported
from the affiliate with the blocked funds in order
to sell them elsewhere. When the transfer prices
can be made high enough, the affiliate with the
blocked funds imports components in order to shift
the unused financial potential elsewhere.



Hypothesis 6 If finance is a scarce resource in
a multinational firm for one affiliate and there
is idle financial resource for another, and financial
capital movements are not permitted from the latter
country, taxation in the two countries has a restrictive
influence on the use of transfer of components as a
means of shifting the idle financial resource. The
ranges of the transfer prices which make interaffiliate
transfers advantageous in shifting funds, narrow
as tax rates increase.

The restrictive effect of taxation on transferring of
components, if the purpose of arranging the transfer
is shifting funds between affiliates, is expiained as
follows. When transfers are made, total taxation (in
this case the taxation in both countries involved)
increases with increasing tax rates when counted per
unit of transferred item. When tax rates are high
enough, the advantage gained in the face ~f th& scarce
resource by the transferring of components, is not
enough to offset the disadvantage caused by the increased
total taxation per transferred unit. Note carefully
that Hypothesis 6 concerns transfers of components in
order to shift funds. The hypothesis does not say anything
about the transferring of components for any other purpose.

Hypothesis 7 Producing in a low cost country is
preferred to producing in a high cost country.
Sales in a high price country are preferred to sales
in a low price country.

This hypothesis is really simple and obvious and it
is given only in order to highlight the discussion
in the previous section about obtaining expected results.



The hypotheses selected for presentation relate
to book profit adjustment and production adjustment,
but not to currency risk adjustment in multinational
business enterprises. This results from the fact that
the hypotheses presented are to a considerable extent
attributable to my earlier research efforts, 5 which
did not yet include currency risk. Nevertheless, the
hypotheses have now been checked with additional ex-
periments using the model under currency risk also.
Thus currency risk has been included in the behavioral
problem, too,'although no hypotheses are given con-
cerning currency risk adjustment.



This chapter concludes the discussion. After sum-
marizing and briefly discussing the results of the study,
we discuss some extension prospects of the model, and
finally three suggestions for relevant further research
are made.

The main result of this dissertation is the development
of a two-stage linear programming formulation for joint
planning of physical and financial activities of a multi-
national firm in an environment with currency exchange
rate changes to be expected. This was achieved by con-
structing a two-stage linear programming model for the
multinational firm assuming a situation where alI the
non-essential factors can be omitted for simplicity
(= the idealization). 1 showed how the probabilistic
nature of currency exchange rates2 can be taken into
account in linear programming models for joint planning
of trade, production, and financial flows in the multi-
national firm. 1 also showed how forward contracting
can be planned in conjunction with global tactical
planning of physical and financial activities in the
multinational firm. 1 demonstrated how the exposure
of assets and liabilities of the multinational firm
can be adjustedto fit into predetermined bounds in models of

IThe reader is advised to reread Section 1.2 ("Research
Problem") .

20nly the relevant discrete distribution of future
currency exchange rates has to be available to the
decision maker.



the kind presented. Furthermore, after introducing
the concepts of internal and external transfer prices,
1 demonstrated the inclusion of interaffiliate external
transfer prices and interaffiliate interest rates as
decisian variables in models of the kind discussed.
The possibility of interaffiliate delayed payments
was included. The suggested formulations make it possible

to consider, within the framework of a single model,

decisions which previously had to be treated separately. 3

1 also suggested the use of the concept of "shadow
transfer prices" to supplement the conventional analysis
of shadow prices in deterministic linear programming
models for the multinational firm. The interpretation
of the conventional shadow prices was discussed in the
deterministic case. We saw the danger of misinterpreting
the shadow prices of cash flow constraints as the maximum
interest rate on external borrowing which is still not
unprofitable. 1 observed some aspects of evaluation
of foreign profits in the multinational firm, in a
discussion on sensitivity analysis concerning especially
the objective function of the model. It was suggested
that in some cases it is advisable to account for the
restrictions set by strategic considerations, alsa through
the objective function of corresponding tactical level
models, and not only via the constraints. In discussing

3For example, the developments of the recent past in
exchange markets suggest that both physical and financial
plans should be jointly determined. At times, the
possibility of currency re- or devaluations and floating
currency exchange rates warrant only hedging operations.
At other times, the expected changes in exchange rates
make it advisable to change production and trade flows
between the affiliates of a multinational firm. Ideally,
one should therefore consider both of these strategies,
or a combinatio~ of them, using a single model.



forward contracting (in the probabi1istic mode1), 1
noted that in assessing the profitabi1ity of a forward
contract, it is not necessary to assign the contract
to any particu1ar export or import transaction (except
for statutory reasons). 1 pointed out that in a centra11y
p1anned mu1tinationa1 firm the currency exposure of
assets and 1iabi1ities need be ca1cu1ated on1y for
each currency he1d by the mu1tinationa1 firm as a who1e.
It is not necessary to compute the currency exposures
separate1y for each affi1iate, on1y for each currency.
Furthermore, 1 suggested that by a1ways raising foreign
loans through the re1evant affi1iates the f1exibi1ity
of operations of the mu1tinationa1 firm is enhanced,
because the interest rates can then be manipu1ated.

In constructing the mode1 the requirement of manage-
abi1ity was appreciated, a1though this point received
1itt1e attention ear1ier in the text. The components
of "manageabi1ity" are as fo11ows: 1) A Mode1 requires
on1y obtainab1e input, 2) is solvab1e numerica11y,
and 3) gives output which faci1itates an imp1ementation
in actua1 decision-making situations. It is quite easy
to see without further discussion that the mode1 presented
on1y requires input which is avai1ab1e readi1y enough
in actua1 decision making situations. The construction
of the mode1 was carried out app1ying two-stage 1inear
programming techniques. Thus the mode1 cou1d be retained
in 1inear form even after the inc1usion of the currency
risk and the other new factors. This is a very important
point when numerica1 solvabi1ity is considered. In
rea1-1ife operations research app1ications, which invo1ve
factors and interre1ationships in great numbers, 1inear
programming sti11 seems to be by far the most usefu1
mathematica1 programming technique. Neverthe1ess,
mode1 size is still a critica1 factor,



which I have no intention af belittling.4 The
presentation af the model for the idealized multination-
al firm was supported by parallel fictitious numerical
examples. These numerical examples also serve ta show
that appropriate operating budgets can be derived from
the optimal solutions. Such budgets are the prime
tools af managing the plans in firms. Thus the model
presented clearly gives applicable output. It was
seen that the construction af separate equations for
the formulation af the objective function and for the
treatment af taxation makes the handling af the model
easier. Actually, from my computational experience
with even simplified numerical experiments I know that
constructing an objective function, which originally
involves sections in different currencies, is a numerical
exercise that is extremely hazardous, without using
auxiliaryequations.s

In the early chapters a fairly extensive inquiry
was made into the background af the research problem
and the limitations af the approach chosen.

A secondary result af the research work presented
in this dissertation is in tentatively suggesting and
discussing a procedure for creating hypotheses af the
behavior af multinational firms, and in demonstrating

4Even allowing for the "coordinated decentralization"
discussed e.g. in Dileep Mehta & Isik Inselbag, "Working
Capital Management of a Multinational Firm," op.cit.,
pp. 73-75. See also the second paragraph in Section
2.1 of the dissertation in hand ("Limitations and Key
Assumptions af the Study")

SIt is my guess that the neglect of this obvious and
mathematically really trivial point is the cause of
the prevalent erroneous or awkward handling of currency
conversions and taxations in the models of a few
researchers in this field. It is noteworthy that a
parallel development can be found in the uninational
case.



scv~n simple hypotheses arrived at with this procedure.
The results presented on "the behavioral problem"

are mostly due ta my earlier research efforts, which
1 have discussed elsewhere.6 These earlier results
have now been checked with more extensive numerical
experiments (not recorded explicitly in the text) and,
in addition, the currency risk has entered into the considera-
tions. The hypotheses presented are nat new in Iiterature, but
they give an intuitive check on the plausibility af the
approach ta the behavioral problem.

7,2 ADDITIONAL EXTENSION PROSPECTS OF THE MODEL AND
DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

It is my purpose in this last section ta make three
suggestions for research work in the research area
discussed.

In considering the formulations which were presented
for an incorporation af new dimensions into linear
programming models for narmative planning af physical
and financial activities in the multinational firm,
the follawing "true"7 simplifications were made.

6For the references see footnote 10 in Chapter 1.
One reason for bringing up the results also here is
that it is to be hoped that in this way the tentative
approach presented is submitted to a wider circle of
readers for criticism.
The references in footnote 10 in Chapter 1 also con-
tain a speculative discussion on the repercussions of
the existence of the multinational firm on the theory
of international trade, and on the effects of government
actions. These points were referred to in footnote
15 of Chapter 2, but otherwise they were omitted, since
the results are not concise enough to be presented here.
7See page 38.



l) The trading currency in interaffiliate trade was
not a decision variable. 2) The affiliates held in
cash only the currency of the relevant host country.
3) The future impact of the currency expo sure on the
value of the multinational firm's assets and liabilities
was included only via constraints limiting the currency
exposures to fit into predetermined bounds. It seems
that the first two items could probably be included
in a relatively straightforward manner after defining
the proper decision variables and assessing the proper
interrelationships. The third item is conceptually
more difficult. First an inquiry into stock and flow
concepts would be needed together with an inquiry into
handling currency risk in this case. 1 think that the
most difficult part is probably keeping the model still
linear.

Two-stage linear programming techniques were applied.
An attempt could be made also at a chance-constrained
formulation. This would be motivated, first, by the
curiosity concerning the applicability of this approach
into the problem, and, second, by a need to keep the
size of the model as small as possible.

According to the discussion in the preceeding two
paragraphs the following suggestion for research work
is made.

Suggestion 1. Consider linear programming formulations
for planning physical and financial activities in the
multinational firm. Find out how to include the
interaffiliate trading currencies as decision variables,
how to include multiple-currency cash in the affiliates,
and how to evaluate the impact of the currency exposure
via the objective function of the proper models. Make
an inquiry into the applicability of a chance-con-
strained linear programming approach to the research
problem.



Personally, 1 prefer to follow this suggestion should
1 continue my research efforts in accordance with these
particular suggestions.

At the beginning of Chapter 3 the concepts of external
and internal transfer prices were discussed. The internal
transfer prices, which are traditionally used for evaluating
divisional performance of profit centers in large firms,
were omitted in this study. It was propounded that if
the internal transfer prices are used in spite of the
assumption of centralization in the relevant decision-
making situation, they should be corrected to account
for the centralized solution. This gives rise to the
second suggestion for further research.
Suggestion 2. Consider how the internal transfer
prices should be assessed in the multinational firm,
when their purpose is to motivate the affiliates
into making independent decisions which lead to
optimal total planning of physical and financial
activities in the multinational firm. Establish
a functional connection between internal and external
transfer prices.
Above we discussed further research primarily on

"the normative problem". In the case of "the behavioral
problem" the following three-point scheme for further
research work is suggested.
Suggestion 3. 1) Create further and more particular
hypotheses of production, book profit, and currency
riskadjustments in the multinational firm. Cover
the different structures of the multinational firm.8

2) Check whether feasible initial values of the constants



give plausible numerical ranges for the values of
the decision variables. Include or exclude model
details if necessary.9 3) Subject the results to
rigorous empirical testing as behavioral hypotheses
of the multinational firm.

1 once more point out that to my knowledge not enough
formal work has been done in the particular area
relating to descriptive models of the multinational
firm, and, in addition, 1 venture to claim that a fully-
fledged theory of the multinational firm still remains
to be written, although there has been some good work
done in this direction. In my opinion here is a promising
area with many untapped possibilities for a researcher
interested in multinational firms and empirical research
work.

9If the idealization made (see Section 1.4: "Research
Approach and Methodology", esp. the behavioralproblem)
is not a good one in connection with the behavioral
problem, the model must be revised accordingly.
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